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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process is one of the most widely used processes
for joining materials in manufacturing industry due to its reliability and low operating
cost compared to other joining processes. Many effective and reliable welding processes
have been developed since the invention of the electric welding process in the late 19th
century. The GMAW process has been developed over the last 40 years and has been
found to be very suitable for automated operations. Many developments have directed
place in the automation of the welding process particularly in the area of torch motion
and seam tracking and robotic welding. Control of the welding process itself is critically
important if full automation of the process and unmanned operation are to be achieved.
Although robotic welders have replaced human welders in many welding application, and
satisfactory seam tracking systems are available commercially, the process control
systems have received less attention for a number of reasons such as the complexity of
the welding process and lack of advanced control theory. Much of the current research
effort is directed techniques to establish an optimal solution for the above problems.
Experienced human welders use their senses to monitor many variables such as weld
bead size, arc intensity, sound, color around the weld pool, and the welding voltage or
current during the welding process. In addition, they adjust welding conditions such as
the welding current or voltage, travel speed of the torch, and wire feed rate to produce
reasonable weld quality. AJthough the human welder is in these respects more flexible
than the automated welding systems, there are significant drawbacks: (1) human sensing
is a qualitative process and is often not accurate nor consistent, (2) humans can only
adjust the welding conditions qualitatively to produce desired weld quality, (3) the human
operators may be exposed to hazardous environments, (4) labour costs are a significant
component of overall welding cost.
These limitations of human welders and the need to improve weld quality have motivated
the development of improved control systems for the contaminated welding process.
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The weld quality criteria depend on the specific application, but final metallurgy and joint
performance are two of the most important factors. Since these features are not
measurable directly on-line by humans or sensors, an indirect means of defining weld
quality is necessary. Process stability, weld pool geometric features, and weld penetration
are of particular interest and can be measured on-line.
Since the GMAW process is complex ,highly nonlinear, and includes rapid parameter
/»
variations, control of the process using of “normal” feedback techniques or “traditional”
adaptive control techniques is of limited use. It is necessary to develop new adaptive
control techniques for nonlinear systems for control of an automated GMAW process.

1.2 Problem formulation
The problem dealt with this thesis can be formulated as follows:
Design and implement a control system for an automated or robotic GMAW system that
achieves acceptable weld quality.
The following three stages were defined to solve the problem:

Development of a multivariable nonlinear model of GMAW processes
A mathematical model of Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) processes has to be
developed. It should be in a form which is suitable for implementing an adaptive control
system to produce the desired weld quality. The model should describe the relationship
between the process inputs, which are wire feed rate, travel speed, and open circuit
voltage, and process output specifications in terms of process stability, heat input, and
deposition area. It will be shown that the GMAW process is multivariable, highly
nonlinear and has rapidly changing parameters.

Development of nonlinear adaptive control techniques
Three new nonlinear adaptive control methods, which are switching surface,
backstepping based, and reference defined methods, are developed to design the adaptive
control law and update law for unknown parameters of single-input single output and
multivariable nonlinear systems.
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The controller should guarantee the tracking properties and improve the transient
response properties despite the process uncertainties even when the adaptation
mechanism is turned off.

Adaptive control of Gas Metal Arc Welding processes
The methods developed to design the adaptive control law and unknown parameter
i*
update law will be applied to the GMAW processes to achieve the desired outputs of the
system. In addition to application to control, the on-line monitoring of the GMAW
process will be embedded in the algorithm to evaluate the performance of the controller.
A real time distributed software package for monitoring and control of the GMAW
process using the GMAW model and adaptive control algorithms will be developed.
Experiments to excite and validate the GMAW welding process and the control
algorithms are performed.

1.3 Thesis outline
The thesis consists of three parts: Modeling of Gas Metal Arc Welding processes,
Adaptive control of nonlinear systems, and Adaptive control of GMAW processes.

Modeling of the Gas Metal Arc Welding system
In Chapter 2, a review of the GMAW process is given while Chapter 3 describes the
development of a mathematical model of the process that is suitable for adaptive control.

Adaptive control of nonlinear systems
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the adaptive control of nonlinear systems. Three new
methods for adaptive control of single input single output (SISO) nonlinear systems
which are presented in input-output and state space forms are developed in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, a procedure of designing an adaptive control algorithm for multi input multi
output (MIMO) nonlinear systems is presented.

3

Adaptive control of GMAW processes
Chapter 7 gives an overview of earlier applications of adaptive control of Gas Metal Arc
Welding system and the application of new adaptive control techniques developed in part
2 to the GMAW process. Chapter 8 describes the experimental setup used to validate the
process model developed. The results of control of this system are also presented and
discussed in this chapter. Conclusions and suggestions for further work are given in
Chapter 9.
Since this thesis has three distinct parts, it could be used as follows for the readers who
have specific interests. The readers who are interested in modeling and application of
adaptive control to the GMAW process are advised to read Parts 1 and 3 while those who
are interested in new adaptive control techniques for nonlinear systems are advised to
read Part 2.
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Parti

Modeling of the Gas Metal Arc Welding Process

Chapter 2.

Literature overview of modeling the GMAW system
This chapter provides an overview of modeling of Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
processes as described in the literature. Components of the GMAW process model are
identified and mathematical models for the components are discussed. In Section 2.1 the
.
. .
i*
main characteristics of the GMAW processes are discussed and in Section 2.2 models for
various components of the system as presented in the literature are given.

2.1 Gas Metal Arc Welding
Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) is among the most widely used arc welding processes
for production work. The high operating factor and deposition rate give the GMAW
processes the potential to improve productivity over that obtained by the Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding (GTAW) and Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) processes. It is a
consumable-electrode process in which the arc is established between the workpiece and
a continuously fed electrode which supplies the filler metal. Molten filler metal is
transferred from the electrode to the workpiece either as droplets propelled through the
arc by electromagnetic forces or absorbed by the weld pool as the electrode tip dips into
it. Variations in shielding gas, wire feed rate, and welding voltage result in a variety of
metal transfer modes which can be used for different welding applications.
The electrode in GMAW is a wire which is fed into the arc at a constant speed by a
motor-driven feeder. A gas blanket discharged from the torch shields the arc and weld
pool from atmospheric gases to allow control of weld metal chemistry. Virtually all
metals can be welded using GMAW by choosing a suitable electrode and shielding gas.
An inert gas, typically argon, is used as shielding gas to weld nonferrous metals. For
carbon steel, either CO2 or an inert-gas blended with a small amount of reactive gas can
be used. The choice of shielding gas is somewhat depends on the metal transfer mode
selected.
Usually all GMAW processes use dc current, with the electrode positive [1]. The use of
electrode negative polarity normally gives unstable and erratic features, and higher
electrode melting rates [2], which in turn reduces weld penetration. Using ac current

6

results in erratic operation due to rectification and restrike failures at zero crossing points

[ 1, 2].
2.1.1 Terminology
The arc environment in the GMAW processes is shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 while
Figure 2.3 shows an electric circuit diagram of the process.
*

The contact tube is a replaceable copper cylinder with an axial hole sized to just
accommodate the electrode wire. Welding current is transferred to the electrode as it
passes through the contact tube.
The contact-tube-to-workpiece-distance (CTWD) is the principal measurement of torch
height, and defines the active welding current. The CTWD is the sum of the arc length
and the electrode extension, which is also referred to as stick-out. At the electrode tip,
wire melting takes place. The melting energy comes principally from two sources: (l)Arc
heating by radiation and the kinetic energy of electrons, (2)Resistive heating i.e. the
heating of the electrode due to the flow of welding current through the resistive stick out
portion of the electrode.
The burn-off rate is a measure of how fast the filler wire is being detached from the wire
and is expressed either as mass or length per unit time.
Shielding gas is discharged from the gas nozzle or gas cup concentric with the contact
tube. There is generally some forms of gas lens inside the nozzle to shape the flow
characteristics for even coverage and low turbulence.
The term workpiece is used to describe the material being welded.
The weld pool or puddle is the molten region at the base of the arc in which the filler
metal alloys with the base to form the weld metal. Because of the arc pressure exerted on
the surface of the weld pool, the weld metal is forced to move upward behind the torch,
freezing to form the weld bead. At high currents and short arc lengths, arc pressure can
depress the surface of the puddle several millimeters, changing the effective CTWD.
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metaí

Figure 2.1. Gas Metal Arc W elding process [1],

Figure 2.2. Gas Metal W elding terminology [1].
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Figure 2.3. Electric diagram o f the GMAW process [1]

Metal transfer in GMAW
The overall performance o f the GMAW process is significantly influenced by the way in
which material is transferred from the tip o f the consumable electrode into the weld pool.
It affects

process stability, spatter generation, weld quality, and the positional

capabilities o f the process. Process stability may depend not only on commonly measured
parameters, such as voltage and current, but also on the transfer mode. By changing the
welding parameters and materials, different transfer modes are produced. There have
been a num ber o f techniques, such as high-speed cine, stroboscopic cine and video,
which have been applied to study the way in which the metal is transferred.
According to the literature [2, 3, 4], metal transfer modes are divided into so called
short-circuit, globular and spray transfer modes, each with its own range o f welding
voltage, current, deposition rate, welding speed, applicable welding positions, and
manipulation techniques. These distinct characteristics o f each o f the transfer modes
make them suitable for different applications. Thus the correct choice o f welding
parameters will determine weld quality and productivity .
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Short Circuit transfer mode
W hen the current is low, metal transfer occurs during interval of controlled short circuits
at rates ranging from as few as 20 to more than 200 per second [15]. This metal transfer
mode is sometimes also referred to as dip transfer mode. The short circuit transfer mode
is used mostly for the welding o f thin sheet material (up to 4 mm thick) or for root runs
on thicker material.

At the instant that the arc is extinguished, the arc resistance is

reduced to zero, causing the welding current to rise very rapidly. This is illustrated
between a and b in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 An example welding current and voltage in short circuit mode.

The increased current heats and melts the electrode. The electromagnetic pinch force also
increases strongly and constricts the molten metal in the electrode. As the liquid metal
flows under the influence o f the pinch force, a neck begins to develop near the solid
metal interface at the tip o f the electrode. The combination of the brief high current and
slightly higher voltage brings this neck to a very high temperature and the pinch forces
sever the molten metal column. At this point (point c), the arc is reignited, while the
voltage reaches its peak value and the current decreases. The voltage and current
characteristics o f the arc can be monitored and recorded by using a number of data
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acquisition techniques. The physical mechanism of the short circuit metal transfer mode
at the tip of the electrode is illustrated in figure 2.5

Figure 2.4. Mechanism of short circuit transfer mode [23].

Globular transfer mode
In this metal transfer mode, molten metal is transferred as large globules, larger than the
diameter of the electrode, see Figure 2.6. The globular transfer mode is used mostly for
the welding of material of thickness greater than 5 mm. This metal transfer mode is
characterized by large droplets and low transfer rates. It is normally observed at relatively
low current and fairly high arc voltages, although it depends also on other parameters
such as the diameter of the electrode, its composition and the shielding gas used. Before
detachment, the molten metal is held onto the electrode by the surface tension. The lower
the density of the metal, the larger the globule that can be formed before the globule
detaches. When enough metal is melted, the gravitational forces on the liquid and the
magnetic pinch effect cause a section adjacent to the liquid-solid interface to form a neck.

11
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Figure 2.6 Globular transfer [23].

Figure 2.7. Repelled globular transfer [23].
The arc m ust m elt the electrode as fast as the wire is fed in order to maintain the arc
length. Changes in the pow er setting will affect the arc length and the rate at which the
globules are transferred. Inadequate selection o f process parameters may result in
irregular transfer, w ith som e o f the droplets repelled as illustrated in Figure 2.7, from the
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electrode tip, moving upward sideways, and is deposited outside the molten pool in the
form o f spatter.

Spray transfer mode
At high voltage, the arc is long and the melted metal drops may transfer by either a
globular or spray mode. The transition between globular transfer mode and spray mode,
A

in some cases e.g. carbon steel in argon-rich gas mixtures and aluminum in argon, can be
distinguished clearly. As current is increased the size o f the droplets usually decreases
and the frequency o f transfer increases. At a relative high current, droplets are projected
axially through the arc with some force. At this stage, the metal transfer mode is referred
to as projected spray transfer [23] illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. Projected spray transfer [23]
At current ju st above the transition point, the metal is transferred in a mode referred to as
drop spray transfer mode. In this transfer mode, there is a formation o f a solid neck on the
wire tip, and spherical droplets slightly larger than in diameter than the diameter of the
filler wire. These droplets are initially suspended from the tip before being detached. It is
found that occurrence o f detachment is effective, droplet velocity is high, and spatter is
relatively low [1, 23]. This metal transfer mode is illustrated in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Drop spray transfer mode [23].
The spray transfer m ode is m ostly used for the welding o f material o f thickness greater
than 5 mm.

2.2 Previous dynamic modeling of GMAW processes
Description o f dynam ic m odeling o f the GM AW process is relatively sparse. There have
been two m ajor research groups who have published their significant contributions in this
area. These two approaches are som ewhat different but are related to the research
presented in this thesis. Each is reviewed briefly in the following sections.

2.2.1 Wu and Richardson
The work o f W u and R ichardson [13, 14] provided the initial inspiration which led to the
research presented here. In their work, the m otivation was better understanding o f
through-the-arc seam tracking techniques. They investigated the effect o f a sinusoidal
CTW D variation on the w elding current, both theoretically and experimentally. They
used a GM AW system w ith a 0.045” (1.2 mm) diam eter ER80S-D2 filler wire, a
shielding gas o f A r+2% 02 on a rotating graphite cathode. The sinusoidal CTWD
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perturbation is achieved by motion o f the workpiece, see figure 2.10. The graphite is
refractory, and not substantially affected by the transferred metal.

Power source

Figure 2.10. Circuit diagram [13].

The apparatus is operated with the shaft horizontal, so that the weld metal falls clear of
the plate. By varying the angle o f the plate, the radial position o f the torch, and the
rotational speed, they achieved different peak-to-peak displacement at different
frequencies. The welding current and voltage were recorded. The magnitude and phase
• o f current variations were estimated from the records o f the welding current and voltage.
The nonlinear theoretical model was developed and solved

by using linearization

technique.
Their theoretical model o f the GMAW system is a set o f nonlinear differential equations,
linearized about the operating point. Based on the circuit diagram depicted in figure 2.9,
The following equations were derived:
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Voc =iRs + L ~ + iRl + Va
at
a7
Vf ~ Vm
dt

(2.1)

The first equation of (2.1) is simply the voltage summed around the current loop in figure
2.10. The second represents the change in the electrode extension as the difference
between the electrode feed rate and the bum-off rate. Wu models the voltage of the arc as
a constant anode + cathode voltage and a term proportional to the arc length:
Varc=V0 +Eh

(2.2)

The bum-off rate is modeled using Lesnewich’s equation
vm = k 1i + k2U 2

(2.3)

The electrode resistance, R{, is found assuming a constant resistivity for the electrode
material. The parameters and their values used are shown in Table 2.1.
Parameters
Rs

Vo
E
L
Voc
hi
fe

Definition
Power source resistance
Anode + cathode voltage
Arc column field strength
Power source inductance
Open circuit voltage
Bum-off rate constant
Bum-off rate constant

Value
0.015 Ohm
11.5 V
10V/cm
0.0001 Henry
33V
0.0226 cm"2
7.55 x 10'5/amp'2sec

Table 2.1. Parameter values as used by Wu [12, 13].

The model used is somewhat oversimplified and contains several inaccurate assumptions.
The use of the static bum-off rate model fails to provide for the delay and memory in the
electrode extension and overestimates the dependence of bum-off rate on current at high
frequencies because of the quadratic term. The lack of current dependence in the arc
voltage model neglects a dominant circuit element, and the values used for Vo and E are
somewhat questionable. The assumption of constant electrode material resistivity is
likewise oversimplified. In the experimental setup, a 10Hz lowpass filter was used on the
current channel, but its effect on data processing was not accessed.
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2.2.2 Shepard and Cook
The schematic diagram o f the GMAW process used by Shepard and Cook [30] is
depicted in Figure 2.11. They investigated the GMAW process as a self-regulation
process due to the use o f an essentially constant voltage power source.
This approach was based on the tendency o f the arc length to remain constant despite
changes in CTWD, as the electrode extension changes to accommodate CTWD changes.

i»

As illustrated in Figure 2.10, the sum o f all voltage drops around the loop is zero, and the
current flowing in the welding loop satisfies this condition. The electrode extension
changes at a rate which is the difference between the fixed wire feed rate and the currentdependent bum -off rate.

Power source

Figure 2.11. Schematic o f GMAW process [30].
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The process is modeled mathematically as two nonlinear time-varying first order
differential equations. The state variables are current and electrode extension. The state
equations are:
di _ V0C- V L - V a - i R s
dt
Ls

(2.4)

dL
where all symbols are defined in figure 2.10.

In their work, a so-called self-regulation model was developed, which consists of four
components, comprising the power source voltage model, the arc voltage model, the
electrode heating model, and the bum-off rate model. For details, the reader is referred to
the references [29, 30].
Their work included more components of the GMAW process than the previous works,
however the model is still somewhat oversimplified: all the coefficients and constants in
their model are computed off-line but are assumed to be time-varying. The model does
not include the effect of welding parameters on the property of the weld pool such as
heat-input and deposition area.

2.2.3 The need for an alternative approach
An alternative approach to develop a more complete mathematical model which
describes the relationship among the welding process inputs and outputs is needed. The
welding process inputs should be adjustable variables of the process, while the welding
process outputs should be able to be fed back and relate to weld quality. The model
should be in a form which is suitable for applying adaptive control techniques.
Background information
The basic concepts and traditional choice of welding parameters can be found in a
number of handbooks [1]. The most recent details of metal transfer modes is treated in a
book by J. Norrish [24]. The way in which researchers model the process is somewhat
similar. However, the process model has been treated in different ways.
Because the GMAW process is complex and highly nonlinear, several authors such as
Wu et al [12, 13], Cook et al [7, 8], and Kim et al [35, 36] attempted to linearize the
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process model around operating points. This technique has an advantage that it is simple
but as the operating points change which normally occurs during welding, it will lead to
severe inaccuracies in modeling which in turn will result in poor performance of the
feedback control system.
All the models presented in this chapter and in the references [6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15, 20] are
only correct for conventional power sources. These power sources do not have internal
control loops as used nowadays for inverter based power supplies.
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Chapter 3.

Mathematical modeling of the Gas Metal Arc Welding Process
The purpose of modeling for control is to establish the dynamic relationship between the
process inputs and outputs. In all modeling, proper selection of the inputs and the outputs
is important. The inputs should be both accessible and capable of regulating the outputs,
while the outputs should be measurable and at the same time represent criteria of interest.
In this chapter, a nonlinear theoretical model of the Gas Metal Arc Welding process
including the power supply, joule heating in the electrode, welding current and welding
voltage is developed from physical welding phenomena. The system model is developed
for the case of a conventional Constant Voltage Direct Current ( CVDC) power source.
The dynamic model is presented in such a way that it can be used to design an adaptive
controller and update law later in the thesis.
The basic components of the model are identified as the power source, bum-off rate, the
electrode voltage drop, and the arc voltage. In the following sections, each of these
components is discussed and described in the form of a mathematical model.

3.1 Selection of process inputs and outputs
This section will discuss the selection of process inputs and outputs which is the first step
in the modeling process and essential for successful modeling and subsequent design of a
control system. There may be many inputs and outputs of the GMAW process, however,
they should satisfy a number of requirements to become acceptable candidates.

3.1.1 Process outputs
Acceptable process outputs should not only relate to weld quality but also be measurable
on-line for the purpose of feedback control. Metallurgical and joint mechanical properties
are important factors for determining weld quality. However, these can not be measured
on-line for control. On the other hand, geometric features of the weld bead, such as
width, penetration depth and height, are commonly used to control the weld quality. The
techniques used usually require a high speed vision system to provide feedback signals. It
has been shown [7, 8, 11, 32] that the weld quality can be indirectly controlled by having
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good process stability, deposition rate, and adequate energy to melt the metal. Therefore,
these parameters may be chosen as the process outputs. The way they relate to the weld
quality will be discussed in this chapter.

3.1.2 Process inputs
Having selected the process outputs, the process inputs can be chosen accordingly.
A

Acceptable process inputs should not only be accessible on-line but also be capable of
regulating the chosen outputs. The selection of inputs must allow a relationship between
the process outputs and process inputs to be established, i.e. it has to satisfy
controllability for state space models. There are many process inputs which affect the
chosen outputs, such as wire feed rate, the travel speed of the torch, welding current, arc
voltage, type of shielding gas, torch position, contact tip-to-work distance, and material
of workpiece and filler wire. Among these, shielding gas, material of workpiece and filler
wire, and torch position are not typically manipulated during the welding process, but
before the process, so they are rejected as acceptable inputs. On the other hand, the arc
voltage is not accessible because it has been shown to have limited latitude in control of
the process, see Cook [7, 8, 9]. Furthermore, for most Constant Voltage Direct Current
(CVDC) power sources, the wire feed rate and the welding current are closely related and
cannot be manipulated independently in the sense that the welding current is almost
proportional to the wire feed rate. In addition, the welding voltage is directly influenced
by the open circuit voltage. As a result with conventional CVDC power supplies, three
remaining inputs are the wire feed rate, open circuit voltage, and travel speed chosen as
the process inputs.

3.2 Model structure
Having chosen the process inputs and outputs in the previous section, a relationship
among these parameters will be established for the purpose of control.
A schematic diagram describing the electrical parameters of the GMAW process using a
so called Constant Voltage Direct Current (CVDC) power supply is shown in Figure 3.1.
Several physical parameters of the welding process are defined in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 : Electric schematic o f GMAW

Figure 3.2 Definition o f several welding parameters.
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The current I(t) is referred to as the welding current while the voltage V(t) between point
A and point B is referred to as the welding voltage.
It should be noted that both values V(t) and I(t) can easily be measured in a GMAW
system. The definition of all the symbols used in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 will be classified in
the following section.
/»
Power source equation
The following equation describes the relationship between the welding voltage V(t),
welding current I(t), and several parameters of the power source.
Based on the electric circuit of the power supply of the welding process, for the part to
the left of AB in figure 3.1, the following equation holds:
Voc = L ^ l l + I(t).(R t +Rk)+ V (t)
at

(3.1)

where Voc is the so called open circuit voltage, the voltage of the welding power supply
under no-load conditions [V],
V(t) is the measurable welding voltage [V],
I(t) is the measurable welding current [A],
L is the inductance of the power source [H], and
Ri and Rk

are internal resistance of power source and conductor resistance [Q ]

respectively.
The equation (3.1) is referred to as the power source equation. From this equation, it can
be seen that the power source equation is a first order linear model describing a
relationship between input V(t) and output I(t).

Arc voltage equation
The arc voltage equation describes the relationship between the welding current, arc
length, and the voltage drop across the arc column. This equation is inherited from the
work of Cook [11] in the form of
r B(0 = £

/

«

+

£

Where la is the arc length [mm] defined in Figure 3.2,
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(

3

-

2

)

Va is the arc voltage [V], and
Bi are coefficients.

Joule heating equation
The joule heating equation describes the relationship between the welding current, length
of stick-out, and wire feed rate [2] in the form of
dl{t)

,
- k 2I(t ) 2 l(t) + Vf (0

(3.3)

where kt are welding coefficients,
V/(t) is wire feed rate [mm/s],
l(t) is length of stick-out [mm] defined in Figure 3.2,
From Figure 3.2, we have
laft)= h -l(t)

(3.4)

where h is the distance between torch tip and workpiece [mm], the Contact Tube to Work
Distance (CTWD), defined in Figure 3.2.

Derivation of the model
Based on the electric circuit of the welding process and the part to the right AB in figure
3.1, the following equation holds :
V (t) = I(t).{Rc +Re) + V J t)

(3.5)

where Rc and Re are contact resistance and stick-out resistance [ Q ] respectively.
It is worth noting that in the short circuit transfer mode the stick-out resistance Re
changes rather rapidly while in the globular transfer mode it changes more slowly, and in
the spray transfer mode it is almost constant.
From equations (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5), we have
m

1_
- j m“ *

Re+ite+Æ
R
. R + Rh
A
-7 (0 +“ -/(O' +
A
A

(3.6)

From this equation, we have
V(t)

=

P4

¡(0

Rc + Pi
A

Pi
y4
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(3.7)
Pi

By taking the derivative with respect to time of both sides of (3.7) , then substituting in
equation (3.3) , we get:
dt
k 2I ( t ) 2

dt

I

dt

(3.8)

V (t) + I(t)(Re+ Rc + fi,) + h + fl 2 + fl4h - p 4v , ( t )
i(t)

From (3.1), we have
d l(t)
dt

Ri + R
1_
1
* I ( t ) ~ V ( t ) +^ V a
L
' ' L ' ' L

(3.9)

Define the following notation to simplify the presentation :
«/ = — 5

, a 2 = - 1— ^-----c

«3=Y-«4=-^,

a, =

'----- k— + k !p 4 + p 3k 2
a 6 = k2p +p 4hk 2 ,

a 7 = k 2 ( p ,+ R e +Rc) , a8 = - fi 2V0C/ L , at =-/3t , aw = R‘ + K + Pl Va
b, = - ^ ~- - k- , b2 = -1/L , b3 = 1/L
L
It is worth noting that due to the stick-out resistance Re, some coefficients at change
relatively quickly, especially in the short circuit transfer mode.
By combining equations (3.8), (3.9), and using the above notation, we have

^ i l l = alV (t) + a 2 I ( t) + a 1 ^ r + a 4V (t)I(t ) 2 + asI(t)~ l + £7^ l(t)
dt
1 ( l)

Q jl(t) +

asI ( t y 2 + a 9Vf ( t) + a ,0
(3.10)
and
^ p - = b ,I(t) + b2V (t) + b1 V0C
dt

(3.11)

Equation (3.10) describes the dynamics of the welding process while equation (3.11)
describes the dynamics of the power supply. These equations can be used to control the
welding process to achieve good weld quality as will be seen later in the thesis.
Equation (3.11) can be written in the form:
25

V ( t ) = rb2^ rdt - ' i br2 I ( t ) - Tb2- v-

(3-12)

By taking the time derivative of equation (3.12), then substituting from (3.11) and
combining with (3.12), we have
d 2I dl
a, dl
, dl ,
~dtTZ=~dt^Cll+b^ + l T' d t+a41 ~dt+ I (aib2 + a sb2 ~ aA ) + I Aeb2 ~ aA ) +
’

1

' 1

^i.a2b2 ~ a\b3) ^ ~fi.a5b2 ~ a3b\) ~~P2a2b2 ^"( ^ 10^2 ~ a\bl) ^ a9b2

(3.13)
Equation (3.13) describes the relationship between the wire feedrate and welding current.
This equation can be used in the case where only the wire feed rate is controlled to
achieve a stable process.

Heat input equation
The heat input equation can be derived from the balance of energy at the welding pool.
The energy that contributes to weld pool melting, is equal to the product of the welding
current, welding voltage, and a efficiency factor divided by the travel speed. The
efficiency factor takes into account because of the loses into the surroundings. This
equation can be expressed in the form of
„
VI
H =7 —

(3.24)

1s

Where H is the heat input [J/mm],
Ts is the travel speed [mm/s], and
y is an efficiency factor, 0 < y < 1 .

Deposition area equation
The deposition area equation can be derived from the conservation of the metal. It is
assumed that a constant amount of the filler material is deposited in the weld pool. This
equation can be expressed as:
A=

7td 2 Vf

(3.25)

~TTS

Where A is the cross sectional area [mm ],
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d is the diameter of the filler wire [mm], and
77 is an efficiency factor, 0 <rj < 1 , relating to the efficiency of transfer of

material from the filler wire.

Model summary
All the equations which describe the welding model used for the purpose of control
design are summarized here.
The equation of the relationship among the welding current, welding voltage, and wire
feedrate is:

^pdt

= aIV (t) + a 2I ( t) + a1^
+ a 4V (t)I(t ) 2 + asI ( t) - ‘ +a 6I ( t ) 2 + a 7I ( t ) 3 +
I ( t)

a 8I ( t )~2 + a 9Vf ( t) + a 10
(3.26)
The equation describing the relationship among the welding current, welding voltage, and
open circuit voltage is:
dt

= b ,I(t) + b2V (t) + b3V0C

'

(3.27)

Equations (3.26) and (3.27) will be used to control the welding process to achieve good
weld quality as will be seen later in the thesis.
The heat input equation is:
(3.28)

H = r y

The deposition area equation is:
A -rj

nd 2 Vf
4 Ts

(3.29)

In Section 3.1 we have made the selection of the process inputs which are the wire
feedrate Vf9 open circuit voltage Foc, and travel speed Ts, and process outputs which are
process stability described through the welding voltage, heat input H, and deposition area
A. The relationship among the process inputs and outputs is the set of equations (3.26),
(3.27), (3.28), and (3.29). From the above set of equations, it can be seen that the welding
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process is inherently nonlinear, and the process inputs and process outputs are closely
coupled. These equations will be needed to model the process for the purpose of control
in the later part of this thesis.
The equation of the relationship between the welding current and wire feed rate is:
d 2I
d t2

dl

a, dl
+

+

dl
,
~ ft+ I ^ i b

1
/ ( ¿ 2 2^ 2 ~ ^ 1 ^ 3 )

9

+

/ (aeb2~ a A ) +

^1

^ (^5 ^2 ~ ^ 3 ^ l ) “

j 2 a 2b 3 ^ " ( ^ 1 0 ^ 2 — ^ 1 ^ 3 ) + ^ 9 ^ 2 ^ /

(3.30)
This equation will be used for the case of single input-single output (SISO) to achieve the
process stability.
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Partii

Adaptive control of nonlinear systems

Chapter 4

Introduction to nonlinear adaptive control design
4.1 Introduction
Many dynamic systems which need to be controlled have constant or slowly varying
uncertain parameters. For instance, robot manipulators may carry large objects with
unknown inertial parameters. Power systems may be subjected to large variations in
loading conditions. Fire-fighting aircraft may experience considerable mass changes as
they load and unload large quantities of water. Adaptive control is an approach to the
control of such systems.
Attempts to design and build systems capable of controlling unknown plants or adapting
to unpredictable changes in the environment have a long and rich history. This history
could justifiably go back to early inventions of feedback. Even the most elementary
feedback loops were designed to tolerate significant uncertainties but maintain the system
performance. Major advances in control theory in the

1960’s encouraged the

development of more sophisticated forms of feedback systems. Many concepts which
deal with changing parameters have been proposed and the notion of feedback was often
characterized with the prefix “self’, such as “self-learning”, “self-optimizing”, self
organizing”, and “self-tuning” or “adaptive” control. More specific proposals included
on-line identification or pattern recognition inside the feedback control loop. At the
theoretical end of the spectrum were stochastic and dual control [41]. Under the influence
of the development of the artificial intelligence, many other concepts appeared: “fuzzy”,
“neural”, and, more recently, “intelligent” control.
Adaptive control is one of the ideas conceived in the 1950’s which has firmly remained
in the mainstream of research activity with hundreds of papers and several books
published every year. For more than forty years, adaptive control theory has been steadily
growing into a well-formed scientific discipline; from inventions to rigorous problem
formulations; from solutions of basic problems to more demanding tasks for broader
classes of systems; from questions of existence and solvability to application-oriented
issues of robustness and performance.
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One of the reasons for the rapid growth and continuing popularity of adaptive control is
its close relation to many practical control problems is to control plants with unknown
parameters. Adaptive control has been most successful for plant models in which the
unknown parameters appear linearly. Fortunately, such a “linear parameterization” can be
achieved in many situations of practical interest.
Adaptive control of nonlinear systems is a young and active area of research. Its goal is to
control nonlinear dynamic systems with uncertain parameters. The motivation for
considering such systems comes again from the practical control problems. Many
physical systems such as electric motors, robots, automotive vehicles, aircraft, and
welding processes are inherently nonlinear. An attempt to control nonlinear systems
using linear methodologies can at best have limited success. In applications where high
performance in large operating regions is necessaiy, it is essential to acknowledge and
exploit the nonlinear nature of the plant in the control design procedure. In most systems
there are masses, inductances, resistances, aerodynamic coefficients, etc., that are not
exactly known or vary with time. If the parametric uncertainty is not too high, then a
priori known uncertainty bounds can be used to design a nonconservative robust
controller. If the a priori knowledge is poor or the system parameters vary in a broad
range, then the adaptive approach is preferable. An adaptive controller uses a parameter
estimator or identifier to improve its knowledge of the plant on-line and tune itself.
Adaptive nonlinear control emerged as a separate research area in the late 1980’s because
neither the adaptive linear nor the nonadaptive nonlinear methodologies were applicable
to highly nonlinear systems with high parametric uncertainties.

4.2 Early achievements in the area
The first efforts to develop adaptive controllers for nonlinear systems were made using
the Lyapunov-based approach where the goal is to render the derivative of a Lyapunov
function encompassing the plant state and the parameter estimate negative definite.
Taylor, Kokotovic, Mario, and Kanellakopoulos [42, 44, 49, 51] proposed a design
method for systems satisfying a matching condition, and Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic,
and Morse [52, 55] employed an extended matching condition. These structural
conditions are strong and do not allow the parametric uncertainty to be more than “one
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integrator away” from the control input. For a period, it appeared that the structural
barrier could not be crossed with Lyapunov-based designs.
While in this part the adaptive control of nonlinear systems will be discussed, it should be
mentioned that the control of linear systems with unknown parameters was a formidable
problem which took almost twenty years to solve. Adaptive control theory has provided
several solutions to this fundamental problem [46, 47]. Each of these solutions was a
breakthrough in the development of adaptive control. By the early 1980’s, several types
of adaptive schemes were proven to provide stable operation and asymptotic tracking.
These adaptive schemes are classified as “direct” and “indirect” and as “Lyapunovbased” and “estimation-based”. They involve parameter identification with “parameter
estimator” or “identifier”. The vital part of the identifier is the parameter adaptation
algorithm or the parameter update law. The direct-indirect classification reflects the fact
that the updated parameters are either those of the controller (direct) or those of the plant
(indirect).
This redirected researchers towards the estimation-based approach where the controller
and the identifier are separately designed and analyzed. While some of the estimationbased designs, such as, for example, Campion and Bastin [88], still assume structural
conditions, most of the estimation-based designs were able to remove the structural
restrictions but imposed growth restrictions on nonlinearities. In the designs of Nam and
Arapostathis [89], Kokotovic and Sasty [44], nonlinearities had to be linearly bounded.
Only Pomet and Praly [90] allowed growth conditions with a less demanding nonlinear
form. In addition, most nonlinear systems considered by previous authors [42, 46, 69] are
assumed to be bounded in unknown parameters and states. Robustness of these nonlinear
control systems have not yet been discussed in the literature.
All of the estimation-based designs which suffered from growth restrictions were based
on the so called equivalence principle: a controller is designed to stabilize the system as if
the parameters were known, and then the actual parameters in the controller are just
replaced by parameter estimates [45, 47]. This approach is successful for linear systems.
The experience with early estimation-based nonlinear schemes indicated that certainty
equivalence is not suitable for nonlinear systems, and adaptive nonlinear controllers can
not be “adaptive versions” of known nonlinear controllers [41].
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The structural and growth barriers were finally overcome by the adaptive backstepping
design of Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic, and Morse [51]. They introduced a new
Lyapunov based recursive procedure which built upon the progress achieved in
nonadaptive stabilization using integrator backstepping [54]. A serious drawback of this
design was that it employed overparameterization, i.e., n different update laws were used
for the same parameter vector, where n is the order of the system to be controlled.
Removing the overparameterization is not only an attractive theoretical goal but also a
significant practical goal because if adaptive controllers are to be implemented they
should not introduce redundant estimators which require a burden of computation for the
software. The first step towards solving this problem was made by Jiang and Praly [91]
who reduced the number of estimators from n to n/2.

4.3 Mathematical tools for stabilization design
Given a system to be controlled, the first and most important question about its various
properties is whether it is stable, because an unstable control system is typically useless
and potentially dangerous. Qualitatively, a system is described as stable if starting the
system somewhere near the desired operating point implies that it will stay around the
point ever after. Every control system, whether linear or nonlinear, involves a stability
problem which should be carefully studied. Stability concepts that are widely used in
control theory are Lyapunov stability and input-output stability. There are a number of
papers and books about stability theory [41, 45, 47]. This thesis deals mostly with
Lyapunov stability, so a brief descriptive mention of this stability theory is briefly
reviewed in the next section, for more details the reader is referred to appendix A.

4.3.1 Lyapunov Stability
This section presents a brief review of the stability tool used later in the work as an
introduction to the control design procedure in the next two chapters.
Consider the time-varying system:
X= f(x,t)

(4.1)
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where x e IRn and

f : IRn x IR+ —» IRn is a piecewise continuous in t and locally

Lipschitz in x. The solution of (4.1) which starts from the point xo at time to is denoted as
x (t;x 0,t0) with x(t 0;xQ,t0) = xo. The Lyapunov stability concept describes the continuity
property of x (t;x Q,t0) with respect to xo. If the initial condition xo is perturbed to xo,
then, for stability, the resulting perturbed solution x(t;xo,t0) is required to stay close to
i*
x (t;x Q,t0) for all t > t 0. In addition, for a asymptotic stability, the error
x(t;xo,t0) - x (t;x 0,t 0 ) is require to vanish as t -> oo. So the solution x(t;x 0,t0) of
(4.1) is:
•

Bounded, if there exists a constant B (x 0,t0) > 0 such that
\x(t;x 0,t 0 \ < B ( x 0,t0),

V i>i0

(4.2)

Stable, if for each s > 0 there exists a S (£ ,to) > 0 such that
Xo-X < 5
•

x(t;xo,t 0) - x ( t ; x 0,t0) < £ ,V t> t 0

(4.3)

Attractive, if there exists an r(t 0) > 0 and for each £ > 0 and a T(£,t 0) > 0 such that
~

Xo-X 0 < r => X(t, X0,t0)

X(t, Xgjtg) < £ ,V t> t0 +T

•

Asymptotically stable if it is stable and attractive; and

•

Unstable, if it is not stable.

(4.4)

In general, the stability properties of x (t;x 0>t0) depend on the initial time t0. For
different t0 , different values of B (x 0,t0), S (£ ,t0), r(t0), and T (£,t0) may be needed to
satisfy conditions (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4). In the case where these constants are
independent of to, the corresponding properties are uniform. The solution x(t; x 0,t0) is
uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and attractive. For adaptive
control systems, the desirable solution is at least uniformly stable and a more desirable
solution is uniformly asymptotically stable.
If the equilibrium point is xe, i.e., x (t;x 0,t0) = xe satisfying f ( x e,t) = 0 , any
equilibrium under investigation can be translated to the origin by rendering the state x as
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z-x

xe. Such a translation

z = x -x (t;x 0,t0) can be defined for any solution

x (t;x 0,tQ) so that the solution under investigation can always be considered to be an
equilibrium at the origin with a corresponding redefinition of f ( x , t ) into f ( z , t ) such
that, namely:
z = f ( z + x ( t; x Q,t 0 ) , t ) - f (x(t; xQ,t0), t) = f ( z , t)
- i*

(4.5)

Therefore, there is no loss of generality in standardizing the stability results for the zero
solution z(t;0,t0) = 0 . In adaptive tracking problems, this zero solution is particularly
meaningful when the state z represents the tracking error and its derivatives.
In practice, stability conditions should not require that the solution of (4.1) be explicit.
The direct Lyapunov method aims at determining the stability properties of x(t;x 0,t0)
from properties of f ( x , t ) and its relationship with a positive definite function V (x,t) .
For global results, this function must be radially bounded, i.e., V (x,t) —» oo as / -> oo
uniformly in t. For simplicity, it is assumed that the translation to the origin has been
performed and thus the solution under investigation is x = 0 . Uniform asymptotic
stability is a desirable property, because systems that have it can deal better with
perturbations and disturbances. In general, adaptive designs achieve less than uniformly
asymptotically stability. However, an adaptive design could achieve uniform stability
because it will force the tracking error to converge to zero. This is for practical
application and desirable property. It is referred to as regulation when the reference signal
is constant, and tracking when it is a time-varying signal.
For convergence analysis, a theorem by LaSalle and Yoshizawa [42] is introduced.
Theorem 4.1 (LaSalle-Yoshizawa) Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point o f (4 . 1 ) and
suppose/is locally Lipschitz in x and uniformly in t. Let V : lR n -> 1R+be a continuously
differentiable, positive definite and radially unboundedfunction V (x) such that
V=

ox

f ( x , t ) < -W (x) < 0, W > 0, Vx g IRn

(4.6)

where W is a continuous function. Then, all solutions o f (4.1) are globally uniformly
bounded and satisfy
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lim
(W (x(t)) = 0
/—
>00

(4.7)

In addition, i f W(x) is positive definite, then the equilibrium x=0 is globally uniformly
asymptotically stable.
For the proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to [40]. This theorem can be applied
to nonlinear time-varying systems as well.
In several cases of adaptive control design when using the model reference technique
[47], the following lemma is useful in guiding the choice of adaptation laws.

Lemma 4.1: Consider two signals e and (j> related by the following dynamic equation
e(t) = H(p){k<j>T(t)v(t)}

(4.8)

where eft) is a scalar output signal, H(p) is a strictly positive real transfer function (with
p being the Laplace variable), k is an unknown constant with known sign, <j)(t) is a
m x l vector function o f time, and vft) is a measurable m x l vector. I f the vector (f>
varies according to
<f>(t) = - sgn(k) y e v(t)

(4 .9)

with y being a positive constant, then eft) and (j)(t) are globally bounded. Further more,
if vft) is bounded, then
e —>0

as

t —>oo

For the proof of this lemma, the reader is referred to [40].
It should be noted that while (4.8) is a mixture of time-domain and frequency-domain
notations its meaning is clear: eft) is the response of the linear system of strictly positive
real transfer function H(p) to the input \k(f>T(t)v (t)\

with arbitrary initial conditions.

The above lemma means that if the input signal depends on the output in the form of
(4.9), then the whole system is globally stable.

4.3.2 Control Lyapunov Functions (elf)
This section presents an extension of the Lyapunov function concept, which is a useful
tool to design an adaptive controller for nonlinear systems.
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Assuming that the problem is to design a feedback control law a (x ) for the time
invariant system:
x = f( x ,u ) , x e IRn, u e IR , f(0 ,0 ) = 0

(4.10)

such that the equilibrium x = 0 of the closed loop system:
x = f( x ,a ( x ) )

(4.11)

is globally asymptotically stable. We can take a function V(x) as a Lyapunov candidate
function, and require that its derivative along the solutions of (4.11) satisfy
V (x ) < —W ( x ) , where W(x) is a positive definite function. We therefore need to find
a (x ) to guarantee that for all x e IRn such that
dV (x)
■ f(x ,a (x ))< -W (x )
dx

(4.12)

This is a difficult problem. A stabilizing control law for (4.10) may exist but we may fail
to satisfy (4.12) because of a poor choice of V(x) and W(x). A system for which a good
choice of V(x) and W(x) exists is said to possess a Control Lyapunov Function (elf).
For systems affine in the control:
x = f ( * ) + g (x)u, f ( 0 ) = 0

(4.13)

the elf inequality (4.12) becomes
dV
dV
— f ( x ) + — g(x)cc(X) < -W (x )
ox
dx

(4.14)

If V(x) is a elf for (4.13), then a particular stabilizing control law a ( x ) , smooth for all
x ^ 0 , is given by [40]
dV_
rdV_
(d V
/( * ) +
fix ) +
g(x)
dx
Kdx
dx
f -g (x )
cif
u = a(x) = <
dx
g(x)
dx
dV
0
g(x) = 0
dx

* o

(4.15)

It should be noted that (4.14) can be satisfied only if
8V g (x) = 0 =>
dx
dx

< 0,
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Vx ^ 0

(4.16)

and that in this case (4.15) becomes
W (x) =

(d V
f
1 dx

+

dV
g
\d x J

> 0,

Vx ^ 0

(4.17)

The main drawback of the elf concept as a design tool is that for most nonlinear systems
a elf is not known. The task of finding a appropriate elf may be as complex as that of
designing a stabilizing feedback law. In the case of scalar systems, the choice of the elf
and the nonlinear design is straightforward. For several classes of nonlinear systems, it is
capable to carry out these two tasks simultaneously as illustrated later in this section.

4.4 Stabilization in the presence of uncertainty
The power of adaptive control is exhibited in the presence of uncertain nonlinearities and
unknown parameters. These uncertainties in linear systems make the control design
procedure difficult and become more serious in control of nonlinear systems. For
nonlinear systems, the states can easily escape to infinity in a finite time. This is referred
to as finite escape.
This section introduces a term in the control law called nonlinear damping. To progress,
the following assumption is presented:
Assumption 4.1:
Consider the system
* = f ( x ) + g ( x)u,

f(0 ) =0

(4.18)

where x e IRn is the state and u e IR is the control input. There exists a continuously
differentiable feedback control law
u = a (x),

a ( 0) = 0

(4.19)

and a smooth, positive definite, radially unboundedfunction V : IRn -» R such that
dV(x) | f (x) + g ( x ) a ( x ) \ < - W ( x ) < 0 , V x e I R ”
dx

(4.20)

where W : IRn —> IR is positive semideflnite.
Under this assumption, the following nonlinear damping lemma is introduced.
Lemma 4.2: Consider the system (4.18) which is perturbed as
x = f ( x ) + g(x)[u + <p(x)TA(x, u, t) \

f(0 ) =0
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(4.21)

where (p(x) is a vector o f known smooth nonlinear functions, and A( x,u ,t)is a vector o f
uncertain nonlinearities which are uniformly boundedfor all values ofx, u, and t
IfW(x) is positive definite and radially unbounded, then the control
u = a ( x ) - k ^ ( x ) g ( x j \ < p ( x ) \ 2, k > 0

(4.22)

when applied to the system (4.21) renders the closed-loop system to be stable with
respect to the disturbance input A (x,u ,t) and hence guarantees global uniform
boundedness o f x(t) and convergence to the residual set
f\\

,11 2

VI

R = x •' M ^ r i '- r 2 - r i ‘

(4.23)

h
V 4k 2

where Y i,y2, Y3 are class K x functions such that
Yi (\x \ ) < V ( x ) <

y 2 (\x

\)

Y3 (\x \ ) < W( x )

For the proof of this lemma, the reader is referred to [41].

4.5 Adaptive control as a dynamic feedback
This section will present the main difference between “normal feedback” referred to as
static feedback design and “dynamic feedback” referred to as adaptive feedback design.
The difference in design procedure will be illustrated with a simple nonlinear first order
system:
x = 0 Tcp(x) + u

(4.25)

where x is the state and
6 = ^0j , 0 2}■••}0 n] is an unknown parameter vector and

<p(x) - \Pi(x )>9 2 ( x)>•••»<Pn(X) Y ’ (Pi(x ) ls any smooth enough nonlinear function of x
where 1 <i <n and u is the control signal.
The control objective is to force the state x -» 0 as t —» oo.
The system (4.25) is a special case of the system (4.21), where f ( x ) = 0 ,g (x ) = 1 and
A (x,u ,t) = 0 .
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4.5.1 Static design
Assuming that we do not know the bounds for the unknown parameter vector 6 . We can
use lemma 4.2 to design a static controller which can guarantee global boundedness of
x (t). The nonlinear damping in section 4.4 is applied here. The corresponding static
control law is
u = -cx-kx< p (x)T<p(x)

(4.26)

where k > 0

*

By substituting (4.25) into (4.26), we have a closed-loop system as:
x = - c x -k x (p (x )T(p(x) + 0 Tcp(x)

(4.27)

By using the Lyapunov stabilization theory, we choose the Lyapunov candidate function
as
1

0

V (x) = —x 2
2

(4.28)

By taking the derivative of (4.28), we get
V (x) - x x = x \^ c x -k x (p (x )Tcp(x) + 0 Tcp(x)\

(4.29)

or
V (x ) = - c x 2 + ^ j ( - k x 2(pi(x ) 2 + x 6 lcpi( x ) )
i=l

or
2

X

V (x )< -cx 2 +, i=I
4k
or
V (x) < -c x 2 +

eTe

(4.30)

4k

The inequality (4.30) ensures that the state x(t) converges to the interval

\e\\

(4.31)

11"
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This interval can be reduced by increasing gains k and c, but the state x(t) will never go to
zero as the control objective if the parameter 6 & 0. It is well known [41, 46] that the
increase in these gains enlarges the system bandwidth, which is undesirable.
Therefore we seek for a method to achieve lim x (t) = 0 without increasing gains k and c.
/- » C O

4.5.2 Dynamic design
Assume that the parameter vector is known. This assumption will later be removed by the
update law for the unknown parameter vector. Under this assumption, we can choose the
control law as
u = - 6 T(p(x ) - cx

(4.32)

where c > 0
The control (4.32) renders the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function
1
.
V (x ) = —x negative definite: V (x) = -c x 2.

Because the vector 6 is unknown, the control law is chosen as
u = -G (p (x )-c x

(4 .33 )

A

where 6 is the estimate of 6
By substituting (4.33) into (4.25), we get
.

A

x =- 6
~

T

cp (x)-cx + 6 T(p(x)

(4-34)

A

By defining 6 = 6 —6 , the equation (4.34) can be written as
.
~T
x = -cx + 6 (p(x)

(4.40)

Because the state x and unknown parameter 6 appear in the system (4.25), it suggests us
to choose the Lyapunov candidate function as

(4.4i)

v(x) = - x2+ - e r~l e

where r is a possitive invertible matrix. This matrix is referred to as the weighting
matrix for the identification of unknown parameters.
By substituting the solution (4.40) into the first time derivative of (4.41), we get
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r
V(x) = -c x 2 +0

xcp(x)+r~1 e

(4.42)

Since the second term in (4.42) is indefinite and contains the unknown parameter error 6 ,
we can not conclude anything about the stability o f (4.25). We will make the dynamic
A

controller with an update law for 6 . To construct this update law, we will cancel the
second term in (4.42) by choosing
0

= ~ r x c p (x )

(4.43)

because 6 is unknown, so equation (4.43) can be written as

Figure 4.1 The closed loop adaptive system (4.25)

6 = r x c p (x )

(4.44)

This update law renders
(4.45)

V(x) = -c x 2 <0

Equation (4.45) ensures that the Lyapunov function V(x) is nonincreasing which
guarantees the convergence o f x to zero as our control objective when time goes to
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infinity according to theorem 4.1. The resulting adaptive system consisting of (4.25) with
the control law (4.33) and the update law (4.44) is shown in figure 4.1.
In comparison with the static design, it can be seen that with adaptive control design there
is no need to increase the gain (in this case of design, gain ¿=0) while the convergence of
state x -> 0 is guaranteed. This is due to the continuous update of the unknown
parameters and the specific choice of the control law.
*

Notes and references
A book by Goodwin and Sin [93] is a basic text on linear adaptive control. Astrom and
Wittenmark [45] is an application-oriented text on linear adaptive control. The
application and theory of control using computers are treated in detail in the book of
Astrom and Wittenmark [46]. The most recent in depth treatment of adaptive linear
control, including robustness analysis and redesign, is given by Ioannous and Sun [47].
The systematic design procedure for certain classes of nonlinear systems is given in the
book written by Krstic, Kanellakopoulos, and Kokotovic [42]. The use of the nonlinear
damping term k is proposed by Krstic, Kanellakopoulos, and Kokotovic [41, 56].
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Chapter 5

Adaptive control of single input-single output nonlinear
systems
In this chapter, three control design procedures for two classes of single input-single
output (SISO) nonlinear systems are developed. The first class to be considered is the
class of nonlinear systems in which the system equation is presented in the form of an
input-output model. The second class to be considered is the class of systems in which
the system equations are presented in the form of a state space model. For this class, the
matching condition is not necessary to be satisfied. The first control design method,
namely switching surface adaptive control, is relatively simple but can guarantee tracking
properties. The second method, namely backstepping based adaptive control, provides a
“strong” controller which can guarantee tracking properties and boundedness even
without adaptation. This method can handle a more general class of nonlinear systems
than pure feedback and strict feedback systems. Transient performance can be improved
systematically. The third method is developed for nonlinear systems which are much
more general than the systems that can be handled by the backstepping based method. A
limitation of both classes of nonlinear systems to be considered in this chapter is that
unknown parameters appear linearly in the system equations. Fortunately, this limitation
is usually satisfied in practice.

5.1 Switching surface adaptive control
In this section, the problem statement is introduced first, then a systematic design
procedure is developed. The design procedure uses Lemma 4.1 presented in Chapter 4.
The method is referred to as the switching surface adaptive control method because the
control law and the update law for unknown parameters are determined based on a
surface. On this surface the errors in tracking and updating are switched. The control
method has ability to design a controller for a number of nonlinear systems as long as
their models can be presented in input-output form.
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5.1.1 SISO nonlinear systems
We consider an nth order nonlinear system in the companion form
d ny

r

~ ^T + a f ( x>t)=bu

(5.1)

where n is the order of derivatives of y,
±
dt

d"-!y
dtn~l

denotes the state vector,

f ( x , t ) = [ / 1(x,r) f 2 (x,t) ...f n(x,t) ] where /](* ,/) is any nonlinear smooth
enough function, i.e. the first m derivatives can be taken, where m < n ,
a = \a}a 2 ....anJ

is an unknown parameter vector, b is an unknown scalar, and

u is the control signal.
Assume that b ^ 0, then equation (5.1) can be written as
h ^ j V +QT f( x ,t) = u
at

(5.2)

where
1
b

1
and h = —
b

0 = —a = [0X02

The control objective is to make the output y asymptotically track a desired output yr(t)
despite parameter uncertainty. The desired output signal yr(t) and its first n derivatives are
assumed to be piecewise continuous signals.

5.1.2 Control design procedure
In this section, we develop an adaptive control law and adaptive update law for unknown
parameters to make system (5.1) or (5.2) satisfy the above control objective.
Define the error signal vector as
e =y - y r

(5.3)

In order to design the adaptive control law, we define a time varying switching surface in
the form of
s(x:t )

r d_
+ X
\d t

«-1
(5.4)
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where X is a positive weighting vector.
From the above definition, equation (5.4) can be expressed in the form of
d n~le
s=

d n~2e
+

+

ACP>

(5-5)

where A(p) = p n~l +Xn_2p n~2 +...+ Xq is a Hurwitz polynomial, i.e. all the roots of the
polynomial are in the left half of the complex plane, in the Laplace variable p.
Now define
in-l

y,
dt"-‘

‘
d n~ly,
dt"-‘

i dj n - 2 6
/Sj-2 , n-i
dt'

^ ^
A0e

(5.6)

So the switching surface can be written in the form
s=

d - 'y
dt n -l

d - ’y m
dt n -l

(5.7)

Consider the following control law
u = h dJ m - k s + e Tf ( x , t )
dt

(5.8)

where A:is a constant which satisfies ks > 0
If all the parameters are known, the choice of control law (5.8) leads to the tracking error
dynamics
ds
h— + ks = 0

(5.9)

and therefore gives exponential convergence of s, which, in turn, guarantees the
convergence of e.
Because all the parameters are unknown, control law (5.8) can not be used directly. For
our adaptive control law, all the unknown parameters are replaced by their estimated
values, that is
* d ny
*T
u = h ----- —~ks + 6 f ( x , t )
dtn

(5.10)

To find the adaptive update law for h and <9, the following candidate Lyapunov function
is considered
_t
V = \h\s2 + h

r~ 'h + 0

(5.11)

r ~ ‘0
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where h - h - h and 0 - 0 - 0 are referred to as errors in parameter update
r b and r e are nonsingular positive definite matrices referred to as weighting matrices
when determining the update laws for unknown parameters .
Because h is a scalar,

r b is simply a 1 x 1 matrix or just a scalar.

By taking the derivative of (5.11) and using Lemma 4.1 presented in chapter 4, and
choosing

*

dh
= ~Tb sgn(h)s
dt

(5.12)

dO
—— = - T esgci(h)sf{xJ)
dt
where sgn denotes the sign function, we have
dV
. .,
— = - 2 \k\s2 < 0

(5.13)

This means that adaptive control law (5.10) and the update law for unknown parameters
h and 0 guarantee the exponential tracking property of the control task for a system in
the form of (5.2).

Simulation example
The control design procedure developed in this section is illustrated by the following
example.
Consider the nonlinear system
f .\ 2
.
a i y+ a 2 y + a 3y 2 y - b u

(5.14)

V )

where an a2, a 3 and b are unknown parameters and y and u are the output and control
signal respectively.
The control objective is to make the output y track a reference signal yr(t). It can be seen
that system (5.14) is in the form of (5.2).
Assuming that b ^ O , we rewrite the system (5.14) as follow
cl,

a2 (

- r y +- r y
b
b V)

\

a3 2
+~ r y y =u
b

(5.15)
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C o m paring (5.15) w ith (5.2), w e can see th at

-iT

0 =
b

(5.16)

b
f .\

f(x,t)

y

v

J

y2 y

By using Matlab® and Simulink® , we have the result of simulation as shown in the
following figures for system (5.14) with a l = 1, a 2 = 7.5, a 3 = 1 0 ,b = 5, T b = 1 , r e = / ,
and y r=2sin(0. It).

0.4

0.6
Time fsl

Figure 5.1 Tracking error

0.4

Figure 5.2. Estimate o f 6 l

0.6

0.4

Time fsl

0.6
Time fsl

Figure 5.3 Estimate o f 6 2

Figure 5.4. Estimate o f h
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From these figures, we can see that the system responses relatively quickly: unknown
parameters converge to their “true” values , and also the tracking error converges to zero
in a short time. It should be noted that system (5.14) can easily escape to infinity in a
short finite time due to the nonlinear terms if the control signal is not designed properly.

5.2 Backstepping based adaptive control
In this section, a control design procedure for SISO nonlinear systems, which are
presented in the state space form, is developed. The system considered here is referred to
as a parametric-pure feedback system [42]. It is noted that the method developed here is
somewhat similar to the method developed by Krstic [41]. However the tracking case is
not considered in the work done by previous authors [42, 43, 44]. This case is considered
here. The problem statement is first introduced, then a systematic design procedure is
developed. A control design procedure for extended pure-feedback nonlinear systems
which is more general is also developed. It should also be noted that the strict-feedback
and pure-feedback nonlinear systems considered by previous authors are special cases of
the systems which are considered in this section. The method is referred to as a
backstepping based adaptive control method because it utilizes an algorithm which steps
back to the control signal. The design procedure uses Lemma 4.2 presented in Chapter 4.

5.2.1 Problem statement
Consider a class of pure-feedback nonlinear systems which are in the form of
X\

= x2 +<pl (xl ,x 2) r 0

X i= x M +<pl(x „ .. .,xM)r e

(5.17)

x„ =(j3a(x) + P (x)T6 )u + <pn(x)Te + (prj(x)
where
[x n .

17*
/
. .,xn\ e IRnx is the state vector and

e = \eu,eu>. .

■ - A , . - A , A ,- ■ ■ A j e

is the unknown parameter vector and
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<Pi(x,....... XM )

is a vector of any smooth enough nonlinear functions of

Xj, . . xi+I in the form of
(*) = {<Pn(x),<pn

(x),0,0...of' e I R ^

9»,W = [0,Q,.....0,? > « ( * ) , * > „ ^ (x),0,0...Of e iR ^">+

<p„(x) = [o,0,...,0,^„1(x),^,l2(x),...,^m*(x),0,0...of e
where (ptj ( x ) is a smooth enough nonlinear function of x with 1 <i <n, 1 < j < ni
and
P 0(x), P (x), (p0(x ) are any smooth enough nonlinear functions of x and
i, j, nh and n are integers and
u is control signal.
The control objective is to make the output of the system y=xi to track a reference signal
y r which is also smooth enough.

5.2.2 Control design procedure
We will start by adaptively stabilizing the first equation of (5.17). At each subsequent
step we will augment the designed subsystem by one equation. At the ith step, an ith order
subsystem is stabilized with respect to a Lyapunov function V,. The update law for the
A

parameter estimate 6 (t) is postponed until the last step. The control law is designed at
the last step. The design procedure consists of n steps.

Step 1. We introduce the first two error variables

zi = y - y r = xi ~yr

(5.18)

- y ~ ai
By taking the first derivative of the first equation of (5.18) and combining with the first
two equations of (5.17), we have
zi = z 2 + a I +<pl( x l ,x 2) T6

(5.19)

For the purpose of recursive definition of extra variable vectors, we define
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w i ( * i >x 2 )

(5.20)

= <P1( x i , x 2 )

This first vector, wi(xi, x ^)9is referred to as the first regressor vector [42].
By substituting (5.20) into (5.19), we have
z i = z 2 + a 1+w1( Xj , x 2) t 6

(5.21)

By considering X2 as the first virtual control, our control objective is to stabilize (5.21)
with respect to the Lyapunov function
v, = T ,2 + 2

,

r ~ 'e

(5'22)

where
0 = 0-0
A

0 is the estimate of 6

r

is an invertible positive matrix referred to as a weighting matrix when

determining the update law of 6 ,
whose first derivative along the solution (5.21) is
Vi = Zj[z2 +GCj + wl ( x 1 ,x 2 ) To \ - 9 TT~l 6

(5.23)

We define
rt = z}w}

(5.24)

and choose
A

A

2

a ]( x 1 ,x 2 ,y r, 0 ) = - c Iz I - w I 0 - k ]z 1 \w1\
I

(5.25)

|2

The term k 1 z 1 \w}\ referred to as a nonlinear damping term is motivated from Lemma
4.2.
By substituting (5.24) and (5.25) into (5.23), equation (5.23) can be written as
2
2\ 1-2
V j = - c ]z 1 +ZjZ2 -k jZ j IwA +0

Tj - r 1 e
V

(5.26)
J

In order to make the Lyapunov function Vj nonincreasing, the second term in (5.26) will
be cancelled in the next step. Because X2 is not the actual control, to avoid a repeat of
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determining the update law for the unknown parameter vector#, at this step we do not
cancel out the last term in (5.26).
By substituting (5.25) into (5.19), the first error equation can be written as
zi = - c 1 z 1 + z 2 +w 1 ( x 1 ,x 2) 0-kjZAwA

(5.27)

Step 2. In this step we consider j<3 as the virtual control variable in the second equation of
(5.17) and introduce the third error variable
= x3 - y r~ a 2

(5-28)

By taking the first derivative of the first equation of (5.28) and combining with the third
equation of (5.17), we have
z 2 = x 3 +<p2( x 1, x 2, x 3) t 0 - y r- a i

(5.29)

By combining equations (5.28) and (5.29), we have
Zi =Zj +<p2 ( x ,,x 2 ,x 3) T0 + a 2 - ^ J-x 2 - ~ ^ L x 3
OXj
dx2

OXj

<pl(x 1 ,x 2 ,x3/ e
(5.30)

dctj
T
da,
da, *
<p2 ( x ,,x 2 ,x 3) 0 - ^ — y r----- - 0
dx-,
^
d0
For the purpose of recursive definition of extra variable vectors, we define

^
^x
.
v da,
.
. da,
.
.
w2 ( x l,x 2 ,x 3 ,y r, 6 ) = <p2 (x l,x 2 ,x 3 ) — — <p1 ( x I,x 2 ) — — <p2 (x I,x 2 ,x 3) (5.31)
OXj

OXj

This second vector, W2, is referred to as the second regressor vector [41].
By substituting (5.31) into (5.30), we have
da,
dxj 2

da,
dx2 3

da,
dyr

da,

rr-)2 0 +
~ j - :— J'-yr - ~ — 1L0
z 2 = z,32 +l W
+ a 2~ , 1- x ? - :— i- X

(5.32)

d0

Because of considering X3 as the second virtual control, our control objective is to
stabilize (5.28) with respect to the Lyapunov function

(5-33)

V3 = V , + ^ 2 2

whose first derivative along the solution (5.32) is
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TÍ

V 2 = -C ¡zf +Z¡Z2 - k j z / l w f + 0

^

rI - r - l 0 +

da,
da,
da,
da,
+ z. z3 +xv2 6 + ce —— x2 ----- l- x 3 -------- y r------- e
dx,
dx2
dyr
gg

(5.34)

Define
t 2 = t ,+ z 2w2

(5.35)

and choose
2 da}
a l(xl,x 2,x 3,y r, y r,0) = - z l - c 2z 2 - w 2 0 - k 2z 2\w2\ +—JLx2 +
dxx

da,
+ ---------X - , +

3*2
1

(5.36)

da, ^

da,
V

+

3yr

- T

T-y

Sg

,2

w21 referred to as a nonlinear damping term is again chosen by using

Lemma 4.2.
By substituting (5.35) and (5.36) into (5.34), the equation (5.34) can be written as
Tr
2
2
7 2 | |2 .
2 | |2
V 2 —~clzl —c2z 2 4■z2z3 ~ k lzl wJ ~ k 2z 2 \w2\ +
H- Z-

da.
d0

r t2 - 0
V

r, -r~l0

+0
J

(5.37)

J

V

By substituting (5.36) into (5.32), the second error equation can be written as
f

\

n ----- r r 2 - 0
Z2 = -Z , ~C2Z2 + Z3 +W2T 0+
- M 2K
d0 V

(5.38)

Step 3. In this step we consider x4 as the virtual control variable in the second equation of
(5.17) and introduce the third error variable
= x4 - y r~ a 3

(5.39)

By taking the first derivative of the first equation of (5.39) and combining with the fourth
equation of (5.17), we have
zj = z 4 + <p3(x 1}x2,x 3,x 4) r 0r - a 2 + a 3
By combining equations (5.39) and (5.40), we have
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(5.40)

da.
da.
Tn
d a 2
z 3 = z4 +<p3 0 + a 3------- * 2 - — - x , dx2
dx3
da9
i

^-9»
'tV1

da 2 _ 7* da 2 _ Tk
(P2 &
dx2 ' "
ck3

-

d

a

da.
dxt '
da2

i

yr

t>yr

A

(5.41)
A

6

80

For the purpose of recursive definition of extra variable vectors, we define
w3( x I,x2,x3,x4, y r, y r,0) = <p3

da
dxl '<Pi

da
da,
<p2--^— <P3
dx:
dx3

(5.42)

This vector, wj, is referred to as the third regressor vector [42],
By substituting (5.42) into (5.41), we have
, Tn
da 2
Z3 = z 4 +w3
6 + a 3------*2
dxx z

da,
da ,
da,
x3 “ T “ *4 — r ^ y rdx2 3 dx3 4
(5.43)

da ,
X -

Because we consider^ as the first virtual control, our control objective is to stabilize
(5.39) with respect to the Lyapunov function
(5.44)
whose first derivative along the solution (5.43) is
TT
2
2
i 21 12 y 21 12
V3 = ~cIz 1 —c2z 2 + z 2z3 - k lz ¡ \Wj\ - k 2z2 \w2\ +0

+ z. z A+ w, 0 + a 3, ------- x ,2 - /■n *^3
oxx
ox2

ox3

r2 - r ~ l 0 +
V
J

da.
.
f y r

yr

da.

dyr

yr

da 2 *
— -0
d0 _
A

(5.45)
Define
t3

= t2 + z 5w 5

(5.46)

and choose
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,2

T
■z2 c3z3 -- w 3 0-- k , z 3\w3\ +

da-.
2 X,
dx2

+

da-.
*4
dx3

da7

X,

da.

da x

+ — —L .y, • + --------- y r
d y r

\2

\

dax
-rz 2w3 +
dO
da.
r r , + ¿>3
dO
(5.47)
A

•

•

The term &3z 3|w3| referred to as a nonlinear damping term is again designed from
<*

Lemma 4.2.
By substituting (5.47) and (5.46) into (5.45), the equation (5.45) can be written as
Z

Z

21

Z

21

|2

21

|2

|2

V 2, = - c xzx - c 2z 2 —c3z3 + z 3z 4 - kxzx wJ - k 2z2 \w S - k 3z3 \w3[ +
da ,
dax
— —rw 3z 2 — —r t + Z-i
r r 3 - 0 + 0 r 3 - r ~ l <9 +
d<9
dO
dO
J
V
y

+

da-

+ z.

Y x ,-e

dO
(5.48)
By choosing

sx 3 = —d ai r' rrw 3z2

(5.49)

80
and substituting (5.49) into (5.48), we have
2
2
2 ,
1
2 \ \2
2 \ \2
21
\2
V 3 - ~clz l - c 2z2 - c 3z 3 + z3z4 - k 1z 1 iwA - k 2z2 \w2\ - k 3z3 \w3\ +

T>

J

^

da,
d a 2^
+ z, — - + z ?----80
80 A
*

A

3

a

^

J

__ T f

rx3-0 + 0 r3 - r ~ ‘ 0
7

V

(5.50)
By substituting (5.47) into (5.43), the second error equation can be written as
dax
da:
daw3z 2 ----- ^ 0 - k 3z3\w3\
Z3 = - z 2 - c 3z3 + z4 + w3 0 + -—2
- r r3 +
dO
dO
dO
A

A

A

(5.51)

Step i. At this step, by considering xi+i is the ( i+l)th virtual control, we define the ith
error variable
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(i)

(5.52)

zi+i = xi+i - y r- a i
By combining the above equation and the ith equation of (5.17), we have
X"' dV'-i
oxk

ta

z‘ = zi+i +<*t - k=i

dcc^i (k)

doc

+wt 0- Z
-jHj y .—de
k=l d

i_ i

*

(5.53)

where
( i—2)

i ' doc-

(5.54)

w,(xI,...,xM , y r,..., y r) = <pi ~ Y t— t L x k+1
k=l Sxk
We define
T

i = T i-l,

(5.55)

ii

+ Z-W-

Our control objective is to stabilize (5.52) with respect to the Lyapunov function
(5.56)

K = r , - i + y l1

By substituting the solution of (5.33) into the first time derivative of the above equation,
we have
V

Vi- =
y \tc kz t 2 +kkz k2\wk\‘)+ £ z t+1 — * r r w - 0 + 0
- -SA
=1
V*-1
d6 A
J

dcct_j

^

l l- 1

l

+ Z Z ■ , + Z-

* /+l + a i -

k=\ oxk

t
1+

\

(

A

~ T ~X° +

L-i

n

^

dcCi_j

p.

6 ~ Z ~ F I ) ^ r --------

k=1 a ^

ae
(5.57)

Similar to the previous steps, let us choose
(i-U A
a t(x,,...,xM , y r,..., y ,0) =

V 1 d&i-i ^ +;+wjt enr -sy^ da
- i-i
^ ykk>k=l
t.i dxk

$ yr

da,-i r r ^ S i - k . z A w A
A

de

(5.58)
By substituting (5.58) into (5.57), and choosing
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c* v-' 8cx
8cc<
s t = Z — ~ T zm wm + Z — r r r *
k- \

d g

(5.59)

k=2 S Q

we have
fM
Y
V
7
O
C
X
/C
)+ziz
M
+
¿ u Zk+1 A r r M - e +
+ W k l2
Y->
80 A

Vi
¿=1

(5.60)

~t (
+0

Ti-\+WiZt - V ~ l 0

By substituting (5.58) into (5.53), the error equation can be written as
'
Zl

,
=

r~n 8a t

~zi-i ~ ciz i + z m

+ W/

d a i_1

e+— r rT i +
80

—

T wizi-i
80

da l * .
—

, ,2 . . . . . .

T e - kizi\w\
80

( 5 -6 1 )

Step n. This is the last step. At this step, the update law for unknown parameters and the
control law are to be chosen,
we introduce the nth error
(«-i)
zn = xn - y r -¿ V i

(5.62)

By taking the first derivative of the above error equation, using the last equation of
(5.17), and noting that
(n-l)

a

a„„I =a„_l (x1,...,x„,yr,..., y r,0)
we have

Zn =

^
l

|

n-

80C,
u u n-

(n
\ p o+ P T0 u +

1

ii
7 l

Jv

d a

1P Te u + w / e +(1 - <p0
J

8x„

-

1

V
Z j

k =1

fir
OX k

X k+l

d a *-\ n v d a
A

80

°

¿U

V

(k-\) ? r

k~x 8 y r
(5.63)

Our control objective is to stabilize (5.62) with respect to the Lyapunov function
1

V
=V
+—z n
vn
v n -l T 2

2

(5.64)

For the purpose of simplifying the presentation, we define
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y I /.
\dcc I
a n = ~Z„-I ~CnZ„~ W„ Q - (1 - <p0)— f=L +

or

2
tr r

d a k-l

dxL

“k+l

(k)
d0Cn-l
it j y r
(k-1)

(5 .6 5 )

dy,

By substituting the solution (5.63) into first time derivative of (5.64), and choosing
the update law for unknown parameters
0

= r r n+rzn l d<*n-l Pu „

(5.66)

dx n J

the control law
a.

u

f

d a n1, ^

7

l
we have

(

J

n/
k=l

A

(

Po+PT0-

JLmA
V

(5.67)
^

n ~ l

A

'

k-‘ se

rw„-r

i _ d a „-,

JJ

A

P

\
+ kkzk K| J

(5.68)

The equation (5.68) ensures that the Lyapunov function Vn is a nonincreasing function,
which in turn guarantees our control objective.
It should be noted that control law (5.67) is only feasible when
1 _ 9 a n

dx » J

p 0 + p Te -

n—
l da

E
k=l

kn-l

dO

V

(

/ w „ -r l

A

V

d a n-1
dx k JJ

P*0

(5.69)

This is the price that we have to pay when we control systems in the form of (5.17) to
obtain our control objective.
The set of error equations can be written in a matrix form
z = Az( z ,6 ,t) z + W ( z , e , t ) T ~e

(5.70)

It is easy to recognize that the above set of error equations is similar to the set of error
equations for pure-feedback nonlinear systems developed by Krstic [42]. So the analysis
of the tracking property and transient response property is omitted here. The reader who
is interested in the above analysis is referred to [42, 44].
The control design is summarized in Table 5.1
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(i)

(5.71)

zi+i = xt+i - y r- (xi
n \ = - z i_l - c iz i - ^ —
d a i-lt-xk+I+wiT 0n - V\ i —^
d°i-l
a i(/ x l,...,xi+l, y r,..., y } )0)
T )(y} )
k=l VXk

da,-! /r,. +
A

k=l

dy.

zJwJ

80
(5.72)

T

(5.73)

i — T i-l, + Z iWi(i-2)

*

da

(6.74)

w,(x,,...,xM , y r,..., y r) = <P,-YJ- r hL 'Jfc+Z
t, 8xt
f

n-l

a„

= - V / - c»z» ~ WJ

e ~ i1 - <Po)^tzL + Ek=1

dat-i
V

*

A
da„_, w
t+l
^
ö
y

(5.75)

Adaptive control law
a.

u=

f

ß o + ß TÖ-

5xn
V

n-l

I

5 a kn-l

80

V
A

(5.76)
/ ^ „ - r 7 - 3«*-;
ß
dxk J J

Update law for unknown parameters
e = r r n+ rz n

\
d a n-i ßu
dxn J

(5.77)

Table 5.1: Control design procedure for pure feedback nonlinear systems (5.17).
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Simulation example

To illustrate the control design procedure developed in this section, the following
exam ple is considered.
X i

=

X 2

4- O

^ j X -

(5.78)
X 2 = b x lu + 0 2x l x 2

where x j and X2 are states and
6 1, 6 2 and b are unknown param eters and
u is the control signal.

The control objective is to make the output y = x 1 track a reference signal y r .
It can be recognized that the system (5.78) is a form o f system (5.17), so we can use the
design procedure above to design a controller and update law for this system.
For the purpose o f sim ulation, we choose 0 1 = L 5 , 6 2 = L 2 r and ¿=1.4, and the reference
signal y r =sin(0.1r).
The result o f identifying unknown parameters 6 ¡ , 0 2,

and the tracking error between

the output and the reference signal are shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8

Tetal

respectively.

0.4

0.6

0.4

Time fsl

0.6
Time fsl

Figure 5.5 Update param eter 6,

Figure 5.6 Update parameter 6 :
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0.6
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-

0.2

-

-

O'

-

-0.2 --------- 1--------- '--------- '--------- 1--------O

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Time fsì

Figure 5.7 Update parameter b

Figure 5.8 Tracking error

In this simulation example, all the weighting matrices and damping coefficients are
chosen to be equal to unity.
Although the unknown parameter 0 l enters the system one integrator before the control
signal (unmatched case), the tracking property and property o f update for unknown
parameters are still satisfied properly as seen from the above figures. The tracking error is
almost eliminate just after 0.01 o f the first input cycle.
It should be noted that the system (5.78) is relatively difficult to control because o f the
nonlinear components and its affine in the control signal.
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5.3 Reference defined adaptive control
In the previous section, a control design procedure for a class of pure feedback and
extended pure feedback nonlinear systems to satisfy desired tracking properties have
been developed. Although a number of systems, see for example [ 10 , 10 0 ], in practice
can be modeled in the pure feedback or extended pure feedback form, there are still many
cases, in which the models are more complicated and can not be brought into one of the
above forms. The two limitations of nonlinear systems, considered in previous section,
are: ( 1 ) the known part of the state i+1th in the ith equation is xi+j, and (2 ) the nonlinear
system is a set of first order differential equations. In this section, an adaptive control
design procedure is developed to remove the above limitations by considering two
“larger” classes of nonlinear systems. The design procedure is based on defining a
reference signal for each state, which is designed to be bounded. The control algorithm
can then guarantee the boundedness even without knowledge of bounds on the unknown
parameters, which in turn overcomes the certainty weakness and growth conditions. In
addition, the overestimation is eliminated by delaying determination of the update law for
unknown parameters until the last step of the control design procedure. The method,
developed in this section, is referred to as the reference defined adaptive control method

5.3.1 Problem statement
As stated before, we consider two classes of nonlinear systems:

Low order systems
Consider a class of nonlinear systems which are in the form of
X\ —(p\ (xl,...,xn j) + 0 (pfx^^...,xn_f)

Xn =<p„°(xl,...,xn) + \fio(x{,...,xn) + 0 T
where n is the number of states,
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Xj is the ith state, which is measurable with 1 <i <n ,
(pt° is a smooth nonlinear function of states x} -r xn_1,
(pn° is a smooth nonlinear function of states x,+x„,
P0 is a smooth nonlinear function of states x1 + x n,
<pi is the ith vector of smooth nonlinear functions of states x} + xn_},
<pn is the nth vector of smooth nonlinear functions of states x7 +xn,
P is a vector of smooth nonlinear functions of states x, -s- x ,
;@PY is a vector of unknown parameters, and
u is the control signal
System (5.79) is referred to as a low order system, as it is formed by a set of first order
nonlinear equations. For this system, the control objectives are
(1) regulation: make the system (5.79) stable at the equilibrium point, say jc=0. This has
no influence on the solution for more general cases because the above equilibrium
point case can be considered as a regulation case by using a procedure of coordinate
transformation [93],
(2 ) tracking: make the output of the above system, y=xi, track a reference signal, y r.

High order systems
Consider a class of nonlinear systems which are in the form of
(
x\ = 6x<pA x,,

T

■

x i , x 2,X2

V

J

+A /,

f

X1? Xi

V

J
f

T
Xi = 0

m

\ Xj, X

i

,...,X .

j,X i+i

k

+

)

A

^

.

.

\

X lt X i , . . . , X . , X 2

/

k

J

\
■
(
\
T r (
J xl9 XU. .,Xn_l9X„-i
x„-i = 9„_,<p„_x x}, x u ...,xn, x n \ + Pn_,
V
J
l
J

x” =&n<Pn(x)u + P / fn(X)
y = xi
(5.80)
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~iT

where x = x lf...,xn,xi, ,Xn

is the state vector, which is measurable,

(pi is a nonlinear function of states: x I,...,xi+1 , x i )...,xi+i with 1 <i <n,
(pn is a nonlinear function of states: x l,...,xn)xi,...,x n9
0 i is ith unknown parameter,
Jk

p t is the ith vector of unknown parameters,
Pn is the nth vector of unknown parameters,
fi is the ith vector of nonlinear functions of states: x lf..., x t

xt ,

f n is the nth vector of nonlinear functions of states: x 1 ,...,xn,xi,...,xn ,
u is the control signal, and
y is the output
The system (5.80) is referred to as a high order system, as it is formed by a set of second
order nonlinear differential equations.
The control objective is to make the output y track a reference signal y r.
Assumption 5.3.1 Systems (5.79) and (5.80) have only one equilibrium point in the
domain of interest.

5.3.2 Control design procedure
5.3.2.1 Introduction to control problem
To progress the control design procedure for the two above general classes, we begin
with a discussion of several simple examples of nonlinear systems. These examples are
considered here to describe the basic idea behind the proposed new approach to design a
controller for the above nonlinear systems. As is evident from the examples presented in
this section, a new approach is introduced for generating the required feedback control
input which leads to stability. In some cases, the controller can guarantee global stability,
while in other cases the controller can only guarantee local stability. This depends on the
nature of the plant to be controlled.
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Example 1
Consider the following nonlinear system which is in the form of
Xi = x2 + x 24 + 6x 2

(5.81)

X2 - U

where xt is the ith state, l < i < 2 ,
6 is an unknown parameter, and

u is the control signal
It is assumed that all states and their derivatives are measurable.
It is worth noting that the above nonlinear system has the state X2 in the first differential
equation and the control signal u entering the system after two integrals of the state x2.
The control objective is to make the system (5.81) stable around an equilibrium point, say
x=0.
It is noted that by letting
*3 = *2

(5.82)

we can write the system (5.81) in a first order form, and that when the parameter 0 is
known, it is not difficult to design a controller to stabilize the system around an
equilibrium point [42].
Because parameter 6 is unknown, we use the following approach to design the
controller.
Step 1
Introduce the first reference trajectory for x 2 as follows:
x r2 = —(x2 + x 2 )+ x 2 -

x 2 - klx l

(5.83)

A

where 6 1 is the first estimate of the unknown parameter 6 and kj is an arbitrary positive
constant.
The idea behind the above choice is that if state x2 follows its reference trajectory, xr2,
A

and the parameter estimate G1 is close to 0 , then the boundedness of state xj is ensured.
Define the first state error, z2, and parameter error, Oi, as follows:
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22

X2

Xr2

(5.84)

e ,= e ,- e

By substituting equations (5.83) and (5.84) into system (5.81), the first equation of (5.81)
can be written as:
x, = - k , x , + z 2 - 0 , X , 2

(5.85)

Our task at this stage is to stabilize state xj with respect to the Lyapunov function
(

V , = L Xj2 + z 22 + 9t
2V

2\

(5.86)

whose first time derivative is
A

f

Vi = - k j X 2 + 0i 9 i - x l

+ z2 \x3(i + 4 x 23 ) + Wj + TjO]

(5.87)

where
A

2

f

A

V

w] = x 1+ 0 i x 1 + 2 6 1+ k 1

.\

+ x2 )

Ti = 2 Oj + kj
W] is referred to as the first regressor, and r 1 is referred to as the first tuning function.
To eliminate the parameter error, 0l , in (5.87), we choose
0i = x /

(5.88)

By substituting (5.88) into (5.87), we have
Vi = - k j X 2 + z 2\x3(y + 4 x 2 )+ Wj + r t9

(5.89)

It should be noted that it is ideal to make the second term in (5.89) negative. This is not
possible because the actual control signal, u, does not appear in this term. However, the
state X3 appears in this term, which gives a clue to define a reference signal for this state
in the next step.

Step 2
Introduce the second reference trajectory for state X3 as follows:
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xr3 = -(l + 4x23}c3 + x 3 - w l where

S 2 T,

- k2
,2z 2

(5.90)

is an arbitrary positive constant.

By choosing this reference trajectory, it can be seen that if
X3

X r3

e2 -*e

as t

— ^ oo

the second term in (5.90) becomes nonpositive.
By defining the third state error, zj, and the second parameter error, 62 , as follows:
z3

x3 xr3

02 —6 2—0
and choosing the second Lyapunov function:
Vi =Vr +

~ 2\
z3 + 0 2

(5.91)

we have the first time derivative of (5.91) as:
V2 = —kjXj2 - k2z 22 +z3[(/ +4 x2 ^u + w2 + 0 t2]+0

02-

z

2T j

(5.92)

where the second regressor, W2, and the second tuning function, r2, are
w,2 =

t

ÔZ:
ÔZ
X-> +
- >2 } ------------X j
\\^2
X2
+1XX24)
oxL
dxh

dz,

4-------------- 6 1 +

dOj

dz.

■O2 + Z, and
d02

dz3 2
dxj 1

2 = — -X ,

Note that all partial derivatives of the error Z3 are known, and that the control signal u
appears in the derivative of the Lyapunov function. Therefore, at this step, we are ready
to determine the control law.
A

Equation (5.92) motivates us to choose the update law for 62 as:

e2 = z2t,

(5.93)
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This enables us to make the third term in (5.92) nonpositive. This is accomplished by
choosing the control signal as:
u=

w2 + 0 2 T2 + k 3z3

(5.94)

1 + 4x*

as long as 1 + 4x 23 * 0
where k$ is an arbitrary positive constant and 0 3 is the third estimate of the unknown
parameter 6 .
By substituting (5.93) and (5.94) into (5.92), we have
V 2 — —kjXj2 — k2z2 — k3z3 — 03 z3r 2

(5.95)

where 0 3 = 6 3 - 6
By observing equations (5.94) and (5.95), we can see that the third error of the unknown
parameter appears in the derivative of the second Lyapunov function and the third
estimate of the unknown parameter appears in the control law. However, we have not
derived the third update law for the unknown parameter.
Fortunately, equation (5.95) motivates us to modify the Lyapunov function V2 further as:
1 ~2
Vs=V 2 + - 0 3

(5.96)

By taking the first time derivative o f the above equation, we have
f
V 3 = - k j X 2 - k 2z22 — k3z32 - 03

N\

(5.97)

z 3 ^2

@ 5

V

J

The above equation suggests that we choose the update law for the third estimate of the
unknown parameter to be:
03 = z 3z 2

(5.98)

By substituting the above equation into equation (5.97), we have
V 3 = - k j X 2 - k2z 2 - k3z 2

(5 .99 )

From equation (5.99), it can be concluded that V3 is a nonincreasing function with time.
By combining equations (5.86), (5.91), and (5.96), we have
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Fj = —

X j 2 +

Z 22 +

Z 32 + 0 1 2 +

0 22 +

0 3

A

2

J

(5.100)

From equations (5.99) and (5.100), it follows that xi , z2, z3, 0 i ,02,03 are bounded.
Furthermore, from the definition of Z2 and zj, it follows that x2, X3, and u are bounded.
Therefore, under the assumption 5.3.1 the equilibrium point is locally stable. Local
stability is due to the nature of the system to be controlled ( 1 + 4x23 ^ 0 ).
According to Theorem 4.1 presented in Chapter 4, it can be shown that
limt_^ x i = 0 for i =1, 2, 3
if the control law is chosen as in (5.94), and the update laws are chosen as in (5.87),
(5.93), and (5.98).

Example 2
Now we will discuss another example by considering the following nonlinear system:
X\ = x 2 + 0 x lx-

(5.101)

X 2 - U

The control objective is as in example 1: stabilize the system around an equilibrium
point, x=0.
By comparing this example and example 1, we can see that the state X2 enters in two
terms in the first equation of (5.101), both with and without the unknown parameter 0 .
Basically, the control design procedure for this nonlinear system (5.101) is somewhat the
same as the one for the system in example 1. All the notations used in this section are the
same as in example 1. The control design procedure is summarized as follows:

Step L
Define the first reference trajectory and state error:
xr2 - - 0 I xjx22 —klXj

(5.102)

z 2 = x 2 - x r2
Choose the first Lyapunov function:
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I(
Vl

2 . 2 . ^ 2^
x / + z 2 + 0i

(5 .1 0 3 )

where 0l - 6 l - 0
Define the second reference trajectory and state error as:
Z3 ~ X3

X r3
A

f

X r3 = ~

A

A

I»

1 + 201xi x 2 x 3 + x 3 -Wj - 0 2 tj - k 2z :

(5.104)

where
dz2

2

dz.

W1 = X1 + J ^ X2 + ~ ^ 1
0Xl

dz.

1

dxj

Ô01

fa x /)

Choose the first update law for the unknown parameter as:
a = Xj 2x22
0i

(5.105)

Step 2.
Choose the second Lyapunov function as:
i f

j

~

(5.106)

V2 = V i + - z 32 + 02
J

where 02 - 0 2- 0
Choose the control law as:
A
1
u = ----------------- W2 + 0 3 T2 + k 3Z3
J
l + 20i xjX2 V
f

A

A

(5.107)

A

with the assumption : 1 + 2 0 1 x }x 2^ 0
where
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(5.108)

dz
dz
w, = — 3- x„ 2 + ^ ( 2 x 2x 3) + ^ - 0 , + - ^ 0 2+
dxj
dx
dOi
d02
dzj_
=
{XIX22)
dxj
Choose the second update law for the unknown parameter as:
A

'

02 = Z2T,

(5.109)

Define the third Lyapunov function as:
v 3 = v2 + L'e i
~

(5.110)

A

where 9 3 = 03- 9
and choose the third update law for the unknown parameter as:
9i = z3r 2

(5.111)

Then we obtain V 3 < 0 , which guarantees the stability of the system around the
equilibrium point as long as assumption (5.108) holds.
Because the control law can only be feasible when the assumption (5.108) is satisfied,
which in turn results in local stability of the nonlinear system (5.102).

Example 3
Now we will discuss a more complicated example, which is very close to the general
system (5.80).
Consider the following nonlinear system, which consists of two second order nonlinear
differential equations:
jci

= x { +9
(5.112)

X i = U

The control objective is to make the system stable around the equilibrium point.
An important difference between system (5.112) and the system considered in example 2
is that the derivative of state x2 appears with the unknown parameter, # , in the first
equation.
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It can be recognized that the system (5.112) is a fourth order nonlinear system by
considering the state:
x=

yX1 y^2 y 2

To proceed with the control design procedure, we assume that the sign of the unknown
parameter, G, is known, is equal to, say, + 1 .
By defining a reference trajectory for state *2 as follows:
Xr2 = - X2 + X2(l + X23)

+

X

2 —9 J x 1 - G 2 X i

(5.113)

and a state error for X2 as:
Z, =

X 2

(5.114)

X r2

the first equation of (5.112) can be expressed in a matrix form
f

_T

\

X i = A X 1 +bG Z2 ~ rì X 1

(5.115)

where
~iT
j f «X/

A=

" 0

, b = [0,lj

1

r ci

"
» *7 =

0 , - (\ l + cU, g
)-

Gi

A
1
G2 —C2 -.
e

G2

and Ci and C2 are arbitrary positive constants for the m atrix^ to be a stable matrix.
Equation (5.115) suggests us to choose a Lyapunov candidate function:
1 (

~ T

Vt = - X ? P X l + z 22 +Gi 7
A

(5.116)

77

J

where the matrix P is chosen such that
A t P + PA = - Q

(5.117)

where Q is a positive definite matrix
By taking the first time derivative of equation (5.116), we have
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Vi = ~ ~ ^ X j Q X 1 + z2| / + jc/ ) w+ Wj +0Tj ]+0 tj

T ]-

X j PbXl

(5.118)

where
ÔZy „
dZ7 ' ÔZy ~
w, = — —X h ---- —Xi + — -77
1 dX1
~ 1
ÔXi

ÔZ-

*1 =

ÔTJ

(5.119)

X > + X2 (1 + X2 ^ + X j TPb

dxi
tj

= X } PbXf

By choosing the control law
u=

W}

+03 Tj

(5.120)

+ k 2Z 2
1 +

Xj

the second Lyapunov candidate function
(5.121)
and an update law for unknown parameter, 0
(5.122)

03 = Z 2Tj

we obtain
(5.123)

V 2 <0
From (5.116) , (5.121), and (5.123), we can conclude that X n z 2,

tj,

0 are uniformly

bounded.
From the definition of z2, it follows that x2 + x 2(l + x / ) is bounded, which further
implies that:
x2and x 2 are bounded.
Since x2=0 is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the differential:
x2 + x 2(/ + x / ) = 0
it follows that the trajectories of the closed loop system are such that
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Umt^ x, = 0
with i = 1 ,2 .
limt^ xt = 0
It should be noted that system (5.112) can not be transformed into the pure feedback
system which was considered in the previous section. Therefore, the control design
procedure developed in the previous section could not be applied.

5.3.2.2 Adaptive control design for low order systems
In this section, we focus on the low order system and its stability properties. We provide
a systematic description of the control design procedure and show that it leads to the
design objective of stabilization. Two cases are considered in this section: regulation and
tracking.
For convenience, we rewrite the low order system as follows:
xi = (p\ (xx,...,xw_j) + 0 T(px(Xj,...,xw_j)

x/ = <p.° (x,,..., x„_, ) + <9>,. (xj,..., xw_j )
(5.124)

= <Pn-1°(*1 >».,*„-!) +0 T<Pn_x(Xj,..., XM
_J)
x»=<p„\x

+ [p0( x , x„ ) + e TP(xx,...,Xn)]u

5.3.2.2.1 Regulation
The control objective is to make the system stable around an equilibrium point, x=0. The
control design procedure consists of n steps.

Step 1. Define a reference trajectory for the state X2 as follows:
x r2 =~9i° ~ 0 i T+ x 2 - k 1x l

(5.125)

where ki is an arbitrary positive constant, and
A

0 1 is the first estimate of the unknown parameter vector 6 .
Define an error for state X2 as follows:
z 2 = x 2 - x r2

(5.126)

By substituting (5,125) into (5.126), error z2 can be expressed as:
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By combining the above equation and the first equation of (5.124), we obtain
T
x i = - k lx l + z 2 —0i (pl

(5.128)

where 61 - 6 ¡-Q
Equation (5.128) suggests us to choose the first Lyapunov function:
V, = - f x / + z / + 0 , r 0,
A

(5.129)

By taking the first time derivative of (5.129), we have
\

f .

V i = —kjxj2 + z.

+0?

Z 2 + X l
V

(5.130)

Oi-x.cp,

y

)

By defining
z i = x i>

w o=<Pi°>

n~l dzl o dZj A
w i = Z ^ / +—r 9i + z i
./l ax,
dQ
j=
'i

T0 = < P l

(5.131)

^ dz2
j=i

dx,

and choosing the update law
A

6i = ZjT0

(5.132)

we obtain
Vi = - k j z / + z 2(wj +OtTj )

(5.133)

From (5.133), we can see that in order to make the system stable around the equilibrium,
it is necessary to make the second term of (5.133) negative. However, this is not possible
because the parameter 6 is unknown and the control signal u does not appear here.
Fortunately, the definition of functions wj and ri possessing x3 as their argument
suggests that a reference trajectory xr3 can be chosen for x3 such that when x3 follows xr3,
the second term of (5.133) becomes negative. This will be carried out in the next step.

Step 2.

Define a reference trajectory for x3 as

AT
Xr3 = —Wj —62 Tl

+X3 —k2Z2

(5 .1 3 4 )

where k2 is an arbitrary positive constant, and
A

62 is the second estimate of the unknown parameter vector 0 .
Define the error between the state x3 and its reference trajectory xr3 as:
z 3 —x3 x r3

(5.135)

By substituting (5.134) into (5.135), we obtain
Z3 =W j + 62 T j + k 2Z2

(5.136)

Now there is another state error, z3, appeared. This suggests us to choose the second
Lyapunov function as:
~ T ~ ^
V2 =V1+-K z , 22 +02
02
1 2V
J

(5.137)

where 02 - 0 2 - 0
By taking the first time derivative of (5.137), we have
(
V2 -

k¡z 2 - k2z 2

+z,
V

.
A

\

Z3+ Z2 +02 t 0-- z2Ti
7
K
J

(5.138)

Similar to step 1 , define
vp dz3 0
dz3 *
w' = L i ^ P j + l r ~ r 9 t +^
j-l fc j

>' 8 0 ‘Ji

(5.139)

dz,
t2 =

and choose the update law
0 2 = z 2r l

(5.140)

By substituting (5.139) and (5.140) into (5.138), we obtain
V 2 = - k ]z j2 - k 2z 22 + z3(w2 + 0 tt2)
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(5.141)

By observing the above equation, we can see that the third term is somewhat similar to
that in step 1. Therefore, step 2 will be repeated n-3 times until the control signal appears.

Step i . i = 3--- « - I
This step is just a general form of step 2. It can be seen that at the end of step /-1, we have
v - ' = - 2 > , V +z< k / + & W ,) .

(5-142)

j=l

Similar to the previous step, we define a reference trajectory and error for state xf as
follows:

where

Xr(M) = ~W,-I ~ 0 ‘T Ti-1+XM ~ klZi

(5.143)

Zi+1 ~ Xi+J Xr(i+1)

(5.144)

is an arbitrary positive constant, and
L
0i is the i estimate of the unknown parameter vector 0 .

By substituting (5.143) into (5.144), we have
(5.145)

Z(M) = Wi-1 +&‘T Ti-1 +kiZi
By combining (5.145) and (5.142), equation (5.142) can be written as:

(5.146)

Vi -1 = ~ Y Jkj z 2 + z ,( z M +0iT T,_,
ft
v
J
fL

^

At this step, we define the i Lyapunov function as:

V, =

If

+ 2 V ZtJ

7 - j- - ^
Qi

(5.147)

where 6 i = 0 i - 9
By taking the first time derivative of (5.147), we have
(
v / = - ^ k j z / + z i+1 w, + 6
j=l

(5.148)

r.

V

where
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M dXj

30,

(5 .1 4 9 )

n-1

and the update law
A

G‘ =

(5.150)

Step n.
This is the last step of the control design procedure. At the n-1^ step, we have
n-1

(

<r

Vn~, = - E V / + *. ™n-,+Q
j= l

Z„ -! + G ^ , P o+ 0

K

-

\
P u

(5.151)

where
%A dzn o ZA dz

A

J=, d 0

j= l O X j

J

(5.152)

V &»
M ^X j' J
n-1

G- = n
j=l

(~ 0
dcp
(5.153)

dz j + i

ytej+i

Because the control signal appears in (5.151), we are able to choose the control law such
that:
u=

1 (
GA

W »-l + 0 »

(5.154)

*n-l + K Zn

where
G n — G n-i Po + @n P
J

V

as long as
n-1

f ~ 0
dq>

n

•

j=i dz j + i

and

P o + Qn P

dz

*0

(5.155)

J+l J

*0

(5.156)
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The above conditions indicate that the nonlinear system (5.124) can only be stabilized by
control law (5.154) when this system has at least the ith nonlinear function depending on
the i+lth state and the component which is multiplied with the control signal is different
from zero in the space of interest.
It is noted that the above conditions for the control law (5.154) to be feasible are
determined by the nature form of the system (5.124).
By substituting (5.154) into (5.151 ), we get ^
V k j Z j 2 - z n0 x n

(5.157)

where
P w„_,+0„T„_,+k„z„

Tn = T
y n - l, —

V______________________________:

Po

P

By defining the nth Lyapunov function
(5.158)
and choosing the update law as:
k = z nrn

(5.159)

we have
V„

(5.160)
j=I

Equation (5.160) ensures that system (5.124) is stable around the equilibrium point.
It should be noted that the above control design procedure has a major drawback: the
unknown parameter vector, 0 , is overestimated. This is undesired in control design. This
limitation will be removed in the next section when a tracking case is considered.

5.3.2.2.2 Tracking
For convenience, we rewrite the class of nonlinear systems to be controlled as follows:
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0

x*

x\ = <px (xx, x 2) + 0 <pl(xl, x 2)

x ‘ =<P,O( x „ - - , x M ) + 0 T(pl(xl,---,xM )
:
X»-‘ = <P,n-1° Ol , ' ' ' , X„_, ) +

(5.161)

(X, , •••, X„_, )

*» = <Pn (x) + <Pn (x) + [po (x) + b ''P(x)\ U
where n is the number of states,
Xi is the i h state, which is measurable, 1 <i <n,
(p° is a smooth nonlinear function of states xx + x i+l,
(pn° is a smooth nonlinear function of states x I + xn,
P0 is a smooth nonlinear function of states x l
(pi is the ith vector of smooth nonlinear functions of states xy -r x n_I,
(pn is the nth vector of smooth nonlinear functions of states x 7 -Mn,
P is a vector o f smooth nonlinear functions of states x 1 xn,
6 and b are vectors of unknown parameters with appropriate dimensions, and
u is the control signal
The control objective is to design a control law and an update law for the vectors of
unknown parameters 0 and b that make the output of the system y = xx track a reference
signal y n which is smooth enough, i.e., the n first derivatives can be taken.
The control design procedure will start by adaptively stabilizing the first two equation of
(5.161) defining reference signals for the first two states. The reference signal for the first
state is just the reference signal because our aim is to force the first state to track the
reference signal y r. The reference signal for the second state is chosen such that when the
first state error converges to zero, the estimation of unknown parameter vector converges
to the true value and state follows it, it will be bounded. At each subsequent step, we will
augment the designed subsystem by one equation of (5.161). The update law for the
unknown parameter vectors and the adaptive feedback control u are designed at the final
step. The procedure consists o f n-1 step
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Step 1. Introduce the first state error variable
*1 =*i

(5.162)

yr

Define a reference signal for the second state as follows:
o
aT
•
Xr2 =-<P\ (xl, x 2) - 9 <P\(xl,x2) + x2 + y r-Jclzl

(5.163)

where 9 is estimation of 9 , ki is a positive constant.
The key idea behind such a choice of the reference signal x r2 is that if X2 follows x r2 and if
A

the parameter estimate 9 is close to 9, it then ensures that the first state error zj is
bounded.
Introduce the second state error variable
(5.164)

Z2 = X 2 - X r 2

By taking the first time derivative of (5.162) combining (5.163) and (5.164), the first
derivative of zj can be written as:
_T
Zj

= ~ k lZl

+ Z2 — 9

(5.165)

(pX

where 9 = 9 - 9
The aim of the control design procedure is, at this step, to stabilize the first two equation
of (5.161) by introducing the following Lyapunov function:
1

_T

(

^

(5.166)

,2 + z^2 +9 r ~ l 9

V

)

Note that z 2 = z 2(xl,x 2, 9 , y r, y r ). By substituting the first two equations of (5.161) into
the first time derivative of Z2, we have
z 2 =W^+ 9 tT1 - Zj
where

(5.167)

Taking the first time derivative of (5.166) along the solution of (5.165) and (5.167), we
arrive
_T

F, = - k , z , 2 + z 2(iV, + 6 tTx)+ z 2 ~ h + 6
dd

rs"' 6 - z tT0

(5.168)

where T0 = q>x
Ideally, the second term in (5.168) is made negative. However, this is not possible
because the actual control signal u is not in any of components in that term. Fortunately,
the terms Wj and 7/ have x3 as their argument, which gives a clue to define a reference
signal xr3 such that when x3 follows xr3, the second term in (5.168) is negative. This will
be carried out in the next step. The third term in (5.168) will be set to zero when
determining the update law of the unknown parameter 6 at the final step to avoid
overestimation.
The first derivative of Z2 with respect to time can be written as
z 2 =WX+ e TTx + % £ ? - z ,
db

(5.169)

Step 2. Define a reference signal for the third state as
A?'
xr3)= - W x- 0 Tl + x 3 - k 2z 2
where

(5.170)

is a positive constant.

Introduce the third state error
z 3 = x 3 - x r3

(5.171)

The aim is, at this step, to stabilize the first three equation of (5.161) by introducing the
following Lyapunov function
Vi=V,+^z2

(5.172)
A

.

..

Again, note that z 3 = z3(xl,x 2,x3, 0 , y r, y r, y r) . By substituting the first three equations
of (5.161) into the first time derivative of z3, we have
z, = w, +

o tt ;

-z, +

dz2
A

0

(5.173)

dG
where
82

U)

yr + zi
y=1 a >v

(5.174)

By substituting the solutions of (5.169) and (5.173) into the first time derivative of
(5.172), we arrive
2

V2

-IV ,
7=I

f
3z A ~^
+ z i {w2 + 0 TT2) + z 2^ j re + z 3- ^ 0 + 0 r .
ee
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A

A

J

7=1

(5.175)
Although the second term in (5.175) is not sign definite, it is seen that (5.175) is very
similar to (5.168) with the second term being a function of the state xj. Therefore, step 2
can be repeated n-3 times.

Step i. (3 < / < n - 2)
It can be deduced that at the step i-1, we have
•

/

\

i

A

~ 'k

V = - I V / +*,(»'<-. + 0 % , ) + I > , - V + 0
7=i

7=2

/-i
r* « - 1 ^ ,
7=1

(5.176)
,

Introduce a reference signal for the i+lth state as
>(¿+1) = - W ^ - e

Tm + xm - k tzt

(5.177)

where kt is a positive constant.
Introduce the i+lth state error
ZM

)

(5-178)

= X M ~ X r(i+1

The aim is, at this step, to stabilize the first i equations of (5.161) by introducing the
following Lyapunov function
(5.179)
.

A

(1 -1 )

Again, note that zM = z i+l(xl9- - , x M, 0 , y y r ). By substituting the first i equations
of (5.161) into the first time derivative of z/+/, we have
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•

zm

t
dz. i A
=W i + 6 tTi - z m + - & - 0
69

(5 .1 8 0 )

where
Tir
^zi+1 0 .
^z i+1 ^
w- = Z - k t ^
+Z - u % > v + z <
>-* ° * j

»

8 y r

(5.181)

i+1 r)r

M dXj

J

By substituting the solution of (5.176) and (5.180) into the first derivative of (5.179), we
arrive at
•

*

/

V , = ~ Z kjZj + *«♦. k

y=i

\

¿+i

5 z a ~‘
+ 9 tt) + Y j Zj - + 0 + 0
j=2

r

■

A

.

a

/

(5.182)
j =l

The explanation for (5.182) is similar to that of (5.175) in step 2.
Step n-1. This is the final step.
It is easy to deduce that at step n-2 we have
.

/
\ n~x dz ■a ~r
^ 2 = - E V / + z » - , k -2 + * r r l_ 2 ) + £ z y- f < 9 + 0
y=i
y=2 551
« -2

a

n-2

M
(5.183)

Introduce a reference signal for the final state as
(5.184)

= ~Wn-2 - 0 T„-2 + * „ - K -,Z„-l
where k„.i is a positive constant.
Introduce the nth state error
z n = x n —x m

(5.185)
v
y

The aim is, at this step, to stabilize all of the equations of (5.161) by introducing the
following Lyapunov function
(
V
=
V
+
—
v n-l y n-2 2 z * +b r ; xb
v
~

A

(5.186)

A

where b = b - b , b is the estimation of the unknown parameter vector b.
By taking the first time derivative of (5.184) and combining with (5.161), we have
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dz,,, (J) dz>
L0T<Pj + E %(7-1)
I ¡ y r’ + ^ r \ P o ( x ) + bT/](x)}i
dx„
“ i dXj
;= 1 5 y r

„ = ir jr - < P ? +t ^
M dXj

J

(5.187)

Define

A dz
^ dz u>
+z.« - 1
^ . = 5 -S» ^ . ^ '■ // +E
^
^
(7-1)
^ ^
^ 5 yr

(5.188)

^ dz
7=i ^ y

Equation (5.187) can be written as
z„ =

w„_,

(5.189)

+ e TTn_l - z n_i + % 0 + ^ [ / ? o + b Tp ] l
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By substituting the solution of (5.183) and (5.189) into the first time derivative of
(5.186), we arrive at
•

” -1

„

(

a

T

n

z

■

d z

■ A

r\ 7

(

a

r - . + X - ^ + i r A+* £ u +

^ . = - S V / + z-

yJ

+ 6»
7=1

^ _T7
+6
V
y

\
dx„

/
(5.190)

By choosing the control law as
a7

M .+ *
u=

^ z, dz, a
T U i+ ^+ Z —— *
> 2 Z» 36»

(5.191)

cfe.

Pr,{x) + b P(x)
dx n V
where kn is a positive constant
and the update laws as
0 = r *! > / , - >
7=1

(5.192)

A
dz
b = r bz„ - y p { x ) u
dx„
equation (5.190) can be written as
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V n - l = - ^ k j Z j <0

(5 .1 9 3 )

7=1

It should be noted that control law (5.191) is feasible only when
dz„

PQ(x) + b P(x) * 0

(5.194)

dx n V

which means that the nonlinear system (5.161) can only be stabilized locally by control
A

law (5.191) and update laws (5.192). This is due to the nature form of (5.161).

Stability and convergence
Stability and convergence of the closed loop system (5.161) along with control law
(5.191) and update laws (5.192) are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1
Under the assumption 5.3.1, the closed loop adaptive system consisting o f the plant
(5.161), the controller (5.191) and the update laws (5.192) which satisfies condition
( ~
(5.194) has a locally uniformly stable equilibrium at z,Q,b = 0 and lim ,^ (z(t)) = 0
V

J

which means lim ,^ (xj (/) - y r (/)) = 0
U)
m
moreover i f y r = 0 => lim ,^ x(t) = 0 . This is the case o f regulation.
Proof
Since V =

i
1 ~t
„ , t
„
= Z z Tz + —0 Te~ ' 0 + - b T ~ ' b

(5.195)

By taking the first time derivative of (5.195), we have
V„-x = - Z
’ k Jz J <fc0|z|2

(5.196)

7=1

where ko is a positive constant.
From (5.195) and (5.196), it is concluded that
(

~
z,6,b = 0 is locally stable.
V
J
Based on the LaSalle-Yoshizawa theorem and definition of reference signals xri, it can be
(7)

.

shown that if y r = 0=> lim ,^ x(t) = 0.
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5.3.2.3 Adaptive control design for high order systems
In this section, we focus on developing a control design procedure for high order systems.
For convenience, we rewrite the high order system defined in the previous section:
. \
. >
(
.
T (
xx, X\
xi = 6x(px j 2 "X>1 «X
»2 ^X2
V
J
\
7

II

*

(

.
Xx, Xl ,...,

V

r
.
. 'N
, X;+i + P,Tf, x x, Xi ,. ;X„Xi
J
V
J

(5.197)
(
1 = 0 / « V 1 * 1 . Xi,...,x„,x„ \ + P „ J

X^5 X\ •*5 X •,Xn—l
V

X« =&„<P„(X)U+ PnT f A X)

y =x,
The control objective is to make the nonlinear system (5.197) track a reference signaly r.
To proceed with the control design procedure, the following assumptions are made.
Assumptions:
1. The reference signal y r and its first m derivatives are known and bounded, where m is
the relative degree of the system (5.197)
2 . (pidin&f are nonlinear smooth functions, and for bounded x1,...,xl,xi

limM - W = 0
3. (pn ^ 0 and either
d<t>i ^ 0 or

d x i+1

^
= 0 and
d x i+1

*0
d x ;+1

It will be seen that the above assumptions are set to make the control law feasible. In
general, the relative degree m of the system (5.197) can lie anywhere between n+1 and In
[101]. For ease of investigation, we assume that the relative degree m is equal to n+1.
The general control design procedure developed in section 5.3.2.2 can be applied here.
However, system (5.197) consists of a set of second order nonlinear differential equations
and therefore the reference trajectory for each state is different. Hence, for each
i = l , . . . , n - 1 we will determine a reference velocity x r(i+i) for X(l+ij such that when
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X i +1 — > X r ( i + l )

xi will behave as desired.

Step 1. We rewrite the first equation of system (5.197) as follows:
xj = 6l(pl

r

. \
X j,

X

i

, X 2 , X 2

\

(
•^
+ P { f l xt, Xi
J
\ I* J

(5 .1 9 8 )

Define a reference velocity for state x 2 as follows:
•

.

A

••

+ X 2+ 0

X r2 = ~ (P i

13

A

y r —0

12

(.
. ^ A .
, A Jx i - y r - 0 n ( x , - y r) ~ P , f , ( X j , X•i ^
V
J
\
)

(5.199)

A .
.
B
where B . is an estimate vector of — , and
.

A
k k
1
On are estimates o f
— respectively, and
0i 0j 0j
k n ,k12 are arbitrary positive constants
Define the error of the velocity state, x 2, as:
Z2 = X 2

(5.200)

X r2

By substituting (5.199) into (5.200), the error can be written as:
(.
A
T
f
z2 = cpj - 0 i3 y r + 0 12 x i - y r + d n ( x , - y r)+P, f , X l t X i
v
)
V
)

(5.201)

To simplify the presentation of the control design procedure, we define the following
terms:
(
x} , X

■\
= x, - y r, x i - y■r, - y r, fA, x„ xi

! , y r , y r , y r

V

V
A

0i

=

A

A

A

_

T

011,012,013, P x

A
1 ~
A
1
A
^
011 =011 —— , 012 =012 —— , 013 =013--- —
e,
ft
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)\

-i T

On, On, On, ¡3\
* i-yr
Z/ =

xi-yr

,A =

Pi =Pi~

Pi
°i

0

0
1

It can be seen that the matrix A is asymptotically stable because ki/ and £22 are positive.
Therefore, there exists a matrix P such that
A t P + PA = - Q
where Q is a positive definite matrix.
By using the above notations, equation (5.201) can be expressed in the form of
r

.

~\

Z 7 = AZ{ +b6j

1

V

(5.202)
J

The above equation is referred to as an error equation. This equation suggests us to
choose the following Lyapunov function:
(5.203)

V ^ U zfP Z .+ zS + fa fc i,)
2 \

J

By defining
Zj = Z 1Pb
and choosing the first update law for the unknown parameter vector rj as
tj,

(5.204)

=sgn(0,)zlS,

where sgn denotes the sign function.
and taking the first time derivative of (5.203), we have
(5.205)

v i = -v, + z2e 2(gj <p 2 +
where
v , = L ? / e z |(

g,

= -^
8x2
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-1T
^

----2 _ rr T
dZ2
^ + ^ , — /,
dxi
dxi
1T

rT

dZ2

Tl = wi> Gxf i

Ci =

\

e2

¿ L f L U i
2
2

e 'e

r

o:

A

(0)

(3) 'N

A

wt x^,x\, x 2,X 2 , Tjl, y r,...fy r
/
'

V

X2-\------ X\ +

&2 .
2

dx,
1

2

^

7 , + Z J j)
j' d y r

(y + 1)

y

r

It should be noted that function (p2 depends on states x3 and X3 , and our goal is to
design a new reference velocity for state X3 in order to make the second term of the right
hand side of the equation (5.205) negative in the next step.

Step 2.
Equation (5.205) suggests that a reference velocity for state x.? should be chosen as
follows:
Xr3 =

~Gj(p2 + X3~T j

j1

(5.206)

£ l- 9 2 Z :

k
where £ l and 0 2 are estimates of ^ l and — respectively, and
e2

is an arbitrary positive

constant.
Similar to step 1, we define the state error as:
Z

3

— X

3

(5.207)

Xr3

By substituting equation (5.206) into equation (5.207), the state error can be written as:
A

A

z 3 =Gi<p2 +T, ¿¡, + 6 2 z 2

(5.208)

The above equation suggests us to choose the second Lyapunov function as
(5.209)

v2 - v l + ^ z 32 +\e2\7l2T n2s\
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By defining
-lT

12 =

S 2 = [Z2>

02, C

~iT

12

0 2 - f . Cir - C i ‘

and choosing the second update law as:
(5.210)

fh = sgn{d2)z,S2
we obtain

(5.211)

v 2 = - v 2 + z 2e si p 2(p3 +T2T^ 2)
where
v2 = v, +k2z 2
G2 = G, d<P2
dx7
dz
dz.
r , = W2>Gl f i >:^ - < P l + Z2,:^ - f 2
dxi
3x2

dz,
,
dxi

dz 3
—
dx\

t

T

~\T

£2 =

1

P i

02

P2T

01

Pi

e2 ’ 0,3 ’ 0 / 0^3, ’ 0,3 ’ 03
(0)

w.

X j 5Xl,...,

^7l?^7 2 ^ y r

(4) 'N

’” '^ yr

)

=G^X3+t
cbc.

^ &2 (7'+1)
&3
& 3 A
-3 x j + —
t1 j
+X —
y '
j =1 5x:
J"
8
y
r
SJIj ,

By looking at (5.211), we can see a term, which depends on the error z3. This term will
be eliminated in the next step.

Step i .
At the step i-1 we have
V 1-1 = -v,_, + z,0l{Gl_,<pl + r i_/r £_,)
where
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(5.212)

ì-i = ^ z / e z , + 2 > jZ/ , g _, =

t \ ~
j=I d x j+i

j= i

Define a reference velocity for state x i+i as follows:
•
xr(i+i) = ~Gi_l(pi + x i+i where 4*,--/ and

T

£i~i~OiZi

(5 .2 1 3 )

k;
and — respectively, and kt is an arbitrary

are estimates of

positive constant.
Similar to the previous steps, we define the state error as:
z i+l

(5.214)

= X i+ 1 - X r ( i + l )

By substituting equation (5.213) into equation (5.214), the state error can be written as:
z i + i = G i- 1<Pi + T i- i

(5.215)

Z i-i + OiZ,

The above equation suggests us to choose the second Lyapunov function as
If

\

~

v i = K -i +-rl

(5.216)

V,

A

By defining
tY

A =
T]i

S ,= [A r lW J ,
A

k

r

A

A

_

~\T

C,.,
T

A

T

~

T

Vi = Oi— . S i - I - S j
_
"
and choosing the ith update law as:
(5.217)

Vt =sgn(0i)ziSi
we obtain

(5.218)

Vi = - v , + z M0M (Gip M +Tir£i)
where
vvi = vvi-i, + k izt
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dip.

G, = G

dx i+l
T; =

W
^

d
f
T
i ’ ^iJi+X ’

<Pl

-A- 7

^< +1

dx/
c,=

i

p j

et

Ji

dx*
pj

Vi-

5

15

3 jcm

et_x p t_;

^ i +1 f
T
Ji- 1

5 jcm

-I T

0M 9 oM ' 0 M ' 0 M ' e M ' oM
/
A

W: X\,xi ,...9 xi+x,Xi+i,

tjx,..., t j

(0)

(i+2) "N

y r,..., y r

J

V

Qsn

.

<

= GM ^ - x , tl + X
& /+i

y-i

^7
L'z,i+]

dx

•

dz

g/z.

■ X i + ----- —
A

i

A
7]

•J

/+1

dr!1
V
By observing (5.279), we can see that a term depends on the error zi+i. This term will be
eliminated in the next step, step i+l.

Step n.
This is the last step of the control design procedure. At the step n- 1, we have
Vn-, = - v „ - l +z„0,„{f}„_l<p„u + T„J<;„_,)

(5.219)

We can see that the control signal u appears in the above equation. Our goal is to make
the second term of (5.219) nonpositive. From this observation, we choose the control law
as:
u=
A

(5.220)

r T»-‘ C„-, + 0„Zn
Tn

V

k

A

where C, n_l and 6 n are estimates of ¿¡n_l and — respectively, and kn is an arbitrary
0n
positive constant, and
G„ = G„_,<p„
Note that the above control law is feasible according to assumption 3.
By substituting equation (5.220) into equation (5.219), we have
Vn-l

T

-v -z„0„S, . In

T

(5.221)

where
vn = vn-1 + k„z.
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0 + 1)

+ V — —yr
M dyr

T

A

A

A

On

0"> Cn-1

T

-ir
n k » /* 1T
tT
Un Q ’ ^ n~I ’ n~l
A

On

A

~

We now choose the final Lyapunov function as:
I (,

r

t

~

\

K = K -i + t fn\n„ n„
2\
J

*

(5.222)

Choose the final update law as:
ri = sgn(dn)znS n

(5.223)

By taking the first time derivative of (5.222) along with (5.221), we have
V n = -v„

(5.224)

Because vn is nonpositive, the above equation ensures that system (5.197) is
asymptotically stable. The desired tracking properties are summarized in the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.2
Under the assumption 5.3.1, the nonlinear system (5.197), meeting the assumptions 1, 2,
and 3, will be globally bounded, and the output o f the system y=xj will asymptotically
track the reference signal y r i f the control law is chosen as in (5.220) and the update laws
are chosen as in (5.223) for i - l - ^ n .
Proof:
From the above control design procedure, the last Lyapunov function and its first
derivative with respect to time are:
f
V

”

=

-

2\

T „ \

Z , TP Z , + X z /
j=2

j=l

%

(5.225)

(5.226)

V n = f z tTQ Z i ~ Y J kJ z J 2 < 0
j =2

From (5.226), we can conclude that the state errors Zz and parameter errors
uniformly bounded.
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77

¿are

Consider the i" state error which is in the form of
^ 7 ,

(5.227)
A

From the definition of G,.; and S,, we can see that they are bounded. Since zi+i and ijt are
also bounded, it can be concluded that <pn xi+i, and x l+i are bounded because of the
above assumptions. This enables us to conclude that the error vector Zi is bounded.
Since Z x e L2 , it can be concluded that
Z, (0 = 0=> y(t) -> y r(t) as t

oo.

5.4 Summary
The use of the idea referred to as the switching surface technique is derived from sliding
mode control or variable structure system control (VSS) method [41, 46]. This technique
is fairly simple to apply to nonlinear systems which can be presented in the form of input
output presentation and with

the unknown parameters appearing linearly in system

equations. The use of a time-varying surface makes the design of the control law and
update law for unknown parameters flexible.
The adaptive backstepping design method developed by Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic,
and Morse [52] required multiple estimates of the same unknown parameters. This is
impractical for high order systems possessing unknown parameters. The problem of
overestimation of unknown parameters has been removed by Krstic [42]. All the systems
considered by Krstic, Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic, and Morse [42, 43, 44] are in the
form of parametric strict feedback system for both regulation and tracking cases, and pure
feedback only for the case of regulation.
In this chapter, three adaptive control methods have been developed:
1. The switching surface adaptive control method developed provides a relatively simple
systematic solution to designing a controller for a class of nonlinear systems which can
be presented in input-output form. The switching surface is fairly easy to derive.
2. The backstepping based adaptive control method has been developed for designing an
adaptive controller of tracking case for pure feedback and extended pure feedback
systems. The use of nonlinear damping terms makes the control design procedure more
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complicated but gives us the opportunity to improve transient response, which is a long
standing problem for adaptive control design, and to achieve a good tracking property.
3. The reference defined adaptive control method has been developed for designing a
controller for “larger” classes of nonlinear systems, namely low order and high order. In
general, these nonlinear systems can not be transformed into pure feedback or strict
feedback. Therefore, the backstepping technique can not be applied.
The control design procedures developed in this chapter involve a number of partial
derivatives which are tedious and long for high order systems. However, it is possible to
use available symbolic software such as the Symbolic toolbox of Matlab® to simplify the
derivation of the control design procedure.
However the conditions that make the controller feasible are yet to be further
investigated.
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Chapter 6

Parallel integrator multivariable nonlinear adaptive control
In the preceding two chapters, the adaptive controller has been designed for single-input
single-output nonlinear systems. This type of controllers can guarantee that in the
presence of uncertain bounded nonlinearities the closed-loop state remains bounded. The
uncertainties consist of unknown constantjparameters which appear linearly in the system
equations. Multivariable adaptive control of nonlinear systems has been received much
less attention than single input single output. There are several techniques attempted to
decouple the nonlinear systems to be controlled [46, 48] and several other methods
developed to design an adaptive controller for a simple class of multivariable nonlinear
systems [73, 95].
This chapter introduces a systematic method to design an adaptive control law and
adaptive update law for unknown parameters which appear linearly in the system
equations for multi-input multi-output nonlinear systems. The problem statement is
presented in Section 6.1 while the design procedure without a nonlinear damping term k
and with a nonlinear damping term k to improve the transient response is described in
Section 6.2. A summary is given in Section 6.3.

6.1 Multivariable nonlinear systems
Multivariable nonlinear systems which need to be controlled are frequently met in
practice. They consist of several inputs (control signals) and several outputs. The problem
of control of this type of these nonlinear systems is much more complex than that of
single-input single-output systems because the inputs and the output of the system are
usually coupled in the system equations.
In this chapter, we consider multivariable nonlinear systems which are in the companion
form:
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X, = d rq>x(x) + bT/3X(x)u

x i = 0 Tg,n(x) + b rfii(x)u

(6.1)

Xn = eT(P„{x) + bTP„{X)
y = h(x)
where
x = [x , , x 2, . . . ,x„]T
*=

e IR"*1 is the state vector,

• - A n , - • - A , . 0 ,2 ,- ■- 0 » , , ■

■,0m. Y

unknown parameter vector.
(x),0 ,0 . ..o f e

<p,(x) = [<pn {x),q>n (x),...,<p,

<p,(x) = [0,0,....,0,? > „ ( * ) , (x),0,0...of e

(pn{x) = [0,0,.... 0, *>„,(*), pB2(x)„. <pnnr (x), 0,0... Of g /*(■.«.*-•♦*><>
(piJ( x ) is a smooth enough nonlinear function of x with 1 <i <n, 1 < j <ni
u = \uj, u2, . . . umJ is a input vector.
A i(* )

0

o

o

\

:

A to =

0

*.

0

0
...

A , to
0

..........

0
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is the

0

AM =

0

o

•••

A iM
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
•••

0

0

.........

0

0 ••• ... 0
0 ••• ... o
/».(*) = A,,« o ... 0 e
o
\ 0
o ••• 0 /?„.(*)
1»

(n.m)x1

where ¡5i}( x ) is any smooth enough nonlinear function of x
h(x) = \y ,,y 2, . . . , y mf =[h,(x),h2(x),...,hm( x ) ] T e IR mxl

(6 .2)

is the output vector where hi(x) is any smooth enough nonlinear scalar function of x.
n is the number of states
m is the number of inputs, outputs where m < n
i, j, and rii are integers.
The control objective is to force the output vector y=h(x) to track a vector of reference
signals y r —\ y rl, y r2, .- - ,y rmJ e I R mxl where yri and its first derivative are continuous
piecewise signals.
Assumption 6.1 all states x, are measurable.

6.2 Control design procedure

6.2.1 Control design without nonlinear damping k terms
In this section, a design procedure of the control law and update law for unknown
parameters without using a nonlinear damping k term but guaranteeing the tracking
property and convergence property is presented. The design procedure is somewhat
similar to the control design procedure presented in the preceding chapter.
We will start by adaptively stabilizing the first equation of (6.1). At each subsequent step
we will augment the designed subsystem by one equation. At the zth step, an /th order
subsystem is stabilized with respect to a Lyapunov function Vt. The update law for the
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parameter estimate 6 ( t) is postponed until the last step while each component of the
control vector is designed at each step. The design procedure consists of m steps.
Step 1. Introducing the first error variable
(6.3)

z i = y i ~ y ri
From (6.2), equation (6.3) can be written in the form of
z, = h , ( x ) - y r l

(6.4)

By taking the derivative of both sides of (6.4), we have
Zl

dhj(x)
dxj

= ---X l +

dhj(x)
' X

2+

dx-

. .

.+ ■■ 7

dh,(x)
Xn~yrl
dx„

(6.5)

By substituting (6.1) into (6.5), we get
Zl

dhj(x)
0 T9 t ( x ) + ™ p l b Tp , ( x ) u +
dx{
dxj
+. . . +

dx

(x)+

dx-

brp 2( X)u +

dh,( x ) T
dh,(x) T
■
9 <P„(*) + — -----b p n( x ) u - y r!
dx„
dx.

( 6.6)

_T .
dh:(x) .
, .
.
_ ,
Note th a t---------is a nonlinear scalar function of x where 1 <i, / <n
dxj
J
Now we introduce two new functions to simplify the presentation of (6.6). Because of the
.
..
dh ( x )
above notation, the position of — -l-----and (pt( x ) can be exchanged.
dx.
To simplify the presentation, define
¥i(x) = Y ^-q > i(x )
m Sx ,

(6.7)

n,(x) = Y J ~ L P ,(x )
m Sx ,
By using (6.7), equation (6.6) can be expressed as
zi - 0 Ty/1( x ) + b T7)l ( x ) u - y rI

(6.8)

Equation (6.8) is referred to as the error equation.
Our task at this state is to stabilize (6.8) with respect to the Lyapunov function
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v, = 1- z , ‘ +-e re~‘e+-b rb-I b
2

(6.9)

2

where

e =e -e
b =b -b
A

0 is the estimate of 6

b is the estimate of b
r & is an invertible positive matrix referred to as a weighting matrix when
determining the update law of 6 .
r b is an invertible positive matrix referred to as a weighting matrix when
determining the update law of b.
By substituting the solution (6.8) into the first time derivative of (6.9) gives
r

“i

V i = Zj d Tt//,(x) + bTT}l ( x ) u - y r,

^ „r

„

r / o+b r;'b

+0

( 6 . 10)

Because 0 and b are unknown but constant, equation (6.10) can be expressed in the form
of
_ T

Vj = z j 0 y/,(x) + b r j , ( x ) u - y rl + 9

A

z 1 y/I( x ) - r ~10 0
(6. 11)

+b

zirh(x)u~rbl b

To avoid an overestimation in the update law of the unknown parameters 6 and br at this
step the first equation of the control law is derived, derivation of the update law of the
unknown parameters is postponed until the last step. From this notation, we choose
a

T

aT

b rjj(x)u = - c ]z 1 - 6

.

y/1 (x ) + y rl

(6.12)

where c 1 > 0
Substituting (6.12) into (6.11) gives
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Z [ i f / i ( x ) - r leO + b

V i = - C jZ j 2 + 0

ZiT]l( x ) u - r ~ I b

(6.13)

and the error equation (6.8) can be written as
z i = - c }Z j+ 0 y/j(x) + b rj}(x)u

Step i. Introducing the z,th error variable

(6.14)

*
(6.15)

z i =y< - y ri
By substituting (6.2) into equation (6.15) can be written in the form

(6.16)

z t = h t( x ) - y rt
Taking the derivative o f both sides of (6.16) with respect to time gives
d \(x)
dht( x )
dh,(x)
zi = — :---- xi+ "
x 2+ . . . + —:
x n- y ri
dxj
dxdx.

(6.17)

By substituting (6.1) into (6.17), we get
Zi =

dxx

ox

dht (x)
+ ...+ —

dx2

j

°
dx-

, N dhA x)lT
(pn{x)+ 1 b P„ (x)u —y„
dx.

dx.

(6.18)
_T 1 dhYx) .
_
.
_
Note th a t---------is a nonlinear scalar function of x.
dx.
.

dh ( x )

Because of the above notation, — -l----- and <p,(x) can be swapped. Two new functions
dx,

to simplify the presentation of (6.18) are introduced:
W , ( x ) = 2_l —

< P j(x )

j=l OXj

(6.19)

n dh
Tl,(x) = Y d- r j- P J( x )
j-‘ c]xi
By using (6.19), equation (6.18) can be expressed as
z, = 9 Ty/i( x ) + b TT]i( x ) u - y ri

(6 .2 0 )
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Equation (6.20) is referred to as the error equation.
Our task at this stage is to stabilize the first i equations of (6.1) with respect to the
Lyapunov function
y ,= y ,.,+ y ,2

(6 .2 1 )

By taking the first time derivative of (6.21) along the solution (6.20), we have
~ T
T
'
_T ‘
.
i-1
.
Vi = - ' £ i cJz J2 +z, 0 y/i(x ) + b rji( x)u -- y ri + G Y Jzjy/ j ( x ) ~ r i 9 +
A 1

A 1

A

j=l

j=i

X zyVj(x ) u - r b~‘ b
j=>
(6.22)

Again, to avoid an overestimation of the unknown parameters 0 and Z>, at this step, the i
first equation of the control law is derived. From this notation, we choose
A?
A?
.
b j]i(x)u = - c iz l - e y /J x ) + y rl

(6.23)

where cl > 0
With this notation, equation (6.22) becomes
y < = -iy jz/+ 0
j=l

Y j z Jy/J( x ) - r ; i e + b
j=l
_

i
A
Y ,Z jV j(x)u - r b' b
M
_

and the error equation (6.20) becomes
z i - - c iz i +Q y/i( x ) + b Tj^xfy
Step m. Introducing the

(6.24)

error variable

z m = Sy m —yS rm

(6.25)

By following the same procedure as step i, we have
(6.26)

z m = 0 TY m( x ) + bTTim( x ) u - y rm
where
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. . ^ dhm
v j x ) = Y . - r f L<p , ( x )
j

=i W j

n r)h
j= l O X j

At this step, the following Lyapunov function is chosen to stabilize system (6.1):
1 2
V
v m - Vv m-l +' —z
2 ^m

(6.27)

By taking the first time derivative of (6.27) along the solution (6.26), we have
.
m-l
_T «
~A r
.
"
Vm= ~ i L cJz j 2 + z< 6 ¥ m{x) + b r]m( x ) u - y rm + 0 Y , zj ¥ j ( x) j =1

+b

-

-

. A
T o~ e

+

_J =1

Y J z j rij{x)u~Tb~'b
M
(6.28)

This is the final step. Therefore, besides deriving the control law for a component of
control vector u, the update law for the unknown parameters 0 and b is also derived.
From this notation, we choose
A T

b ijm(x)u = - c mz m - 0

.

y m( x ) + y m

(6.29)

where cm is positive.
To eliminate the error parameters 0 and b from V m, we choose
a

m

£ = r 9£ z ,y /,0 0
i=l
a

(6.30)

m

b = r b^ z iTii(x)u
/=1
By substituting (6.29) and (6.30) into (6.28), we get
m
(6.31)
i=l

By substituting (6.29) into (6.26), we have
__ T

_T

Z " = - c mz n,+ e v j x ) + b r j j x ) u
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(6.32)

From (6.31), we can see that V m <0. This means that the control law (6.8), (6.20), (6.23)
and the update law for unknown parameters (6.30) guarantee the tracking property or our
control objective.
In summary, the control law and the update law for unknown parameters are
T

T

A 1

A 1

b rjx(x)u = - c lz l - 0

.

y/x{x) + y rl

aT
aT
.
b rjt(x)u = - c lzt - 6 W,(x) + y„

(6.33)

J
A^
.
b tjm(x)u = - c mz m- & Wm(x) + y,
m
i= 1
a

(6.34)

m

b = r b2_i z i?},(x)u
/=!
By solving the set of equations (6.33), the control vector is expressed as
-1
b 77, (x)
a

T

a

T

A T

u = b T]x(x),...,b T],(x),.. ,,b Tjjx)

b 7/W
b r]m{x)
(6.35)
-c ,z , —9 V i W + y r 1

A T

A ^

b tji(x),...,b r/,(x),.. ,,b j]m(x)

■c,zi - 0 V t ( x ) + y rt

cm2 m- e

y m(x) + y,

It should be noted that the above control vector is only feasible when the matrix
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b 77, (x)
b tjt(x),...,b 77,(x),. ..,b 7]m(x) b 77, (x)
A 1

b Vm(x)
^
is nonsingular. This is due to the nature of (6.1). The derivation of conditions in detail
•

.

.

.

that guarantee that the above matrix not be singular are straightforward but long and
tedious so it is not presented here.
The error equations can be written in the form of
Zl

-c ]

.

0

Zi =

Zm

0

..........

\

0

ZX
•

.

.

:

•

:-

:

•

-Ci

•

•

.

0

•••

•••

\
0

0

%{x)

V\(x)
- 7’

Z i + ¥ t( x )
*
l

— c m Zm

¥„{x)

_T

:

e +b

(6.36)
•
n„(x)

Equation (6.36) is referred to as error system. This special system guarantees the tracking
property as the control objective. Equation (6.31) guarantees that the error in parameter
estimates converges to zero which in turn guarantees that the tracking error converge to
zero exponentially due to (6.36).

The error system (6.36) is similar to the error

system for extended pure feedback system considered in Chapter 5. Therefore, proof of
convergence is omitted here.

Simulation example 6.1
The application of the above control design procedure for multivariable nonlinear
systems is illustrated by the following example. This example is carried out for the
purpose of representative responses.
Consider a multivariable nonlinear system in the companion form
Xi = 0 l M x i,x 2) + blul

(6 .3 7 )

X2 = 0 2 </)2(xl, x 2) + b2u2
where xj and *2 are measurable states
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0n 02 ,bi, and ¿>2 are unknown parameters
(j>l( x 1,x2) and (f>2( x l,x2) are nonlinear function o fx 7 andX2.
The control objective is to force y, = x } to track y rl and y 2 = x ]x2 to track y r2 where
y r] and y r2 are smooth enough reference signal.
The system (6.37) is not in the form of (6.1). However, in this case we can transform this
system into the form of (6.31) as follow

*

We define
Q=

Q iJ >b = [b, b1 ]'\<pl(x) = [<p1(x l ,x2) ()]T ,<p2(x) = [0<j>2(x,,x2) Y ,u = [u, u2f ,
,1 0

P, (x)

0 0

, and P2( x) -

0 0
0 1

With these definitions, system (6.37) becomes
x\ = 0 T <p{(x) + bTp x{x)u

(6.38)

xi =0 T<p2(x) + bTP2(x)u
It can be seen that system (6.38) in the form of (6.1). So we can apply the above design
procedure to design an adaptive controller.
=*/ - y ri

(6.39)

z 2 = XjX2 - y r2

(6.40)

7j1(x ) = p }(x),
tj2( x )

y/I(x) = cpl (x)

= x lP2(x) + x2Pl ( x)

y/2(x) = Xjtp2(x) + x2<pj ( x)
Based on (6.34) and (6.35), the control laws are
-1
b T}y(x)
b r]2{x)

«r
- c , z , - 0 Wiix) + y n
«r
.
- c 2z 2 - 0 i//2(x) + y r2

and the update laws are
6 = r 9 [z,^,(x) + z 2y/2{x)\
b = r b[zM(x) + z2t}2(x)]
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(6.41)

For the purpose o f sim ulation, the following functions and parameters are chosen.
^ 1(x1,x 2) = x l2x 2 , </>2( x l , x 2) = x lx 2 , 6 X = 1.5 , 0 2 =1.2, bx =0.8,
b2 = 0.5, r $ = r„ = I , y rl = sin(0.5r), y rl = 3
The sim ulation is perform ed by using Simulink® and Matlab®. The result o f update
parameters 0J}02 is show n in Figure 6.1 while that o f bl ,b2 is shown in Figure 6.2. The
result o f output tracking y rl is shown in figure 6.3 while that o f y r2 is illustrated in
Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.2 Estimate o f bl and b2

Figure 6.3 Output tr a c k in g s

Figure 6.4 Output tr a c k in g s

Output trucking yr2

Figure 6.1 Estim ate o f 6X and 02

From these figures, it can be seen that it takes about 0.3 cycles o f the input signal for all
the param eters to converge to their “true” values and the outputs to track their reference
signals. The transient response o f outputs and param eter estimates is relatively bad. This
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can be improved by choosing different weighting factors: Fe and Fb. However, it is still a
problem to find proper values of these factors. For more details, the reader is referred to
[46]. Therefore, there is a need to find a method to improve the transient response
systematically. This will be the topic of the next section.
It should be noted that this nonlinear system easily escapes to infinity in short finite time
due to nonlinear terms (pl ( x I>x2), q>2( x ltx2) if the controller is not designed properly.
*
6.2.2 Control design nonlinear damping terms k
In this section, a procedure using nonlinear damping terms to design the control law and
update law for nonlinear systems described by (6.1) is developed. A significant
adavantage of nonlinear damping is that the transient response of the system can be
systematically improved.
Transient response has been a long-standing problem in adaptive control even for linear
system adaptive linear controllers can go through unpredictably large initial swings
before they can settle to a good asymptotic behavior. The problem of improving the
transient response for nonlinear systems is much more difficult for nonlinear systems as
the nonlinear components in the system easily make the outputs escape to infinity within
a short finite time. Asymptotic behavior of adaptive controllers has been an open problem
because, in general, it was not even known if the parameter estimates converge to
constant values [44, 46, 47]. The accomplishment of nonlinear adaptive control design
procedure developed in this section is their capability to systematically improve both the
peaks and the tails of transient response, which will be shown analytically.
In this section, the control design procedure is developed and the improvement response
of the controlled system will be analyzed.

6.2.2.1 Control design procedure
The control design procedure developed in this section is the combination of the design
procedure described in the previous section and the use of nonlinear damping terms k as
described in Chapter 4.
We consider again the system considered in section 6.1. For more convenience, we
rewrite system 6.1
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Xj = 0 Tq>x(x) + bTJ3l(x)u

x i = 0 V /i(* ) + *r Ai(*)w

X n = ° T(P n ( X ) + b T P n(x)

y = h(x)

,

All the notations of this system are the same as in Section 6.1. We will see that the design
procedure is similar to the procedure in Section 6.2.1 except for choosing the control
laws. To avoid rewriting equations, several equations and transformations that were used
in section 6.2.1 will not be rewritten here. For those equations and transformations, the
reader is referred to that section.

Step 1. Introducing the first error variable
z i = y i - y ri

(6.43)

Using (6.2), equation (6.43) can be written in the form of
= h1( x ) - y rI

(6.44)

By taking the derivative of (6.44), we have
zi = 6 Ty/i(x) + bTT]I( x ) u - y rl

(6.45)

where

(6.46)

p qm $qn ( 6 4 5 ) is referred ( 0 qs tde error equation.

Our task at this state is to stabilize the first equation of (6.1) with respect to the following
Lyapunov function
/

/

~

T
1

~

/

~

T
1

~

v, =-z ,2+-0 r e-‘e+-b rb-'b
where
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(6.47)

0 = 0-0
~b= b - b
A

9 is the estimate of 9
b is the estimate of b
r e is an invertible positive matrix ^referred to as a weighting matrix when
determining the update law of 9 .
r h is an invertible positive matrix referred to as a weighting matrix when
determining the update law of b.
By taking the derivative of (6.47) and combining with the solution (6.45), we have
- _r

Vi = z I 0 T<y,(x) + bTt]l ( x ) u - y r,

i

+0 r ~ ‘ 0+'b r~ ‘ i

(6.48)

Equation (6.48) can be expressed in the form of
\ T
/
. '
V 1 = z ] 0 y/,(x) + b T ],(x )u -y r, + 9
_

T

A

z Iyr1( x ) - r ~ Ie 9
(6.49)

T

+b

Z iih(x)u-r~ ‘b

To avoid an overestimation of the unknown parameters 9 and b, at this step the first
equation of the control law is derived, but derivation of the update law of the unknown
parameters is postponed until the last step. From this observation, we choose
A**
b tji ( x ) u = -

ci z

1

-9

.
r
y/I( x ) + y rl- k 1z Iy/l (x)y/l (x)

(6.50)

where cI >0, kl > 0
Comparing (6.50) with (6.23), we note one new term in (6.50). This new term
kjZjij/j7(x)if/j(x) called a nonlinear damping term is motivated by Lemma 4.2. It
contains the square sum of all components of the vector y / ^ x ) which multiplies the
error between the output and the reference signal.
Substituting (6.50) into (6.49) gives
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2

2

~

T

V i = - c lz I - k lz l y/l (x)y/I( x ) + Q z 1y/l ( x ) - r ld 0 + b

z,Ji,(x)u-r~ ‘b
(6.51)

and the error equation (6.45) becomes
T

zi = - c tz, -kjZji//, ( x ) y /,( x ) + 0 y/I( x ) + b ri,(x)u

(6.52)

i.L

Step i. Introduce the i error variable
(6.53)

z i = y t - y ri
Using (6.2), equation (6.53) can be written in the form of

(6.54)

Z i = h i ( x ) - y ri

By taking the first time derivative of both sides of (6.54), we have
(6.55)

z, = 0 Tiyi(x) + bTi]t( x ) u - y rl

where
V i(x ) = \ — <pj (x)
j= l V X j

(6.56)

n r)h

rh ( x ) = Y l-zy-PJ( x )
j= l O X j

Equation (6.55) is referred to as the error equation.
Our task at this state is to stabilize (6.54) with respect to the Lyapunov function
(6.57)
By substituting the solution (6.55) into the first time derivative of (6.57), we have
i-i
i-i
2
X- ' i
2 _T
V i = ~ Y JcjZj - I V , Vj (x)v^j(x) + z i 6 y/t(x) + b iji( x ) u - y rt +
j =1

M

_T
,
+0 X z / j W - r / 0 +b
M
_
A

,

_ i _

A

IZ jV * )“ - r V b
M
_
(6.58)

Again to avoid overestimation of the unknown parameters 6 and b, the ith equation of the
control is only derived
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b ij,(x)u = - c iz l - 0

i//l( x ) + y rl- k iz iy/lT(x)iyi(x)

(6.59)

where ci > 0,kl >0
Again comparing (6.59) with (6.23), we note a new term in (6.59). This new term
kiziif/i ( x)y/i (x ) is called the nonlinear damping term.
With this notation, equation (6.58) becomes
Vi

= - ' £ tcJz / - ' £ k j z / y / JT(x)y/j (x) + 6
H
J-l
+b

J ^ Z j V / j ( x ) - r 9~ 0 +
M

(6.60)

Y lz i rl j ( x ) u ~ r t>" b
j=I

and the error equation (6.54) becomes
_T

Zi =

- k p w * ( x)y/i(x) + 0 y/i(x) + b 77,( x)u

(6.61)

Step m. Introduce the mth error variable
^m

y m

(6.62)

y rm

By following the same procedure as in step i, we have
(6.63)

z m = 0 Tysm( x ) + bTt}m( x ) u - y rm
where

j= l O X j

n r)h

n . ( * ) = j= l

OXj

P j( * )

At this step we choose the following Lyapunov function to stabilize (6.1)
(6.64)

vm = v ^ + y m2
By substituting the solution (6.63) into the first time derivative of (6.64), we have
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Iti—I

m -1

i2lfIlT(x)l//i ( x ) + z t 0 Wm(x) + b Tim(x ) u - y rm +

= ~ 2 > , z/ - 2 X
j=l
j=l
+0

_2L,

JH_

; A

Y ^ zi ¥ , ( x ) - r ; e + b
j=i

.

A

Y J z i rii<x ) u ~ r b b
j=i

(6.65)
At this final step, besides deriving the control law for a component of the control vector
u, we also derive the update law for the unknown parameters 6 and b.
From this observation, we choose
T

T

A ■*

A 1

b rl J x ) u = - c mz m- 6

.

+

(6.66)

where cm
m >0
jn > 0 ,9k m
Again comparing (6.66) with (6.29),

we note a new term in (6.66). This new term

T

kmz m¥m ( x )Wm( x ) IS called the nonlinear damping term.
To eliminate the error parameters 0 and b from V m, we choose
a

m

0 = r » 2 z, r , w
»=i
a

(6.67)

m

/=1
Substituting (6.66) and (6.67) into (6.65) gives
Vm =
1=1

- Y ^ k tz 2y J ( x ) WJ ( x )
/=/

( 6 .68)

By substituting (6.66) into (6.63), the error equation can be expressed as
z ' » = - cmz m+0 ¥ m( x ) + b T ] J x ) u - k mz my/m (x)y/m( x )

(6.69)

From (6.68), we can see that V m < 0 . This means that asymptotic tracking is achieved.
In summary, the control law and the update law for unknown parameters are
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b j]t(x)u = - c lz l - 0

W\{x) + y n - V iV '/M V 'iO O

b 77, (x)u = -c,z, - d i / / , (x) + y n - k,z,i//,T(x)ij/,(x)
/x

A

(6.70)

.

b rlm( x p = - c mzm - 0 V/ m(x) + y n, - k mzmi//mT(x)i//m(x)
*
.

m

a

0 = r s'£i z ,Vi(x)
i= 1

(6.71)

A

* = r 4X !z,7,
7=1

By solving the set of equations (6.70), the control vector is expressed as
-1
b r/t(x)
a

T

a

u = b rjx

T

a

T

TJt(x), — .,b 7jm(x) b r/,(x)

b *lm(X)
ctz , - 0 V',(x) + y ri- k iZii//l {x)>//x (x)
a

T

a

T

a

T

b 77,(x),---,b r/,(x),---,b T/m(x)

- c , z , - 0 y/i(x) + y r - k lz,y/l (x)<//, (x)
~ c mx „ ~ 0 ¥ m{x) + y m - k mzmy/m (x)i//m (x)
(6.72)

It should be noted that the above control vector is only feasible when the matrix

b 0 ,(x)
b 77, (x ),"-,& 77/W»

«7 ’
,b r/m(x) b r/,(x)

b 77m(x)
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(6.73)

is nonsingular.
The error equations can be written in the form of
W

•••

•••

o

0

...

...

:

:

- c i - k l <//,r ( x ) y / i ( x )

Z\

1
=

Zi

o

\

:

•••

\

Zm

0

..............................

0

i"iW
:

¥,{x)
¥ m{x)

Zl

*

:

Zi

0

•
(x)

fhix)
~T _T

e +b

:

Viix)
Vmix)
(6.74)

Equation (6.74) is referred to as error system. This special system guarantees the tracking
property as the control objective. Equation (6.68) guarantees that the error in parameter
estimates converges to zero which in turn guarantees that the tracking error converges to
zero exponentially due to (6.74). The error system is similar to that of extended pure
feedback system considered in Chapter 5. Therefore, proof of convergence is omitted
here.

6.2.2.2 Improvement analysis
Boundedness and Stability Without Adaptation
It can be seen that the designed controller guarantees uniform boundedness and stability
as long as condition (6.73) is satisfied, even when the adaptation is turned off. This
property is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 Consider the closed-loop adaptive nonlinear system consisting o f the plant
(6.1), the controller (6.72), and the update law (6.71), with r e - 0 , r b = 0, and kt ^ 0,
z = 1•••m . All the solutions are uniformly bounded as long as condition (6.73) is satisfied.
A

Proof. Since the adaptation is turned-off, i.e. r e = 0 , r b = 0, the parameter estimates 0
A

—

~

and b are constant which in turn implies that estimate errors 6 and b are constant as
well. For the nonadaptive nonlinear system (6.74), we have
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Zm

d_
dt u

z

—

0

J

2- Z k ^ \ w x 4

i=l

i=l

1=1

W

¿+2

- _co|zl _ Z*<
i=\

1

/ N

1

S

:w *

7=1

2

-

ni

+

-I* .
i=i

2 /
1 >\
6 + y
vtrs^.y
V'=! 2Ar, y
f

+

+ 1

X

»

^

m

(6.75)
where c„ is the maximum value of c.
^

m

j \

^

Denote A:« = ^ — , then (6.75) can he expressed as
ki J
2>
(~2
1
— i - \ z \ 2^ < - c 0\z\ + — 0 + b
.

dt\2

M 2

01 1

j

2k,

(6.76)

)

V

By solving inequality (6.76), we have
\z(t)I < Iz ( 0)\ e ^ +

1

( ~
e +b

■\J2c0kc V

(6.77)
J

This proves that the solution z(t) is uniformly bounded which means that x(t) is uniformly
bounded.

Simulation example 6.2
To show that the transient response can be improved by applying the control procedure
developed in this section, example 6.1 is again considered. For convenience, the system
is rewritten
x\ - 6 X$l(xl,x2) + blul

(6.78)

xi = 02 (f>2(xl,x 2) + b2u2
where all the notations are the same as in Section 6.1.
Based on (6.71) and (6.72), the control law can be derived as:
A

T

b 77,0)
*
b t]2(x)
T

A

-1

A 7,

.

- c ,z , - k xz xy/x (x)yfl( x ) - 9 V x(x) + y r,
T
T
- C 2 Z 1 - k 2 Z 2 \ j / 1 (x)lf2( x ) - 0
^ 2 W + y r2
A 1

and the update laws are
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.

(6.79)

e = Te [zxy/x{x) + z 2y/2{x)]
(6.80)
A

^ = r6k ^lW + ^2l72W ]
To m ake a com parison w ith exam ple 6.1, the followings are chosen
^1 (Tl 5^2 )

^1 ^2 ’ ^2 (Tl 5^2 )

-^1^2 ’ ^1 ~ 1*5 , ^

b 2 = 0.5, r* = r A = 7 , ^ = sin(0.5/%

1*2,

=0.8,

=3

e>
The nonlinear dam ping factors are chosen as k x = k 2 = 1. This choice is just to give an

Estimation of tetal and teta2

illustration o f the use o f the nonlinear damping terms.

Figure 6.8 Output tracking y 2

Figure 6.7 Output tracking y i
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The simulation is performed by using Simulink® and Matlab®. The result of update
parameters 0It62 is shown in Figure 6.5 while that of bI,b2 is shown in Figure 6.6. The
result of output tracking y rl is shown in Figure 6.7 while that of y r2 is illustrated in
figure 6.8.
It can be seen from these figures that the transient response of outputs and parameter
estimates is improved significantly in comparison with that in example 6.1. This
illustrates the advantage of the use of nonlinear damping terms.
6.3 Summary
Multivariable adaptive control of nonlinear systems is a long standing problem. It is
relatively difficult to find a systematic control design procedure in the literature. The
nonlinear multivariable control systems considered by previous authors, e.g. Lin and
Yorg [95] and Goodwin et al [73] are of very restricted in the system structure. In this
chapter, a systematic control design procedure developed based on backstepping
techniques can handle a “larger” class of multivariable nonlinear systems compared to
that discussed in [73, 95]. In addition, the tracking properties and transient response can
be improved systematically. However, a limitation on the systems considered is that all of
the states are required to be measured. The conditions to make the proposed controllers
feasible are yet to be further investigated. This limitation can be removed by applying
techniques proposed in [41, 58]. The control design procedures involve a number of
partial derivatives. Several symbolic software packages, such as Symbolic toolbox of
Matlab® and Nonlinear toolkit [53] can be used to overcome the burden of computation.
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Part III

Adaptive control of GMAW processes
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Chapter 7

Adaptive control of Gas Metal Arc Welding processes
7.1 Overview of the area
In this section, several concepts in control o f GMAW processes and control approaches,
which have been used, are discussed.

7.1.1 Direct and indirect weld parameters
The variables o f the welding process are classified into direct weld parameters (DWP)
and indirect weld parameters (IWP) [6, 7]. The direct weld parameters are those
pertaining to the weld reinforcement and fusion zone geometry, mechanical properties of
the completed weld, weld microstructure, and discontinuities. They are a direct measure
o f the quality o f the weld. The indirect weld parameters are those input variables that
collectively control the direct weld parameters. These parameters are the welding
equipment variables, e.g., voltage, current, travel speed, wire feed rate, angle o f the torch,
and stand-off.

7.1.2 Weld process control approaches
The various direct weld parameters, or process variables, that are to be controlled to
achieve the direct weld quality and a number o f possible indirect weld parameters, or
equipment variables, that we may set to achieve the desire outputs are shown in Figure
7.1. The purpose o f process control is to control DWP but only IWP can be measured.
This control objective leads to several control schemes as discussed in the following
sections.

DWP
—

►

Figure 7.1. Input-output variables o f welding process.
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7.1.2.1 Open loop control
The sim plest approach to control the welding process is open loop control as shown in
Figure 7.2. In this control scheme, an inverse o f the model o f the welding process and
welding equipm ent needs to be derived. The desired direct weld parameters (DW Pr),
which are specified to achieve a good weld, are fed into the open loop control system.
The inverse m odel com putes the necessary welding equipment inputs (WEI) which
should result in the desired DW P or a good weld quality.

Figure 7.2 Open loop control o f the welding process

However, this control scheme has several drawbacks:
1. The inverse model o f the w elding process and welding equipment is difficult to
derive.
2. The w elding process and w elding equipm ent involve significant uncertainties which
will result in inaccuracies in the inverse model.
3. I f there is an error in the process, the control system can not compensate for it.

7.1.2.2 Closed loop control
Another approach to control the welding process is closed loop control as shown in
Figure 7.3. Due to the feedback loop, this control scheme can handle larger system
uncertainties while m aintaining acceptable performance. It is not necessary to derive a
inverse m odel o f the w elding process and welding equipment. For a more detailed
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disclaim o f the advantages and disadvantage o f the open loop control versus the closed
loop control, the reader is referred to [48].

Figure 7.3 Closed loop control o f the welding process requires DWP measured.

However, this closed loop control structure has several problems:
1. Several DWP can be measured but require expensive equipment such as high speed
vision system, and several other DWP can not be measured on-line and thus are not
available for feedback.
2. The feedback controller can not compensate for the uncertainties o f the welding
process and welding equipment when these uncertainties are relatively high. For more
details, the reader is referred to Chapter 2 o f this thesis.
To overcome the first problem o f the above control scheme, an alternative closed loop
control scheme was proposed, as shown in Figure 7.4. This control structure does not
require DWP to be measured. In this control scheme, desired indirect weld parameters
(IWPr) are computed from desired direct weld parameters (DWPr) specified to result in a
good weld as inputs through an inverse model o f the welding process.
However, this closed control structure has two significant problems:
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1. It can lead to instability o f the control system, for m ore details, the reader is referred
to Chapter 1 in [48].
2. It is possible to derive the structure o f the inverse model o f the welding process from
physical phenomena. The quality o f the resulting weld using the control system
shown in Figure 7.4 directly depends on thhe accuracy o f the inverse model. In
general this will m ean that m any experiments will have to be carried out to derive a
suitable inverse model.

D W Pr

Inverse
m odel o f
W elding
Process

WEI

IW Pr

IWP

DWP

Feedback
Controller

Figure 7.4 Closed loop control o f the welding process does not require DWP measured.

7.1.2.3 Adaptive control
To cope with uncertainties in the parameters o f the welding process and welding
equipment, an adaptive control approach could be employed. The model o f the welding
process and welding equipm ent is developed with unknown parameters. These unknown
param eters are estim ated on-line and used to derive a controller. This control scheme can
be thought o f as feedback loop control with a controller updated continuously. The
resulting control structure is show n in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 Adaptive control o f the welding process.
This adaptive control scheme has a problem: it is only possible to derive the structure of
the inverse model o f the welding process.
It should be noted that several previous authors [8, 9, 12, 35, 36] attempted to simplify
the welding process and applied different techniques to design a linear adaptive controller
for the welding process. These methods have significant drawbacks as discussed in
Chapter 2 o f this thesis.

7.2 Adaptive control of GMAW processes
In this section, the control design procedures, which have been developed in Chapters 3
and 4, are used to design adaptive control and update laws (parameter estimates) for the
GMAW process, whose model has been developed in Chapter 3.

7.2.1 System model
For the sake o f convenience, the model o f the GMAW process, which has been
developed in chapter 3, is rewritten here.
The equation o f the relationship among the welding current, welding voltage, and wire
feed rate is:
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d V (t )
V (t)
,
—^ - = o,V(t) + a2I ( t ) + ai — p + a4V ( t ) I ( t ) 3 + a , I ( t ) - ' + a 6I ( t ) 2 + a 7I ( t ) 3 +
ag l( 0 2 + a9^ f ( t ) + a w

(7.1)
The equation describing the relationship among the welding current, welding voltage, and
open circuit voltage is:

,

~ ^ - = b ,I(t) + b2V (t) + b3V0C

(7.2)

The equation of the relationship between the welding current and wire feed rate is:
d 2I d l
a3 d l
dl
d(i ~ ^ («1 +bt)+ j2 Af + a j — + 1 (a7b2 +agb2 - a 4bt) + I 2(a6b2 - a f i 3) +
r dt
dt
I(a 2b2 ¿jjZ>3) + r (a5b2

^ 2 a?,b3 +(al0b2 —a f i ^ + a ^ V
(7.3)

The heat input equation is:
(7.4)
The deposition area equation is:
A -rf

7ld2 Vf

(7.5)

4 Ts

where all the symbols are as defined in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Equations (7.1) and (7.2) will be used in the case of multivariable adaptive control to
achieve process stability, desired deposition area, and desired heat input. Equation (7.3)
will be used for the case of single input-single output adaptive control to achieve process
stability. Equations (7.4) and (7.5) will be used as the outputs of the multivariable
adaptive control system.

7.2.2 Control objective
As discussed in Section 7.1, the purpose of control is to force the indirect welding
parameters (process outputs), which are process stability, specified heat input, and weld
deposition area, to track the optimal values which will result in good direct weld
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parameters. Process stability can be determined for the welding voltage. The specified
heat input is directly related to fusion area. An overview of these variables is given in
table 7.1

IWP

DWP

II

Fusion area
(*

II

à

Weld area

Stability of the welding voltage, V(t)

Process stability

Table 7.1 Relationship between IWP and DWP.

If it is assumed that a given reference welding voltage, Fr, specified reference heat input,
H r,

and reference deposition area, Ar, result in good DWP and then a good weld quality,

our control objective is to find the control signals: wire feed rate,
Voc,

and travel speed,

Ts,

to force the welding voltage,

area, A, to track the reference signals: Fr,

H r,

V,

Vf,

open circuit voltage

heat input

H

, and deposition

and Ar. In other words, the control

objective can be written as:
V -> V r
(7.6)

H - + H r

A —^ Ar
when time goes to infinity.

7.2.3 Reference signals
In this section, the welding voltage, heat input, and deposition area reference signal are
derived, which should result in the desired weld properties. The heat input and deposition
area reference signals do not depend on the metal transfer mode while the welding
voltage reference signal depends on the metal transfer mode, for a discussion of metal
transfer modes, the reader is referred to Section 2.1.
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7.2.3.1 Heat input reference signal H r
The heat input reference signal is chosen such that there is enough energy to melt the
base and filler metal and to achieve the desired the penetration depth or fusion area. This
amount of energy depends mainly on the base and filler metals, the weld position, and the
geometry of the workpiece, see [1] for details. This research does not focus on how to
derive this amount of energy. We assume that this heat input reference signal is a
constant which is available from the another source, e.g. [!]•

7.2.3.2 Deposition area reference signal A r
The deposition area reference signal is the signal that guarantees the desired cross
sectional area of the weld. This reference signal is usually a constant which is specified
from the weld drawing or specification.

7.2.3.3 Welding voltage reference signal Vr
In the spray transfer mode, the welding voltage reference signal is constant. In short
circuit transfer mode, this reference signal is much more complicated. This research does
not focus on globular transfer mode. The reference signal is used to guarantee the process
stability. We assume that the ideal welding voltage signal is available from other sources,
such as [1] for the purpose of control.
In the short circuit transfer mode, the derivation of the welding voltage reference signal is
more complicated. The short circuit metal transfer makes special demands on the power
supply, whereas the spray transfer mode depends merely on the static characteristics of a
power source, in that the required current must be supplied at the correct voltage. The
short circuit transfer mode further requires dynamic conditions to be satisfied. When the
short circuit of the wire with the weld pool takes place, sufficient current must be
supplied at the correct rate to enable the short circuit to clear the bridging wire and re
establish the arc. It has been described in the literature [1, 23] that if the distribution of
short circuit occurrences is a normal distribution, process stability may be said to be
achieved. This statement means that the process stability does not depend on the power
source. For a more realistic assessment of stability, the power source characteristics
should be taken into account. It has been shown [26] that in order to maintain process
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stability in short circuit mode, a match between the power source and the welding process
has to be established. By combination of [1, 23, 26], the welding voltage reference signal
has to have the following properties:
•

This signal is a periodic block wave.

•

The frequency of the wave is equal to the cut-off frequency of the power source.

•

The amplitude of the signal is equal to the subtraction of the open circuit voltage and
A

voltage dropped on the cable connecting the power source to the place where the
welding voltage is measured. This implies that when at different voltage or current
levels, the welding voltage reference signal has to be changed.
It has been shown [96] that the short circuit time for the power source used for this
research is 2 ms.
The welding voltage reference signal Vr and associated variables are depicted in Figure
7.6. In this Figure:
Ts is the short circuit time [s],
Ta is the period which is equal to inverse of the cut-off frequency of the power source.
For more details, the reader is referred to reference [26],
Voc is the open circuit voltage, and
Vsc is the voltage which is dropped on the cable connecting the power source to the place
where the welding voltage is measured. With the experimental setup for this research,
V sc= 5

[V].
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Figure 7.6. W elding voltage reference signal Vr.

7.2.4 Single-input single-output adaptive control
Although the final objective o f this research is to develop and implement a m ultivariable
control system for the welding process, a single-input single output (SISO) control
system is initially investigated in this section. There are two reasons for investigating the
SISO control: (1) SISO control is o f practical interest because if we assume that the m ain
objective o f control o f the w elding system is to achieve process stability, and (2) SISO
control provides a valuable insight into m ultivariable control.
The adaptive control design algorithm called the switching surface technique, w hich has
been developed in Chapter 5, and the welding process model (equations 7.2) and 7.3) will
be used here.
It is worth noting that in the case o f SISO control, the open circuit voltage Voc is set to the
appropriate level, and the control o f the wire feedrate is used as input, see (7.3).
The control objective is to force the welding current / to track the welding reference
signal, Ir, which is specified from the welding voltage reference signal Vr.
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It should be noted that all the coefficients bj in equation (7.3) are in general unknown.
Therefore, they have to be identified in parallel to the control law and the update law for
unknown parameters in equation (7.2).
By comparing equation (7.2) with equation (5.1) in Chapter 5, we can see that equation
(7.2) is in the form of equation (5.1). From this observation, the control law and update
law can be derived.
By comparing equation (5.2) with (7.2), we can define
dl 1 dl
dt I 2 dt

2 dl
dt

.

1
(a, +b,)
a9b2

a,

a,

/ 0)=
6=

,

1 1 '
I 12

(7.7)

1 ( a7b2 + asb2 - a4b,)
a6b2 - a4b3)
a9b2
@9^2
~lT

(awb2 -a ib 3)
1 (a 2b2 - a,b3) - i —(a5b2 - a3b, ) - ^
a9b2
a9b2
a9b2 a9b2
(7.8)
h =-!—
d9b2

(7.9)

y- i
u = Vfil

(7.10)

n=2
From the result in Chapter 5, we have:
• control law:
Ad 2y
AT
u = h ---- y ~ ~ k s +6 f ( x , t )
dt
•

(7.11)

update law:
dh

__ 2

y

-,- r ,w W s - ^ r
(7.12)
dS
—— = ~r e SS » (h )sf ( x, t)
dt
where
y r=Ir
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d y
s —
dt

dy„
dt
e=

dy'
dt

d ym

(7.13)

dt

(7.14)

Ae
0

y--yr

(7.15)

For this case, all the weighting factors are equally important, that is:

4>=1

/

r*=i
r1 0 = 17(9x9)
where

is an n x n unit matrix.

However, these weighting factors can be chosen differently depending on the purpose o f
parameter identification. For more details, the reader is referred to [46].
The schematic diagram of the resulting SISO control is depicted in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7 SISO adaptive control for process stability
It is worth noting that in this diagram, the reference signal, 7r, is changed on-line to
accommodate changes in operating conditions o f the welding system. This is a major
difference from “standard” adaptive control schemes as described in [44, 45, 47].
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7.2.5 Multivariable adaptive control
In this section, we will derive the adaptive control law and update law for the case of
multivariable control of welding processes. The derivation is based on the control design
procedure developed in Chapter 6 and the welding model developed in chapter 3.
It can be seen that the welding model, which is represented by equations (7.1), (7.3),
(7.4), and (7.5), is in the form of the nonlinear system (6.1) presented in Chapter 6. The
welding model consists of three inputs and three outputs. Furthermore, the states V and /
are measurable. From this observation, the controller design procedure, which has been
developed in chapter 6, can be applied.
Although the welding system is a three input-output system, there are only two control
signals, wire feed rate and open circuit voltage, which are coupled. The travel speed can
be assumed to be decoupled.
This simplifies the control design procedure significantly. We will first design a control
law for the two coupled controls to achieve the desired process stability and heat input.
Then the desired deposition area is achieved by controlling the travel speed according to
algebraic relations.
By comparing the welding model (equations 7.1, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5) with the multivariable
nonlinear system (6.1) developed in Chapter 6, we have:

n- 2
x{ - 1
x2 =V

u2 = V oc
0 = [a, a2 a3 a 4 a5 a6 a7 as a w 6, b2 b3]
<p,(x) = V (t) l ( t )

V ( t ) I ( t f I ( t) - ‘ l ( t ) 2 I ( t ) 3 I(t)~2 1 0 0

<p2(x ) = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I ( t) V (t)]
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u = [u, u2
b = [a 9

f

b3J

P, ( x ) =
P 2 ( x) =

1 0
0

°.

0

0

0 1

y,=x,=v
rr

X,X2

y2=H=r -zr1s

y ri = K
y

r2

=

H r

At this stage of the controller design, we do not consider the travel speed as control input.
Therefore, it will be assumed to be constant

7.2.5.I. Parallel Integrator Multivariable adaptive control without nonlinear
damping terms
It can be seen that the controller design procedure for the welding process is somewhat
the same as in example 6.1 in Chapter 6.
By applying the controller design procedure developed in Chapter 6, we have:
(7.16)

¿7 = x 1- y r}

z2 =r

X j X 2

(7.17)

yr2

t],(x) = p ,(x ),

y / l ( x ) = q > , (x )

n 2( x ) = j - [ x , P 2 ( x ) + x 2P , ( x ) \

V 2( x ) = y

[x,<P2 ( x ) + x 2<p,( x j \
C

The control laws are
A?*

AT
T}l ( x) u = - c , z , - e W i ( x )
,T
.>■

b

b

t]2( x ) u

=

-

c

2

z

2 - &

•
+ y r,

-

y/2( x ) + y r2
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By solving the above set of equations, we have:
' a

T

‘

-1

b rj,(x)

‘
J
. "
- c , z , - 9 W i(x) + y r,
A

- c2z 2 - 9

b tj2( x )

T

.

(7.17)

y/2(x ) + y r2_

and the update laws are
9 = re

,( x ) + z2\fr2(x)]
(7.18)

b = r b[zlrj,(x) + z 2r}2(x)]

7.2.5.2 Parallel Integrator multivariable adaptive control with nonlinear damping
terms
This case is similar to example 6.2 in Chapter 6. By applying the control design
procedure developed in chapter 6, we have:
(7.19)

z i = x i - y ri

XjX2

z2 =r——

(7.20)

yr2

T},(X) = P,(X), lf/,(x)=<pl( x)
ri2( x ) = y [ xip 2( x ) + x 2p i ( X)]
V i ( x ) = y[*i<P 2 ( x ) + x 2<p,(x)}

The control laws are
Ar
b t]j(x)u = - c tz, - 9
a

at

T

.

V/ ,( x ) + y rl- k 1z li//,T(x)if/l(x )
Ar

b t}2(x)u = - c 2z 2 - 9

t/f2(x ) + y r2- k 2z 2y/2T(x)y/2(x )

By solving the above set of equations, we have:
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-1
V

b TJ,(X)

‘

a

T
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.

'

i//l ( x ) + y r, - k , z liffIT(x)y/l ( x )
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(7.21 )

y/2( x ) + y r2- k 2z 2y/2T(x)y/2(x )_

and the update laws are
A

e = r e[z,y/,(x) + z 2y/2(x)]

*

b = r„[ z itji ( x ) + z 2tj2( x )]

(7.22)

Having determined control law (7.21) for the wire feed rate and open circuit voltage, the
control law for the third control, travel speed Ts,, can now be designed to achieve the
desired deposition area Ar. We can design the control law for this control signal by setting
the deposition area computed from (7.5) equal to the desired deposition area Ar. From this
observation, we have:
A = tj

n d 2 Vf

4

Ts

(7.23)

= A.

From this equation, the travel speed control signal to achieve the desired deposition area
can be computed as:
A.

_J____1_
TjTld2 Vf

(7.24)

It is assumed that all the parameters are equally important.

re

= 1 (i2xi2)

r b = 1 (2 x 2 )
For a discussion of choosing these weighting factors, the reader is referred to [46].
The resulting control scheme o f the welding process is illustrated in Figure 7.8
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Figure 7.8. Multivariable adaptive control of the welding process.

7.3 Monitoring of GMAW processes
The objective o f this thesis is the control o f GMAW processes. However, the detection of
faults occurring during welding is important for quality assurance o f the resulting weld.
For example, when there is surface contamination, the automatic control system should
halt and should give a warning to the operator to avoid controlling while the system
model is not valid. Several faults that might occur during welding can be detected with
the monitoring system developed for the control system:
•

metal transfer mode

• bum-through
•

surface contamination

•

stand-off variation
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7.3.1 Metal transfer mode detection
The characteristics of each metal transfer mode have been discussed in Chapter 2 of this
thesis. Metal transfer mode detection is used to change the type of the welding voltage
reference signal. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2, each application requires a
certain metal transfer mode.
It can be seen that one feature, which can be used to classify the metal transfer mode is
the number o f short circuits within a certain period of time. Based on this observation,
the metal transfer mode can be detected as follow:
I f N > Nsh then assume short circuit transfer mode
If Nsp < N < Nsh then assume globular transfer mode
If N < Nsp then assume spray transfer mode
where N is the maximum value of short circuits occurring in a rolling window. This value
is computed from the number o f times the welding voltage drops below a threshold value
and should be chosen to capture all the short circuits.
Nsh and Nsp are the short circuit and spray threshold values respectively. Their values are
derived from experiments.
A number of weld runs were carried out to determined these values. The threshold value
to compute N was 7 [V], and

=10 and Nsp=3.

7.3.2 Burn-through detection
Bum-through occurs when the heat input is too high. In published works [36, 98], it has
been concluded that when bum through occurs, the average welding voltage decreases
significantly. From this, bum-through can be detected based on the welding voltage. The
mle to detect bum through can be expressed as follow:
If Vnk - Vk > Vbth Then assume bum through
where:
Vnk is the welding voltage mean value of n windows prior to the present window k,
Vk is the welding voltage mean value of window k,
Vbth is the threshold value, which is chosen from experiments.
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Several weld runs were carried out to determine these values. For each weld run, the
welding voltage was increased until bum through occurred. From these experiments,
these values were determined: Vbth= 0.85 Vk.

7.3.3 Surface contamination detection
As reported in previous work [99], when there is surface contamination, the welding
voltage increases while the welding current decreases. From these observations, the
surface contamination is simply detected as follow:
If (V k-V nk > Vcth) then assume contamination
where
Vcth is the threshold value of the welding voltage required to detect the surface
contamination, this value is chosen from experiment.
Several weld runs were performed to determine this value. For each weld run, a plastic
tape of 0.1 mm was put on the workpiece as contamination. From these experiments, this
value was: Vcth=0.85 Vk.

7.3.4 Stand off variation detection
Stand-off variation is detected from the identification of the stand-off h in equation (3.3)
as:
h=

a.
\ aAa9

a.8 a8

+

(7.25)

a4a9a!0 J

It should be noted that this value is identified adaptively. The rule to detect the stand-off
variation is as follow:
If (h > hup) or (h < hlow) then assume stand off variation
where
hup and hiow is the upper and lower limits of the stand-off respectively, these values are
chosen from the application. For the experiment of this research, these values were
chosen as hup=1.15 L and hiow=0.85L, where L is the stand-off set from the robot
program. The value of L =15 mm was chosen for the experiments.
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7.4 Summary
This chapter has described the application of the control design procedures, which have
been developed in Chapters 5 and 6, to the GMAW welding process, whose model has
been developed in Chapter 3. It has been shown that although the welding process is a
complex and multivariable nonlinear system the derivation of control laws and update
laws for unknown parameters is straightforward. Nonlinear adaptive control of GMAW
processes has not been previously reported in the literature due to the lack of control
theory and the complexity in GMAW process. Song [97] investigates the multivariable
control of GMAW process based on thermal depth estimation, but assumes the model is
linear. The mathematical modeling and design of the linear adaptive control law for
GMAW process has been investigated by Cook [7, 8, 9, 11].
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Chapter 8

Experimental setup and results
This chapter describes the experimental setup used to evaluate the model of the GMAW
process developed in Chapter 3, and apply the control theory algorithms developed in
Chapters 5 and 6 to the GMAW process, which has been described in detail in the
previous chapter. A software package, called Weld Monitoring and Control (WMC), has
been written and will be used to evaluate the results.

8.1 Experimental setup
This section describes the experimental apparatus used for this research, including
welding equipment, consumables, and data acquisition and signal conditioning hardware.
The WMC software package, which has been written and used with the above equipment,
is also described. The general layout of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1. General layout o f the experimental setup.
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8.1.1 Welding equipment and consumables
Welding robot
A Hitachi M6060II process robot, which is specially constructed for welding, was used.
A photograph of this robot is shown in Figure 8.2. The robot has six axes to provide
significant flexibility in term of reaching all positions within the working

area and

achieving a desired angle of the torch to the workpiece. The central control unit of the
robot is connected to a separate control device for voltage and wire feed rate, which is
again connected to the power source.
The wire feed motor is mounted on an arm of the robot as shown in Figure 8.2. The wire
feed motor is controlled from the power source control unit.

Figure 8.2. Hitachi welding robot.
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Welding power source
The IDEALARC^ DC-400 Lincoln welding power source is used for the experiment.
This power source is a Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) three phase DC power supply
with a supplementary NA-5R remote controller. The power supply can be used in two
operating modes: (1) Constant Voltage (CV), and (2) Constant Voltage/Variable Voltage
(CV/VV). The Constant Voltage operating mode is used for GMAW processes and for
the present research. A photo of the power supply is shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3. Lincoln power source.
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Sensors
Voltage sensor
The voltage is measured by simply connecting wires at two separate locations. One wire
is connected to a point on the robot arm (point B in Figure 3.1). The other end is
connected to the signal conditioning unit, which will be described later. Another wire
connects the earth of the power source to the signal conditioning unit. This sensor is used
to measure the welding voltage, V, as defined in Chapter 3.

Current sensor
A Hall effect current sensor type: RS 245-174 was used. This current sensor is put
through the return cable of the welding system. The welding current is converted into a
voltage which is sent to the signal conditioning unit. This voltage is converted by the
sensor back to the actual welding current in the software of the computer.

Wire feed rate sensor
The wire feed rate sensor consists of two rollers, which are rotated around their axes by
the movement of the wire and generates a voltage. The wire feed rate sensor is connected
to the signal conditioning unit. The signal provided from this end is voltage which is
converted back into the actual wire feed rate by scaling in the software.

Consumables
A 0.9 mm diameter welding wire, type AWS ER70S-4 is used for welding mild steel base
used as a workpiece.

8.1.2 Data acquisition hardware
This section describes the data acquisition hardware system, including a signal
conditioning unit, a computer, and a data acquisition card.

Signal conditioning unit
A signal conditioning unit is used to maintain electrical isolation between the computer
and the welding system. In addition, this unit is used as a anti-aliasing low pass filter.
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This signal conditioning unit has four channels, of which three are used to pass the
welding voltage, welding current, and wire feed rate. The voltage channel has gain of
1/19.8, that is one volt inputs from the voltage sensor is equal to 19.8 volts in the memory
of the computer. The current channel has a gain of 1/196, and the wire feed rate has gain
of 1/4.7.

Computer
A 166MHz Pentium PC compatible, which has a sound system, a memory of 64Mhz,
and 1 Gb hard disk is used for the experimental setup.

Data acquisition card
A National Instrument™ AT-MIO-16E-10 high speed AD converter E board series is
used. A brief description of this card is given below. For more details of this card, the
reader is referred to appendix B. This card has the following features:
•

Analog Input:
16 single-ended, 8 differential channels
12-bit resolution
100 kS/s sampling rate
Channel-independent gains and ranges
Software calibration

•

Analog Output
2 channels, 12-bit resolution
Software calibration

•

Digital I/O
8 TTL lines

•

Counters/Timers
2 up/down, 24-bit resolution
20 MHz maximum source frequency

•

Triggering
Digital
10 PFI lines
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8.2 WMC software package
The WMC software package is a 32 bit windows developed to provide 6 interface panels
for monitoring and control of the Gas Metal Arc Welding process. The purposes of the
software are to monitor the process on line and to control the GMAW process with the
monitoring control methods described in Chapter 7. The software has been written using
Labwindow/CVI® and WatCom®C/C++. It can run on a windows 32 bit platform. This
section describes the main features of the package, and the interface windows. The reader
is referred to appendix C for the system requirements for the software.

8.2.1 Main features of the WMC package
The WMC package has the following facilities:
•

The ability to provide the user to change on line all the configuration parameters
including device, channels, trigger levels, reading mode, sampling rate, and range of
reference signals.

•

The ability to communicate to the internet.

•

The ability to plot transient

and mean values of welding parameters including

welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate in real time.
•

The ability to identify adaptively the parameters of the welding models developed in
previous chapters with different weights of accuracy for each parameter. From this
adaptive identification, the stand-off, transfer mode, and model validation can be
presented on-line.

•

The transient value of welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate and the
corresponding values of the identified models can be stored on hard disk.

•

The ability to monitor the process stability, deposition area, contact tube to work
distance, and heat input.

•

The ability to detect faults such as bum-through, contamination, improper heat input
and incorrect contact tube to work distance.

•

The ability to control the wire feed rate, travel speed, and open circuit voltage to
achieve the desired process stability, deposition area, and heat input.
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8.2.2 WMC interface panels
This section describes all the interface panels of WMC software.

8.2.2.1 Main panel
This panel is the general interface to WMC, see Figure 8.4. From this panel, the user can
access the configuration panel before he/she can access to other panels. At the first run of
a WMC launch, all the buttons to access the other panels are dimmed except for
CONFIGURATION and QUIT buttons. This is designed to make the user configure the
system before he/she can use the system.
•

To access the configuration panel, click on CONFIGURATION button.

•

To quit WMC, click on QUIT button.

•

To contact the author, click on Email button. If the computer is connected to the
internet, it will launch a standard window for sending an email to the author.

From this panel, the user can access any other panel of WMC by clicking on the
appropriate button.

8.2.2.2 Configuration panel
This panel allows the user to set several parameters of the system in advance, see Figure
8.5. All the default values displayed in Figure 8.5 are used for testing the experimental
setup in this thesis.
Parameters and their meaning are as follow:
•

Device: An integer number is returned from driver software if a data acquisition card
from National Instrument, if a board of another manufacturer is used, please contact
the author.

•

Sample Rate: The sampling rate is used to sample the welding current, voltage, and
wire feed rate signals. This value must be less than 100000 divided by the number of
channels in use.

•

Point Read: The number of data points is read into the card in one cycle of sampling.
This value should be chosen to be equal to the value of the sampling rate to avoid
buffer flooding
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•

Trigger: This button is used to trigger the data acquisition card by using the hardware
or software option. When this button is clicked, there is a help window to help the
user to select the trigger.

•

Read Mode: The modes can be used to read the data. If the latest mode is used, there
is no data left over in the buffer of the card. If the consecutive mode is used, some
data can be left over in the buffer of the card. It is advised to use the latest mode. In
the case that several data points omitted are allowed, the consecutive mode is advised
to use.

•

Actual Rate: The actual sampling rate. This value can be slightly different from the
value of sampling rate depending on the card.

•

Scan Backlog: The number of data points left in the buffer. This number is the
number of data points left in the card. If this number is too high, say more than 100,
reduce the sampling rate or change the read mode.

•

Volt Channel, Current Channel, WFR Channel, Ts Channel: Channels to measure
welding voltage, current, wire feed rate, and travel speed. Below each of these, their
gains are entered.

•

Wire Diameter: The value of welding wire diameter is entered.

•

Travel Speed: The value of travel speed is entered ( in the case the travel speed is not
available for measurement on line ).

•

Set Volt: The threshold value of voltage is entered to compute the short circuit dips

•

Log Time: The is entered to save the transient welding current, voltage, wire feed
rate( this value must be less than 10 [s]).

•

Heat input, High Limit Heat, Low Limit Heat: The values of desired heat input, upper
limit and lower limit of heat input respectively are entered.

•

Volt Channel out, WFR Channel out, Ts Channel out, and their below gains are the
channels and their gains.

From this panel, the user can access any other panel of WMC by clicking on the
appropriate button.
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8.2.2.3 Monitoring panel
This panel is designed to display several monitoring parameters of the welding process,
see Figure 8.6. In this panel, the transient values of the welding current, voltage, and wire
feed rate are displayed in their windows. These windows are updated every second. Their
mean values can be seen under each window. The HOLD button is used to freeze the
welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate windows at any time of interest.
The occurrences of short circuits can be seen in a separate window. This window is
updated every second.
The computed heat input and deposition area are displayed in their separate scrolling
windows. The value of stand off is identified and displayed in another scrolling window.
The LOGDATA button is used to save the welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate
(transient values) on the hard disk. It requires the user to enter the file name and the
location. It is noted that the file name must have extension .due. The length of storing
time is set in configuration panel. When storage is in progress, the pointer of the mouse is
changed to the status of “busy”.
When there is a fault, e.g. bum through, contamination, too high heat input, too low heat
input, and too high or too low stand off, the FAULT button is turned on, and the sound
system says “ FAULT”. The fault is specified when the FAULT button is clicked.
From this panel, the user can access any other panel of WMC by clicking on the
appropriate button.

8.2.2.4 Statistical process control panel
This panel is designed to display several parameters of the welding process, see Figure
8.7, which are related to statistical process control and analysis of the process .
The mean values of welding current, voltage, heat input, and their upper and lower limits
over 0.5 second are displayed in corresponding scrolling windows. The values of welding
voltage and current plus and minus their standard deviation are also displayed in their
windows. The value of leg length can be seen in a separate scrolling windows.
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8.2.2.5 Identification panel
In this panel, the parameters identified are displayed and the model can be analyzed, see
Figure 8.8.
The pole and therefore the cut-off frequency of the power source is identified and plotted
in a scrolling window. This identified parameter is used to update the reference welding
voltage signal in the short circuit transfer mode as mentioned in Chapter 7. The on-line
power source and welding dynamic models can be seen at any running time by clicking
on

POW ERSUPPLYMODEL

and

WELDINGDYNAMIC

buttons.

All

the

coefficients of the two models can be stored on the hard disk by clicking on
SAVE_MODEL button. When saving is in progress, the pointer of the mouse is changed
into the busy status. Each time the SAVE MODEL clicked, 100 models are stored.
The identified value of the stand off can be seen in a scrolling window. This value is
updated every second. The transfer mode indicator shows whether the welding process is
in spray, globular, or short circuit transfer mode.
The predicted and actual values of the welding current and voltage are plotted in two
separate scrolling windows. These two windows are designed to test the identification
algorithm embedded in the control design procedure.
From this panel, the user can access any other panels of WMC by clicking on appropriate
button.

8.2.2.6 End user panel
This panel is designed to provide the user with information on how to tune the wire feed
rate, open circuit voltage, and travel speed when automatic control of wire feed rate, open
circuit voltage, and travel speed is not available, see Figure 8.9. When feed back is
available , all of these parameters can be tuned automatically.
The up arrow suggests the user to increase the parameter value while the down arrow
suggests to the user the need to decrease the parameter value. When the middle “light” is
on, the user should not change that parameter
From this panel, the user can access any other panels of WMC by clicking on an
appropriate button.
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8.3 Results
Several weld tests have been performed to validate the process model, monitoring
algorithm, and adaptive control algorithm.

8.3.1 Validation o f process model
As presented in Chapter 3, the process model consists of two nonlinear equations, (3.26)
and (3.28), whose coefficients are unknown. The algorithm to identify these coefficients
is embedded in the adaptive control algorithm as discussed in Chapter 7. An example of
these values for a weld run in the short circuit transfer mode is presented in Figures 8.10
and 8.11.
cv> On Line Power Supply Model of Welding Process

5]

l(k+1 )=+(0.864247)1(k)+(2.i365815JV(k)+(-4. 022964JV(k-1 )+(0.261173)
V : Welding Voltage ; 1: V/elding Current
I

OK

|
i

Figure 8.10. On-line Power source model (equation 3.26)

c6 On Line Welding Dynamic Model
V(k)= +(1.056068Mk-1 ) +(0.007541 )l(k-1 ) +(0.008556]V(k-1 )/l(k-1 f 2 +(6.278747e-006)V(k-1 )lfk-1 f 2
+(■0.044182)/l(k-1) +(0.000958)1 (k -1 f2 +(-6.960942e-006)l(k-1f3 +(-0.025751 )/l(k-1 f 2 +(-0.121541 }W(k-1 )
+(-0.830243)
V : Welding Voltage; I : Welding Current; W : Vv^ire Feed Rate

OK

Figure 8.11. On-line welding dynamic model (equation 3.28).
The AC components of the predicted values of welding current and voltage (blue lines),
and their measured values (red lines) are plotted in Figure 8.12. From this figure, it can
be seen that the process model is correct and the identification algorithm is relatively fast:
the predicted values converge to their measured values in about 0.015 seconds. The DC
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components are removed by using a first order high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
10 Hz to increase the accuracy. This cut-off frequency was chosen because the dynamic
of the welding voltage, current, and wire feed rate occurs above this frequency.

Figure 8.12. The process model validation.

8.3.2 Stand-off variation
Stand-off variation is determined from the identified coefficients, see (7.25). A weld run
is performed on a stepped workpiece (see Figure 8.13) to investigate the accuracy of the
desired stand-off. The settings used for this measurement are given in Table 8.1.
The value of the on-line computed stand-off is plotted in Figure 8.14. As expected, at the
point of step on the workpiece the stand-off is changed almost vertically. The step size on
the workpiece is 4.5 mm. However, the variation of the predicted variation of stand-off
over the stepped point is about 5 mm. This is due to the equal choice of all components of
the weighted matrix for unknown parameters, as discussed in Chapter 7. The predicted
value of the stand-off fluctuates a little because of the noise.
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Figure 8.13 Stepped workpiece.

Open circuit voltage
(V)
18

Travel speed

Wire feed rate

Wire dia.

(mm/s)

(m/min)

(mm)

5

3.5

0.9

Table 8.1. Settings used to validate stand-off variation.

Figure 8.14 P rediction o f stan d -o ff variation.

Workpiece

Mild steel

At the time when the torch crosses the stepped point, the WMC detects a fault and gives
the operator an warning massage of possible causes and actions to correct the problem on
the screen of the computer as shown in Figure 8.15. A photograph of the tested weld is
shown in Figure 8.16.

Fault Detection
Stand off Variation
Causes: Setup error W rong robot program
Jigging problem. Distortion due to
high current
Actions: Check setup, robot program, monitor
average current by adjust wire teed rate

OK

Figure 8.15. The warning massage for stand-off fault detection.

Figure 8.16. W eld run to test stan d -o ff variation.
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8.3.3 Burn- through detection
A weld run is performed to test the algorithm to detect bum-through discussed in chapter
7. As expected, at the time when the bum through occurs, the mean of the welding
voltage drops significantly, about 2.4 volts as shown in Figure 8.17 (red lines). At the
same time, WMC gives the operator a warning massage of possible causes and actions to
fix the problem on the screen of the computer as shown in Figure 8.18. In Figure 8.17,
the tolerance (yellow lines), the mean of welding voltage plus and minus the welding
voltage standard variation (upper and lower red lines), and the mean of the welding
voltage are also plotted. The upper and lower tolerances (yellow lines) are chosen from
the heat input reference value plus and minus 10%. A photograph of the weld run is
shown in Figure 8.19.

Figure 8.17. Change in the welding voltage due to bum through.

___________ Fault Detection_________
Bum through
Causes: High voltage, high current low speed
presence of gap, misalignment
Actions: Correct procedure, adapt procedure to suit gap
monitor voltage

OK

Figure 8.18. The w arning m assage for bu m through fault detection.
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Figure 8.19 Weld run to test bum through detection.

8.3.4 Surface contamination detection
A weld run was performed to test the algorithm to detect contamination as discussed in
Chapter 7. Contamination is created by putting a plastic tape of 0.1 mm on the workpiece
surface. As expected, at the time when there is a surface contamination, the mean of the
welding voltage increases substantially, about 3 [V] as shown in Figure 8.20. It is also
observed that the standard deviation of the welding voltage is larger than that calculated
for the welding voltage when welding under the same condition without a surface
contamination. This larger variation is due to the process instability as a result of the
additional resistance caused by the foreign material on the surface.
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At the same time, WMC gives the operator a warning message of possible causes and
actions to correct the problem on the screen of the computer as shown in Figure 8.21. In
Figure 8.20, the tolerance (yellow lines) and the mean of welding voltage plus and minus
the welding voltage standard variation (upper and lower red lines), and the mean of the
welding voltage are also plotted. A photograph of the weld run is shown in Figure 8.22.

Figure 8.20. Change in the welding voltage due to surface contamination.

Surface Contamination
Causes: Dirty, Descaled and Degreased Plain
M eta l, and Paint on surface
Actions: Clean surface

OK

Figure 8.21. A warning massage of surface contamination fault detection.
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Figure 8.22 Weld run to test contamination detection.

8.3.5 Control signals
As discussed in Chapter 7, three control signals are computed. They are wire feed rate,
open circuit voltage, and travel speed. The software package WMC is designed to have a
special user interface called end-user panel as shown in Figure 8.23.
On this panel, both of the computed and measured values of these control signals are
displayed. When the welding equipment can be interfaced with the computer, the
computed values are fed back to the hardware controller. When the welding equipment
does not support interfacing unit with the computer as the experimental setup used for
this thesis, these values are compared with the measured values. From the comparison,
suggestions to the operator to tune the wire feed rate, open circuit voltage, and travel
speed to achieve a good weld quality are displayed on the panel.
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Figure 8.23. End-user panel.
W.F.R, VOLT., and T.S. stand for wire feed rate, open circuit voltage,
and travel speed respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 8.23, there are three vertical slides which indicate the status
of the three control signals. Next to each slide, there are three indicators, which describe
the status of the adjustment needed. These indicators are one round light , one down
arrow, and one up arrow. At any time of welding, there is always one indicator turned on.
When the round light is on, the computed control signal is roughly equal to its measured
value. In this case, the controller or operator does not need to do anything. When the up
arrow is on, the controller or operator needs to increase the specific control signal. When
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the down arrow is on, the controller or operator needs to decease that control signal.
These rules are summarized as follows:

When the round light turns on
I f it is on the W.F.R. slide, do not adjust the wire feed rate.
I f it is on the VOLT, slide, do not adjust the open circuit voltage.
I f it is on the T.S. slide, do not adjust the travel speed.
When the up arrow turn on
I f it is on the W.F.R. slide, increase the wire feed rate.
I f it is on the VOLT, slide, increase the open circuit voltage.
I f it is on the T.S. slide, increase the travel speed.
When the down arrow turns on
I f it is on the W.F.R. slide, decrease the wire feed rate.
I f it is on the VOLT, slide, decrease the open circuit voltage.
I f it is on the T.S. slide, decrease the travel speed.
However, as discussed in Chapter 7, the control signals are coupled, i.e. when adjusts one
control signal, the other control signals are affected. This makes difficult for a human
operator to tune the control signals.
To validate the control algorithms, 9 weld runs have been carried out. The settings for all
of these weld runs were: the workpiece is mild steel, the diameter welding wire is of 0.9
mm, the type of welding wire used is AWS ER70S-4, the heat input reference is
0.4KJ/mm, the depositional area reference is 6mm2.

8.3.5.1 Evaluation of wire feed rate control
Three weld runs were tested to validate the wire feed rate control signal while the open
circuit voltage and the travel speed control signals were kept constant (the round lights on
VOLT, and T.S. are on). As discussed in Chapter 7, this case is to test the process
stability. A photograph of the three weld runs is shown in Figure 8.24. Weld run N° 2
corresponds to the case when the round light is on. Weld run N° 1 corresponds to the case
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when the down arrow indicator is on. Weld run N° 3 corresponds to the case when the up
arrow indicator is on. From these weld runs, it has been observed that:

•

For the case when the round light is on (WMC suggests to the user not to adjust the
wire feed rate): the process is stable, the spatter is low, the arc is stable, and weld
profile is uniform.

•

For the case when the up arrow is on (WMC suggests to the user to increase the wire
feed rate): the process is unstable, the arc is unstable, and weld profile is irregular.

•

For the case when the down arrow indicator is on (WMC suggests to the user to
decrease the wire feed rate), the process is unstable, the spatter is high, the arc is
unstable, and weld profile is irregular.

8.3.5.2 Evaluation of travel speed control
The second set of three weld runs is to test the travel speed control signal. A photograph
of these three weld runs is shown in Figure 8.25. From this figure, it can be seen for the
case when the round light is on (WMC suggests to the user not to adjust the travel speed),
the deposition area is almost the same as the reference value that was set. For the case
when the up arrow indicator is on (WMC suggests to the user to increase the travel
speed), the deposition area is much larger than the reference value that was expected. For
the case when the down arrow indicator is on (WMC suggests to the user to decrease the
travel speed), the deposition area is much smaller than the reference value that was
expected.

8.3.5.3 Evaluation of heat input control
The third set of three weld runs was to test the heat input control signal. The three weld
run cross section areas are shown in Figure 8.26. As seen from Figure 8.26, for the weld
run N°2 when the round light is on (WMC suggests the user not to adjust the open circuit
voltage), the penetration depth is expected. For weld run N°1 when the up arrow indicator
is on (WMC suggests the user to increase the open circuit voltage), the penetration depth
is relatively small. In this case, there is not enough energy to melt the metal.. For case
N°3 when the down arrow indicator is on (WMC suggests the user to decrease the open
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circuit voltage), the penetration depth is relatively high. In this case, there is more than
enough energy to melt the metal.

Figure 8.24. Three weld runs to test the wire feed rate control signal.

Figure 8.25. Three weld runs to test the travel speed control signal.

Figure 8.26. Three weld runs to test the open circuit voltage control signal.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Research
9.1 Conclusions
9.1.1 Adaptive control of nonlinear systems
This research advances in several ways the ability to control parametrically
uncertain
.
«

nonlinear systems, which are presented in polynomial or state space forms. Both single
input-single (SISO) output and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) were considered.

Switching surface adaptive control
This method has been developed to design the adaptive control and update laws for the
uncertainty single input-single output nonlinear systems, of which the model can be
presented in input-output polynomial form. The control and update laws are determined
based on a so-called switching surface. This method is relatively simple and can achieve
a relatively good tracking property. Accuracy of different parameter estimates can be
influenced by selecting different weights of the weighting matrix. The switching surface
is relatively easy to derive.
Backstepping based and parallel integrator adaptive control
These methods, based on the backstepping technique [41], have been developed to design
the adaptive and update laws for uncertain nonlinear systems, of which the model can be
presented in state space form. The backstepping based method was developed to design
the control and update laws for the SISO and parallel integrator method for MIMO
systems. The tracking problem was solved for both pure feedback and extended pure
feedback systems. The backstepping based multivariable adaptive control method can
handle a much “larger” class of multivariable nonlinear systems than those considered by
previous authors [73, 95]. The use of nonlinear damping terms makes the control design
procedure more complicated but gives the opportunity to improve transient response,
which is a long standing problem for adaptive control design, and to achieve a good
tracking property. The overestimation of unknown parameters in the adaptive control
design procedure has been removed. This was achieved by developing a recursive
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algorithm, in which the update law of all the unknown parameters is postponed until the
last step when the control signal(s) appear. The controller designed can guarantee
boundedness with any bounded parameter estimates.
An advance has also been made on the conceptual level by understanding the underlying
mechanisms of adaptive stabilization, which indicates a direction for future
developments. The adaptive mechanisms can guarantee systems to be stable even when
the adaptation is turned off. This makes the control design more effective in practice as
when the process is under steady state, there is no need to update the parameters. The use
of nonlinear damping terms in the derivation of the adaptive control law and update law
makes an improvement in transient response possible. In addition, the control design
procedure is systematic, so it is straightforward to develop computer software to
automate the design process.

Reference defined adaptive control
This systematic method has been developed for nonlinear systems, which can not, in
general, be transformed into the form of pure feedback, strict feedback, or extended pure
feedback system. The nonlinear systems can consist of first order or second order
nonlinear differential equations. The control and update laws are determined based on the
so-called reference signal which is defined for each state. The overestimation of unknown
parameters is removed by delaying the determination of the update law until the last step.

9.1.2 Modeling, Monitoring, and Control of GMAW processes
Modeling
For this research a mathematical model of GMAW processes was derived using a
Constant Voltage Direct Current power source. The model is based on physical
phenomena and previous experimental works. A number of oversimplifications in [14,
15, 28, 29] have been removed by adding several components , which are necessary to
provide a more accurate description of the process dynamics. It has been shown that the
GMAW process is highly nonlinear and coupled, but is linear in the parameters. The
adaptive control design methods developed in this thesis require such a structure.
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Monitoring
Although the main goal of this research is to develop an adaptive control system for
GMAW processes, an algorithm to monitor the process has also been developed for the
sake of completeness. Some of the monitoring tasks are based on the results of the control
tasks and identification results, which are embedded in the control algorithm. It is able to
monitor on-line: heat input, stand-off, leg length, bum-through, and contamination during
welding by sending visual signals (on the screen of the computer) and acoustic signals to
the user.

Adaptive control of GMAW processes
The adaptive control algorithm developed for the GMAW process is a straightforward
application of the controller design procedure developed for control of the nonlinear
systems. The adaptive control law and update law (identification) of unknown parameters
of the welding process have been developed for both single-input single-output and
multivariable input-output control cases. For the case of single-input single-output, the
adaptive control law for the wire feed rate control signal is derived to achieve the stability
of the process when it is assumed that other welding parameters are set correctly.
For the multivariable case, the adaptive control law for the wire feedrate, open circuit
voltage, and travel speed is derived to achieve the desired process stability, operating
heat-input, and deposition area. In addition, several parameters of the welding process
can be extracted from the update law, such as stand-off, which is a parameter normally
requiring visual system to be monitored.
It has been shown that when the welding parameters are set to the values as suggested
from adaptive control law, the desired weld quality is achieved.
The modeling and adaptive control design techniques developed in this research are not
limited to welding processes, but can be used to design the adaptive controller for any
other processes as long as the process to be controlled is in the companion form of (5.1)
or (5.17) or (6.1).
Software (Weld Monitoring and control WMC) has been written to test the modeling and
adaptive control of the welding process. The software provides user interfaces for the
user to set up several parameters of the system before welding, and suggestions to the
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operator how to tune the system parameters to achieve a good weld quality. It allows the
user to change all the necessary parameters to be suitable for their systems.
From the experimental results, it is shown that the welding model is correct, the weld
quality is improved significantly if the system parameters are set as suggested by the
control algorithm.

9.2 Future research

*

Adaptive control of nonlinear systems
Topics in adaptive control of nonlinear systems for future research are numerous.
In practice, there is always a tedious and difficult problem to model the plant to be
controlled from physical phenomena. This could be overcome if a method of adaptive
model structure identification before an adaptive controller for the plant is developed.
Another direction is the development of adaptive controllers for other classes of nonlinear
systems such as systems with unknown parameters appearing nonlinearly in the system
equations.
The progress achieved over the last few years in developing adaptive controller for
nonlinear systems with uncertainties is truly impressive. However, these controllers could
be used with complete confidence only after their robustness properties have been
thoroughly understood, and tools for improving robustness have been developed. So the
other approach sent to the future research of the adaptive nonlinear control is to develop
an adaptive control law, which can guarantee the robustness properties.
The ultimate purpose of new control theory is its applications. Many physical systems in
areas like Gas Metal Arc Welding processes, electric motors, robotics, magnetic
levitation, and flight control fit the frame work of the developed methodology.

Modeling, Monitoring, and Control of Gas Metal Arc Welding processes
A number of problems in the area of control of GMAW systems remain to be solved
before it can be used for GMAW processes in general.
In this thesis, the modeling is limited to the process stability, melting energy, and
deposition area for GMAW processes. The future work in this area is to model other
parameters such as weld pool geometry, fume, and penetration depth of the process and
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using other types of power sources. This work will be a step forward to the general case
of control of GMAW processes.
The monitoring algorithm developed in this thesis is limited to the detection of some
defects such as bum through, heat limit range, contamination, and metal transfer mode.
The control procedure is limited to control of wire feed rate, open circuit voltage, and
travel speed.
The future work in the area is to develop a monitoring and control procedure that takes
other parameters of the process, such as spatter, fume, weld pool geometry, and
penetration depth into account. In that case, the problem is much more complicated
challenging. However, this can be only solved if further advances in process modeling
and nonlinear control theory are made.
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Appendix A
Lyapunov Stability and Convergence
This appendix provides a review of the stability tool - the Lyapunov stability theorem
which is used extensively in part 2 of this thesis. For convenience, some definitions are
repeated.
Consider a time varying nonlinear system
m

x =f(x,t)

(A.1)

This system is called the nonautonomous system.
Where x e IRn and

f : IRn x IR+ —> IRn is a piecewise continuous in t and locally

Lipschitz in x.

Definition A.1 The origin x=0 is the equilibrium point for (A.l) if
f(0,t) =0

\ / t >0

(A.2)

Definition A.2 A continuous function y : [0,a)x IR+

IR+ is said to belong to class K if

it is strictly increasing and y(0) = 0 . It is said to belong to class K m if a=oo and
y( r) = co as r —>

go

.

Definition A.3 A continuous function f : [0, a) x IR+ -* IR+ is said to belong to class KL
iffor each fixed s the mapping P(r, s) belongs to class K with respect to r, and for each
fixed r the mapping f ( r , s ) is decreasing with respect to s and f ( r , s ) ~ co as s -* co. It
is said to belong to class KL Mi f in addition, for each fixed s the mapping f ( r , s ) belong
to class L n with respect to r.

Definition A.4 The equilibrium point x=0 o f (A.l) is
1. Globally uniformly stable if there exists a class Kfunction a such that
\x(t)I < a(\x(t0j|)

\ /t >t„>0

(A.3)

2. Globally uniformly asymptotically stable if there exists a class KL function p
such that
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\ x ( t ) \ ^ ^ x ( t 0) \ , t - t 0)

\/ t > t o > 0

(A.4)

Theorem A.5 (Lyapunov) let x - 0 be an equilibrium point o f (A.l), and let
V : IR+x.IRn

IR+ be a continuously differentiable function such that

a I( \ x \ ) < V ( t , x ) < a 2(\x\)
dV dV
x
A n
— + — / f t , x ) < - a 3(\x\)
ot
ox

(A.5)

*

where a 1,a 2 are class K x functions. Then
1. i f a 3 is a nonnegative function, then x=0 is globally uniformly stable
2. i f a 3 is a class K function, then x=0 is globally uniformly asymptotically
stable
For the proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to [92].

Theorem A.6 (Lasalle) Consider the system
x =f(x)

(A.6)

where f : IRn —> IRn is globally Lipschitz in x, and f(0)=0. Let Q b e a compact
positively invariant set. Let V : T2 —» IR+be a continuously differentiable function such
that V(x) < 0, Vx e Q . Let JE' = |j c € / 2 |F f x y) = i?|, and let M be the largest invariant
set in E. Then solution starting in Q approaches M as t

->

oo

For proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to [93]

Corollary A.7 Let x=0 be an equilibrium point for (A. 7). Let V : IRn

IR+ be a

continuously differentiable, positive definite, radially unbounded function such that
V(x) < 0,\fx 6 IR". Let E = jx e Q \ V(x) = o j, and suppose that no solution can stay
forever in E other than the trivial solution. Then the origin is globally asymptotically
stable.
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Lemma A.8 C on sid er the function <j>: IR^ - * I R . I f 0 is uniform ly continuous, and
\<f>(t)dx exists and is finite, then
0
<¡>(0 = 0

(A. 7)

Proof. Suppose that limf_K0 </>(t) = 0 does not hold, i.e., either the limit does not exist or it
is not equal to zero. Then there exists e > 0 such that for every T > 0 one can find
t j > T with \<f>(tl )\> e . Since (j) is uniformly continuous, there is a positive constant
8 ( e) such that \<j>(t) —<j>(tl | < e / 2 for all t{ < 0 and all t such that \t - t ^ < 8 ( e ) . Hence
for all t g [tj, tI + 8 ( e ) \ , we have
W o\=W o-^(ti)+^(tj)\
(A.8)

.> £ ----=
£ S
—
2

2

which implies that
ti +8(e)

t, +S(e)

¡<p(r)dT ~

j</>(T)dT>

e8(e)

(A. 9)

where the first equality holds since (j>(t) does not change sign on [tJtt} + 8(e)]. Note
t , + 8( e )

that

t,

S(r)dr=
0

8(e)

r ) dr+
0

t,

i>(r)dr cannot converge to

S(r)dr, we conclude that
t,

o

a finite limit as t - » oo, which contradicts the assumption of the lemma. Thus
Hml_a tf>(t) = 0.
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Appendix B.

Block Diagram, Connector, and Specification of
AT-MIO-16 E-10 Data Acquisition Card
■
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■
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Figure 3. AT-MIO-16XE-10 and
AT-AI-16XE-10 I/O Connector

Figure 2. AT-AI-16XE-10 Block Diagram

Specifications

FIFO buffer size512 samples
Daca transfers.
. DMA interrupts, programmed I/O
DMA modes—
. Single transfer demand transfer
Connguradon memory size
512 words
Transfer Gursmciisrics
Relative accuracy_______
±0.75 LSB typical e! LSB maximum
DNL-.......... '________
±0.5 LSB cypicaL±1 LSB maximum
No missing rrvirs
16 bits, guaranteed
OfSe: error
Pregain error after calibradcn.
±3 pV maximum
±2.2 mV maximum
Pregain error before rslihradon.
±76 pV maximum
Postgain error after calihradon _
± 102 mV m-rrimiim
Postgain error before calibradon.
Gain error (relative to calibradon reference)
After calforarion (^in » 1)________ ±30.5 ppm of reading maximum
Before calibradon______________ ±2,150 ppm of reading maximum
With gain error adjusted to 0 at gain = 1
G ain ai 1 _________________________ ±200 ppm of reading maximum
Amplifier Giaracterisdcs
Input impedance
100 GI2 in parafld with 100 pr
Norma], powered on_
820 Q minimum
Powered off________
820 Q minimum
Overload__________
±1 nA
Input bias current_
±2nA
Input offset ament-

Typical for 25° C unless otherwise noted.
Analog Input
Input Characteristics
Number of channels_______________ _ 1(5 single-ended or 8 differential
(software-selectable)
Type of ADC.
Successive approximadon
Resolution__
16 bits, 1 in 65,536
Maximum sampling rate.
100 kS/s guaranteed
Input signal ranges
Gain
(Software Selectable)
1
2
5
10
20
50
100

Input coupling.
Maximum working voltage..
Overvoltage protecrion.
Inputs protected___

Voltage Range
(Softw are Selectable)
bipolar
uni polar
±10 V
±5 V
±2 V
±1 V
±0.5 V
±0.2 V
±0.1 V

-

O tD lO V
0 to 5 V
0 to 2 V
0 to 1 V
0 to 0.5 V
0 to 0.2 V
0 to 0.1 V

. DC
Each input should remain within el 1 V
of ground
e25 Vpowered on, e l 5 Vpowered off
ACH<0_15>, AISENSE
*

im

ss^sam

am
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C M RR, D C to 60 Hz

Stability
.
Offset temperature coefficient.
Gain temperature coefficient—
Onboard calibrarion reference
Level_________ _______

CMRR
92 d8
97 dB
101 dB
104 dB
105 dB
105 d8
105 dB

Dynamic Characteristics
Bandwidth (-3 dB)
All gains---------------------------------------- 255 kH z
Settling rime for foil-scale step (D C to all gains and ranges)

Digital I/O

Level
±0.0061%
(±4 LSB)
10 ys maximum

Input low voltage
Input high voltage
Input low current
II
O

Accuracy
±0.0015%
(±1 LSB)
20 ys maximum

0 to 10 V Raigo
0.8 LSBrms
1.1 LSBrms
2.0 LSBrms
3.8 LSBrms

j Dynamic range---------------------------------- 9 1 .7 d B .alO V input with gain 1 to 10
• Crosstalk---------- ------------------------------- .70 dB maximum. D C to 100 kH z
i Stability
•
Recommended warm-up time_______ 15 minimum
! Offset temperature coefficient
!
Pregain------------------------------------------ ±5 p W C
j
Postgain------------------------------------------ --- pV/”C
; Gain temperature coefficient____________±8 pprnTC
• Onboard calibration reference
!
j
j
j

Level--------------------— -------------------- 5.000 V (±2.0 mV) (actual value stored
in EEPROM)
Temperature coefficient— ......
±0.6 ppm /"C maximum
Long-cerm stability — -------------------------±6 ppm A l.OOO h

;

Analog Output (AT-MIO16XE-10 only)

I

O u tput Characteristics
Number o f channels___
Resolution___________
Maximum updare rare—
Type o f D A C ________
FIFO buffer size.______
D i a transfers________
DMA modes_________
Transfor Characterisrics
Rdarive acniracv (ENL)_________

DNT......

'______________

M onoronicty_________________
Offset error
Aftcr calibtarion_____________
Befare calibarion____________
Gain error (rclarive to intemal referí
Airar eaÜbrarion_____________
Bcforc calibrarion____________

2 voltage
16 bits. 1 in 65,556
100kS/s
Double-buffored
2.048 samples
DMA. interrupts, programmed I/O
Single aansfon demand transfer
— ±0.5 LSB cypicaL ±1 LSB maximum
— ±1 LSB maximum
— 16 bits, guaranteed
— 305 uV maximum
— 20 mV maximum
__±30.5 ppm maximum
— ±2.000 ppm maximum

Vottage Output
Ranga________________________
O utput ooupling_______________
O utput ¡mpedance_____________
Current drive__________________
Protecrion____________________
Power-on s o te _________________
Dyoamic Q*ararT+ nrr-i^
Setding rime for foll-scale step____
SIcw rase______________________
Noise________________________

— ± 10 V 0 to 10 V' (software selectable)
DC
_0.1 Cl maximum
— ±5 mA
_Short-circuit to ground
_ 0 V (± 2 0 m V )

— 10 ps to ±1 LSB accuracy
_ 5 V/us
'
— 60 pVrms. D C to 1 M Hz

?
m
II
e

±10V Ranga
0.6 LSBrms
0.7 LS8rms •
■1.1 LSBrms
2.0 LSBrms

8 input/output
TTL/CM OS

Minimum

Maximum

OV
2V

0.8 V
5V

—

-320 yV

-

10 yA

Input high current

System noise (including quantization noise)

Gain
l t o lO
20
50
100

5.000 V (±2 mV)
(actual value stored in EEPROM)
±0.6 ppm/*C maximum
±6 ppm/V 1,000 h

Number o f channels_______
Compatibility____________
Digital logic levels

5

±0.00076%
(±0.5 LSB)
40 ys maximum

±50 pV/*C
±7.5 ppm/”C

Temperature coefficient.___
Long-cerm stability______

5<

Gain
1
2
5
10
20
50
100

Output low vottage
0out=24 mA)
Output high vottage
(1^=13 mA)

0.4 V
4.35 V

-

Power-on s a te --------------------------------- Input (High-Z)
D a a transfers----------------------------------- Programmed I/O

Timing I/O
Number o f channels-------------------------- 2 up/down counter/rimers, 1 frequency scaler
Resolution
'
Counter/rimers.___________________24 bits
Frequency scaler__________________ 4 bin
Compatibility---------------------------------- TTL/CM OS
Base docks available
Counter/rimets----------------------------- 20 MHz, 100 kHz
Frequency scaler----------------------------10 MHz, 100 kHz
Base dock accuracy__________________ ±0.01%
Maximum source frequency.__________ 20 MHz
Minimum source pulse duration______ 10 ns, edge-detect mode
Minimum gate pulse duration------------- 10 ns, edge-detect mode
D an transfers----------------------------------- DMA, interrupts, programmed I/O
DMA modes------—.—..... ................ ....... Single transfer

Triggers
Analog Trigger
Source------------------------------------------- ACH<0_15>, PFI0/TRJG1
L evd----------------------------------------------- Fullscde, internal: ± 10 V, external
Slope--------------------------------------------- Positive or negative (software sdecnble)
Resolution-------------------------------------- 12 bics, 1 in 4,096
Hysteresis---------------------------------------- Programmable
Bandwidch (-3 dB)---------------------------- 255 kHz internal, 4 MHz external
External input (PFI0/TRIG1)
Impedance_______________________ 10 k£2
Coupling________________________ D C
Protection----------------------------------- 0.5 to Vcc »0.5 V when configured as a digital
signal: ±35 V when configured as an analog trigger
signal or disabled; ±35 V powered off
Accuracy----------------------------------------- ± 1% o f fullscale range
Digital Trigger
Compatibility______ ________________TTL
Response................ ....................................Rising or falling edge
Pulse widch------------------------------------- 10 ns minimum

RTS I
Trigger Lines_______ __ ____________ 7

Bus Interface
Type---------------------------------------------- Slave

Power Requirement
♦5 VDC (±5%)--------------------------------12 A
Power available at I/O connector_______ +4.65 VDC to +5-25 VDC at 1 A

Physical
Dimensions
(noc induding connectors)___________ 33.8 by 9.9 cm (13.3 by 3.9 in)
I/O connector.--------------------------------- 68-pin male SCSI-II type

Environment
Operating temperature_______________ 0 co 55° C
Storage temperature_________________ -55 to 150” C
Rclarive humidity----------------------------- 5% to 90% noncondensing
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Appendix C
System requirements for using Welding Monitoring and Control (WMC) software
C.l About WMC software
WMC software is a Window based 32 bit software written by using Labwindow/CVI®
and WatCom C/C++ for the purpose of monitoring and control of Gas Metal Arc
Welding processes. It can run on the Windows 95 or Windows NT platform. The
software comes in compressed form on two 3.5 inch floppy disks.

C.2 Hardware and software requirements
WMC requires the following minimum configuration:
• IBM PC compatible
• An 80486 or higher
• 16 MB of memory
• 5 MB of hard disk space
• Sound blaster
• A data acquisition card (optional)
• Connection to the internet (optional)
It should be noted that the disk space requirement varies with the disk cluster size. The
larger the cluster size, the greater the disk requirement. If the hard disk has 8K clusters,
it requires about 4 MB of disk space. If the hard disk has 16K clusters, it requires about
5.5 MB of the disk space.
In addition to the above requirements, the following operating system and software are
required:
• Microsoft Window 95 or Microsoft Window NT version 3.1 or higher
• Software driver for the data acquisition card
Note that if the system does not have a data acquisition card, WMC changes
automatically into the demo mode. In this case, WMC plays back a data file stored from
a real weld run. If the user uses a data acquisition card from National Instrument, the
software driver can be downloaded from http://www.natinst.com. In this case, WMC
automatically recognizes the data acquisition card. If the user uses a data acquisition
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card from other vendors, please contact the vendor to get the software driver. In this
case, the user is advised to contact the author for advice.

C.2 Installing and uninstalling WMC
Before installing WMC, it should be noted to the user that some virus detection programs
can interfere with the installer program. The user should check the distribution disks for
viruses, then turn off the automatic virus checker and run the installer. After installation,
it is good practice to check the hard disk for virus again, then turn on the virus checker.
WMC can be installed from the Windows File Manager or with the Run... command
from the File menu of the Program Manager as follows:
•

Under Windows, launch the File Manager. Click on the drive icon that contains the
installation disk. Find SETUP.EXE in the list of files on that disk and double click on
it.

•

Under Windows, select Run from the File menu of the Program Manager. A dialog
box appears. Type x:\SETUP (where x is the proper drive designation), press enter
key.

After choosing an installation, follow the instructions that appear on the screen. A group
of WMC will be created.
To launch WMC, click on WMC icon in the WMC group.
WMC can be removed by clicking on the uninstaller icon in the WMC group.

C.3 WMC interface panels
This section describes all the interface panels of WMC software.

Main panel
This panel is the general interface to WMC. From this panel, the user can access the
configuration panel before he/she can access to other panels. At the first run of a WMC
launch, all the

buttons to access

the other panels

are dimmed except for

CONFIGURATION and QUIT buttons. This is designed to make the user configure the
system before he/she can use the system.
•

To access the configuration panel, click on CONFIGURATION button.
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•

To quit WMC, click on QUIT button.

•

To contact the author, click on Email button. If the computer is connected to the
internet, it will launches a standard window for sending an email.

Configuration panel
This panel allows the user to set several parameters of the system before he/she can use.
All the default values displayed are used for testing the experimental setup in this thesis.
Parameters and their meaning are described as follow:
•

Device: An integer number is returned from driver software if a data acquisition card
from national Instrument, if not, please contact the author.

•

Sample Rate: The sampling rate is used to sample the welding current, voltage, and
wire feed rate signals. This value must be less than 100000 divided by the number of
channels in use.

•

Point Read: The number of data points is read into the card in one circle of sampling.
This value is chosen to be equal to the value of sampling rate to avoid buffer flooding

•

Trigger: This button is used to trigger the data acquisition card by using the hardware
or software option. When this button is clicked, there is a help window to help the
user to trigger.

•

.Read Mode: The mode is used to read the data. If the latest mode is used, there is no
data left over in the buffer of the card. If the consecutive mode is used, some data can
be left over in the buffer of the card. It is advised to use the latest mode. In the case
that several data points omitted are allowed, the consecutive mode is advised to use.

•

Actual Rate: The actual sampling rate. This value can be slightly different from the
value of sampling rate depending on the card.

•

Scan Backlog: The number of data points left in the buffer. This number is the
number of data points left in the card.

•

Volt Channel, Current Channel, WFR Channel, Ts Channel: Channels to measure
welding voltage, current, wire feed rate, and travel speed. Below each of these, their
gains are entered.

•

Wire Diameter: The value of welding wire diameter is entered.

•

Travel Speed: The value of travel speed is entered ( in the case travel speed is not
available for measure on line ).
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•

Set Volt: The threshold value of voltage is entered to compute the short circuit dips

•

Log Time: The value of time is entered to save the transient welding current, voltage,
wire feed rate( this value is less than 10 [s]).

•

Heat input, High Limit Heat, Low Limit Heat: The values of desired heat input, upper
limit and lower limit of heat input respectively are entered.

•

Volt Channel out, WFR Channel out, Ts Channel out, and their below gains: are
A

channels and their gains to output to the system.
From this panel, the user can access any other panel of WMC by click on appropriate
button.

Monitoring panel
This panel is designed to display several monitoring parameters of the welding process.
In this panel, the transient values of welding current, voltage, wire feed rate are displayed
in their scrolling windows. Their mean values can be seen under each window. The
HOLD button is used to freeze the welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate windows
at any interest time.
The occurrences of short circuit dips can be seen from a separate window. This window
is updated every second.
The computed heat input and deposition area are displayed in their separate scrolling
windows. The value of stand off is identified and displayed in a scrolling window.
The LOGDATA button is used to save the welding current, voltage, and wire feed rate
(transient values) on the hard disk. It requires the user to enter the file name and the
location. It is noted that the file name must have extension with due. The length of storing
time is set in configuration panel. When storage is in progress, the pointer of the mouse is
changed into the status of busy.
When there is a fault ,e.g. bum through, contamination, too high heat input, too low heat
input, and too high stand off variation, the FAULT button is turned on, and the sound
system says “ FAULT”. At this time, the fault is specified by clicking on FAULT button.
From this panel, the user can access to any other panels of WMC by click on an
appropriate button.
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Statistical process control panel
This panel is designed to display several parameters of the welding process, which are
related to statistical process control and analysis of the process .
The mean values of welding current, voltage, heat input, and their upper and lower limits
over 0.5 second are displayed in corresponding scrolling windows. The values of welding
current and voltage plus and minus their standard deviation are also displayed in their
windows.

^

The value of leg length can be seen in a separate scrolling windows.
From this panel, the user can access any other panels of WMC by clicking on an
appropriate button.

Identification panel
In this panel, the parameters being identified can displayed and the model analyzed.
The pole of the power source is identified and plotted in a scrolling window. This
identified parameter is used to update the reference welding voltage signal in the short
circuit transfer mode. The on-line power source and welding dynamic models can be seen
at

any

running

time

by

clicking

on

POWERSUPPLYMODEL

and

WELDING_DYNAMIC buttons. All the coefficients of the two models can be stored on
the hard disk at any running time by click on SAVE_MODEL button. When saving is in
progress, the pointer of the mouse is changed into the busy status.
The identification value of the stand off can be seen in a scrolling window. This value is
updated every second. The transfer mode light indicates whether the welding process is
in spray or globular or short circuit mode.
The predicted and actual values of the welding current and voltage are plotted in two
separate scrolling windows. These two windows are designed to test the identification
algorithm embedded in the control design procedure.
From this panel, the user can access any other panels of WMC by click on appropriate
button.
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End user panel
This panel is designed to provide a guide line for the user to tune wire feed rate, open
circuit voltage, and travel speed when automatic control of wire feed rate, open circuit
voltage, and travel speed are not available. When these feed backs are available , all of
these parameters are tuned automatically.
The up arrow suggests the user to increase the parameter value while the down arrow
suggests the user to decrease the parameter value. When the middle lights are on, the user
should not change that parameter
From this panel, the user can access any other panels of WMC by clicking on an
appropriate button.
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Appendix D

Terminology
This appendix provides definitions of several terms used in this thesis.

1. Adaptive controller: A controller with adjustable parameters and a mechanism for
adjusting the parameters
2. Backstepping: A method to design a controller for a system recursively by
considering some of the states as “virtual controls” and designing for them immediate
control laws. The design procedure steps back to the actual control.
3. Hurtwitz polynomial: A polynomial with all of its roots located in the left half of the
complex plane.
4. Lipchitz condition: A smooth function / (x) is said to satisfy Lipchitz condition if
there exists a positive constant a such that |/ (x1) - / ( x2)| < a\xx - x21.
5. Multivariable input-multivariable output (MIMO) system: A system with more
than one input variable and more than one output variable.
6. Positive definite matrix: A square matrix is said to be positive definite if there exists
a vector x such that x TAx > 0 .
7. Reference defined: A method to design a controller for a system recursively by
defining a reference signal for each state. The controller is designed to guarantee
boundedness of reference signals and convergence of the state and tracking errors.
8. Single input-single output (SISO) system: A system with one input variable and one
output variable.
9. Smooth enough: A signal is said to be smooth enough if the first n derivatives can be
taken.
10. Stable matrix: A matrix with all of its eigenvalues located in the left half of complex
plane.
11. Time-varying system: A system with one or more components varying with time.
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